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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates and compares the dominant schooLs of

thought in the second half of the nineteenth century and the early

decades of the twentieth century and their inf-Luence on the perceptions

regarding Imperiarism. rn doing so, the thesis applies the methodorogy

of Karl Mannheim as suggested in his book Ideology and utopia.

The thesis concludes that there r,{as a strong conmonality in the

starting assumptions and the basic concepts in the anaJ.ysis of

ImperÍalism, a conmonality that can be seen through Mannheim's central

notion of Weltanschauung.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Has nan's stature gua man increased or di¡ninished over the past 150

years? 0r to pose the question mole definitively: has science

increased or diminished man's stature over this time period?

The question might sound metaphysical but it is not. It has become

of pressing concern for nany intellectuals and laymen alike. An

estimated 100 million human beingsl have been killed as a result of

wars, revolution, and Imperialism over the past sixty years alone and

science seens to be involved in their death in a twofo-ld manner: first
in its technological manifestation2 by providing the neans of

destruction, i.e. the weapons - chemical, biologÍcal, and nuclear - and

also in its ideological nanifestation by furnishing what night be called

the "intellectual weapons", the "scientific rationale" for this human

destructÍon.

Ideologies are instruments of explanation. The ideologies which

have accompanied and justified these events have claimed to be a

"rationaL scientific explanation of history, its conflicts and their

1R.n. Laing cites this nunber in his book Ttre politics of
Experience, Penguin Books, Middlesex, EngIand,T967, p. A4. It might
be safely assumed that since the publication of this book in 196? ma¡y
more million people have become victims of wars, conflicts and
retaliations, for instance in vietnam, cambodia, Laos, the Middle East
and South America.

2"Technology", Haberrnas poiirts out, "is arways a historical-socialproject: in it is projected what a society and its ruling interests
intend to do with men and things". Ipryefds a Ratip¡al*Sg_qj€ly,
Heinemann, London, 1971, p. gZ.



resolution. "3 Only in the last 150 years

felt that their animosities, hatreds, and

rule, intrude, and conquer, to dominate,

"scientific" explanations and sanctions.

, however, have Western men

prejudices, their wÍll to

oppress and exploit needed

Before science lost its innocence as a "neutral instrunent for the

advancement of mankind", its proclaimed goal was "to augment and order

human experiençe."4 Now its "fatest theoretical advances have brought

it to the point of negating itself while its perfected technology

threatens the globe itself wíth destruction."S what is it that has

changed this motivation for scientific endeavour from a desire for

understanding to a need for dominatÍon and destruction? The discrepancy

between the original clains and goals of science and its present

position has been interpreted as being the result of an internal

developnent which science itself has undergone in the few centuries of

its history. A change and development which is - as Russell saw it -
"not yet conpleted" and which he summed up as "the passage fron

contenplation to manipulation."6 Gradually science changed from a

"science as knowledge" to a "science as power." science gave power in

succession over inaninate nature, "power over plants and animals" and in

SHannah Arendt.
Janovich Inc., New

4Hannah Arendt.
York, 1976, p. 267.

The Origin of Totalitarianism, Harcourt Brace,
York, 195L, p. 477.

Betweqn Past and Future, The VÍking Press, Nerrr

SAlbert Camus. Neither Vi-ctims nor Executlq¡els, World Without War
Publication, Chicago

GBertrand Russell . The scientif ic outlook, Id.!ï1. Norton & conp. ,
New York, L962, p. 267.



the end "power over human beings."7 And although each porrrrer hol"ds its

own kind of dangers, it is perhaps - as RusselL observed - "the dangers

involved in pol,;er over human beings" that are the greatest.B science

in its twentieth century manifestation has not only become manipulative,

proud and dictatorial but even worse, it has become perverted and

sadistic because it is not only concerned with power but with

naxinization of por¡ler.

The nineteenth century, the century which in the view of many

scholars was in more than one hray "the curtain raiser for the disasters

of our or¡rn age"9 tr^Jas as well the century in which science first
achieved its highest esteem. This conjecture has driven many writers,

intellectuals and scholarsl0 in ever increasing nunbers to re-examine

this earlier period. Because, Iooking from the vantage point of the

twentieth century, it is now possible to discover scientific and

philosophicaì. (ideoJ.ogical) trends which can be seen as forerunners in

the realm of ideas relating to those events which nere actually taking

place in the realm of action, particularly under Imperialisn,ll i¡ the

colonial setting. Tl-rey üIere, however, scantily noticed at the time if

7Russe1l, Ibid, p. 1Bb.

8Russell, Ibid, p. 185.

gGeorge Lichtheim, The concept of Ideology, Random House, New york,
1967, p. 239 , 240.

10To name but a few: Hannah Arendt, The origins of Totalitarianism,
op. cit., Karl Löwith, From Hegel to Nietsche, Holt, Rinehart, and
winston, New York, 1964, Frank H. Tucker, The I,tJhite conscience, Federick
Ungar, New York, 1968, Jacques Barzun, Darwin, Marx, and Wag¡rer,
DoubLeday Anchor, New York, 1gb8, Ernst cassiner, The Myth of- the state,
YaLe University Press, New Haven, L946.

llrnperialism - refers to the politics and policies of European
expansionism in the late nineteenth century and flre colonial ruLe
associated with ít.



they were noticed at alt. It seems that the twentieth century has

"clarified and made explicable the ideas and events of the

nineteenth" 12.

The dependence of thought on actual discoveries in the natural

sciences and the subsequent emergence of new philosophies and lvorld

views led by them, modelled after them, and even "forced into prescribed

directions by each of then in turn",13 ha" been pointed out and been

examined by many rvriters and philosophers; for instance by Ernst

cassirer, Hannah Arendt, and Karl MannheÍm in our own time. These

changes in ideas and philosophies are part of the wider "History of

Ideas", or "History of phirosophy", or "History of science". However,

this relationship of dependence is not entirely one-sided, it is railrer

a relationship of interdependence, resulting in a kind of intellectua_l

cross-fertilization, Thought does not exist in a vacuum. This is not

only true for social, political, economical, or philosophical thought,

but it is equaLly true for scientific thought. Even in a discipline so

unquestionably part of the natural sciences as biology, thought not only

affects but is also affected by the social situation, the potitics and

poJ.icies of the time. This seems no more evident than in the nineteenth

century. The maliifold and intricate interweavings of philosophy,

political theory and ideology with biology - the nerd emerging and in the

second half of the nineteenth century dominating natural science -
deeply influenced the intelrectual and political discourse.

12r,öwith, rbid, p .

lSErnst Cassirer.
Haven, Conn., 1946, p.

v].

An Essay on Man, YaIe University press, Neur
xi.
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The scientific knowledge of the two preceding centuries _

mathenatics in the 17th century, physical sciences in the lgth century -
was in the nineteenth century further enlarged by inroads into two other

fierds of the natural sciences: geology and biology. Both fields
introduced the theory of evolution, both dealt with matter, time, and

development. Old expranations and philosophies no ronger held. ,,The

earth acquired age as geoJ.ogical strata and successive for¡ns of life
[^Iere revea]ed in the rocks. "14 Tine no longer was ,,the nedium through

which oscillated a ser.f-adjusting and eternal world machine under a

'naturafI government."15 Nor did the past have any longer ,,the static
or cyclic quality of ilre classical Greco-Roman conception nor by

contrast the six thousand years epheneral duration" which orthodox

cliristians accorded to it. Tine now becane "open to scientific
examination. "16

subsequently as werl the evorution of the species, of plants and

animals became debatable atrd open to scientific investigation. Biology

took its tine fron geology and physics, forcing those fields into an

ever J.engthening tirne frame in order to date flre past, because

"evolutionary biology relied for change upon infinitesimal variation
acted upon by natural selection through long time periods.,'1T rhen man

began to examine his ow. time scale, to trace his own origin and

l loren Eiseley.
Inc., Garden City,

lSEiseley, Ibid,

l6Eiseley, Ibid,

lTEiseley, Ibid,

Darwinl s Centur , Anduer Books, Doubleday & Comp.,
170.New York,

p. 332.

p. 237 .

p. 237.

19sB, p.
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pedigree and discovered with "almost morbid fascination" as Eiseley

describes it, that he was an animal.18 That man is an animal, a

contemporary of Darwin exclaimed, is "the great and special discovery of

natural science in our generation."l9

rt is at this point that what seens to be almost a reversaf in

perception and anticipation from the eighteenth century occurred. A

change in manrs view of himself - of his self-understanding - and of his

surroundings took place. Man greatly reversed his anticipatÍon of the

possibility of a qualitative and substantial improvement not only of his

own society but of the wider world. The l¡elief in the possibility of

more justice, more equality, more conpassion, more cooperation r^ras

virtually abandoned.

In eighteenth century France, the philosophes of the Enlightenment

believed that man's most outstanding characteristic was his power of

reason and the capacity to apply this reason to the task of improving

his environnent. They believed that reason was linked to human

responsibility and tolerance. Thís was what progress meant. progress

was a moral concept.20 A. century later, natura-l and social scientists

diagnosed nan as being driven and governed by instinct. In particular,

the second half of the nineteenth century witnessed a "retreat from

lSEiseley, Ibid, p. ZS7 .

l9Eiseley, Ibid, p. g45 .

20In thu understanding of the 18th century reason and progress were
not yet divorced from each other. Reason meant "committed reason", wiilr
"sensibi-Lity to the evils of the worÌd" and the belief in "man's talent
for adult-autonomy". Jürgen Habernas, Theory and practice, Beacon
Press, Boston, 1973, p. 258, 259.

Reason was still to be understood in its ethical meaning as "right
reason". Kant, for instance, distinguished between practical reason
(Vernunft) whose function it was to recognize what should be done, while



reason in an age of science."21

"biological " philosophy.

It gave way to lthat might be called a

selfishness and greed, social and political ills, such as poverty,

conquest, war, and domination were now explained on the basis of

ins'binct and the survival of the fittest, To seek a rational removal of

these sociaL ilLs was to "oppose instinct", to interfere with "primeval

nature". It meant to hinder the natural- course of things, to interfere
in the "evoLutionary process and the inscrutable selective wisdon

contained Ín the struggle for existence."22 The future-oriented belief
in manrs perfectability, in his potential "moraL beauty", became more

and more displaced and superceded by evotutionary biology, which

provided the rationalizations for abandoned visions, "for things undone

and dreams defeated."23

The -loss of faith in the enlightening power of reason for all
mankind found expression in a parallel developnent. During the century

of the Enlightenment the belief in manrs perfectability through

education and knowledge refJ.ected manrs attitude towards himself and his

own society, but the notion as such included all of mankind.24 The

eighteenth century, to use de Tocqueville's admirable precise phrase

theoretical reason (verstand) permitted the recognition clf what is.
Progress was not merely understood as an extension of knowledge in

terms of a "progressus in indefinitum". The definition of progress
al-ways incorporated - apart from its quantitative element - aqualitative stipuÌation.

2lEiseley, op. cit., footnote, p, g4g.

22Eiseley, Ibid, p . 94B .

2Sniseley, Ibid, p. g45.

24th" phitosophes of the Enlightenment believed that differences
anorìg human beings were the result of differences in the "sociaL
environnent" and could be "corrected" through education. This view came



"believed in a variety of races but in the unity of the human

species",25 ancl Goethe wrote: "only all of mankind together makes the

true man."26 By the end of the nineteenth century, thÍs trust in the

essential moral and spiritual quality of mankind r^/as no lo¡ger shared -
it had gíven way to the naturalist theory of human inequality.

while earlier scientists, social thinkers, and voyageurs in their
encounters and contacts with more simple people and more prinitive
societies still thought of "barbarians as educatable",2T basing this
belief on their observation and experience, the natural scientists of

the late nineteenth century in their encounters with more primitive
people and their societies no longer shared these views. They heLd that

these people were "lying fixed biologically, upon levels inferÍor to

[¡Jestern man", as "mentally frozen, so to speak, at various stages of the

human past."28 They clained to have expetted the myth of natural

equality among races and rejected the belief in the efficacy and the

universaL remedy of education as a harmful illusion engendered by the

theorists of pure reason. "In the savage races of the present day," a

writer in the contenporary RevÍew of j.g?129 observed, "r¡re seem to find

under attack by social scientists in the second. half of the nineteenthcentury. They came to insist on ilre "heredity of mental
characteristics", according to which some races were nore intetligent
than others. Differences among human beings tlius had a certain
permanence.

2sHannah Arendt, TotalitarÍanism, op. cit.,
26lrl"rner Stark. The Sociology of Knowledge,

footnote quotation.

2TEiseley, op. cit. , p. g39.

2SEiseley, Ibid, p. 264.

29Notwithstanding that the influence of the
of the Enlightenment had recentJ.y brought about

p. 777 .

London,1958, p. S4g,

moral and etllical beliefs
the abolition of slavery
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the hunan faculties, not in their fresh virgin state, tending to d.eveLop

into something better, but arrested and benumbed by long acquiescence in

grovelling habits, Therefore, I think, üre are justified in regarding

these races as the sr{amps and backwaters of the stream of noble

humanity, and not as the representatives of the fountainhead from which

it has been derived. "30

The "noble savage" concept of the earlier century which perceived

of the tribesmen as "the unspoiled nember of mankind", living in a

sinple state of nature, hras swept away by the new scientific certainty

of their permanent inferiority. The admiration of him as the

"representative of the childhood of man" gave hray to the uncompromising

scientific theory that they were the "missing link."

Far from possessing the yet unreal.ized potentialities of a child,

the members of primitive societies were now seen as "living fossils',,

"destined to be swept away in the struggle for existence" because of

their "feebre and archaic intetlect."31 The Mongol and Negro were not

only held to be but "human saurians who reached J,ong ago their full
development", but were-also nor¡r "moral fossils. "32

By the beginning of the twentieth century, the earlier concerns

about man as an individual and mankind as a unity encompassing arl

in America and the abolition of the African sl-ave trade by Britain, ít
can be clearly seen that with the emergence of the new scientific
notions in the biological sciences a harsher view of the developmentalpossibilities of primitive nan and his society were crystallizing.

S0Eiseley, oÞ. cit., p. g00, S0j..

31uÍseley, Ibid, p. 311.

32EiseIey, Ibid, p. 264.
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members of huna¡r societies, had dissipated. Science hacl estal¡lished the

idea as a scientific fact - as the truth - that man was an animal,

driven by instincts, and that tire degree of these instincts was decisive

for his survival. Man's nind, reason, and consciousness hrere looked

upon as a "by-product of evolution, late Ín coming and neg].igible in

effect."33 The purpose of life was to survive. The struggle for

survival through the elimination of the weaker by the stronger was the

categorical imperative, not only for the individual but for whole races;

it was the manifestation of "natural selection."

"From the war of nature", Darwin wrote, "from famine and death, the

most exaLted object of which we are capable of conceiving, nanely the

production of higher animal-s, directly follows. There is grandeur in

this view of life . "34 Thus the favoured races were those that

survived; they assured progress. Under the impact of these "scientific

facts", mankind became divided into "higher and lower breeds", into

"master races and slave races", into "civilized societies and arrested

societies. "

Conflict, war, and domination - at an earlier century stitl
perceived as the regrettable manifestation of a not yet enancipated

reason3S - now caÌne to be explained on biologic-scientific grounds.

Antagonisn, whether individual, nationaL, or racial was inbred and war

was seen as a mechanism of improving the species. I,{hen r^rar ceases, so

it was argued, mankind will no longer ¡lrogress.

33Barzun, Jacques. Darwin, Marx, l,rlagner, op, cit. , p. 11.

34Bu""urr, Ibid, p. Ls.

35fhu philosophical .Lheory on which the Enlightenment based itself
heLd, that "as man develops reason wiIl prevail over imagination,
prejudice and passion". Collingwood, The Idea of Hislory, Oxford
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The decades before the close of the nineteenth century and those

following the turn of this century saw Western scientists - both natural

and social - preoccupied with the working out and perfection of racial

theories. Race struggle and racial deterninisn, finally became regarded

by them and others as the "key to history" and as such also the

justification for the "new" Irnperiarism, for conquest and domination.

Another "key to history" perceived of class struggLe as the

motivating force in history, as the determinjng factor in the progress

of mankind,

DeveJ.oped simultaneously - yet independently from the theory of

tratural evolution and race struggle - Marx's theory of social evolution

and class struggle was, however, firnly imbedded in the predominant

evolutionary conceptions of the time. Here aLso, ilre notions of

struggle, historical evolution, and progress were combined into an

evolutionary, that is scientific whole.36

According to this scientific interpretation of history all
societies follow certain laws of development. They all have to pass

through the same evolutionary stages: ancient, feudal, bourgeois, then

socialist and finally communist. These successive stages are

characterized by particular "relations in production" which d.eternine

the "modes of production" and vice versa. These laws of development

University Press, 1956, p. 76.

36lt i" noteworthy that Darwin's book lhq origin of species, Marx,s
book Das Kapital and Gobineau's book Essa@ r.c""
humaines, were aJ.I published in an intervaL of a few years, i,e. 1g59,
1859, 1853. These three books were at the centre of intell.ectual,
political, economic and sociaL discourse for the next hundred years.
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were deemed to apply to all societies.ST

According to this scientific theory, social change or progress

occurs when these forces get into conflict, i.e. when the relations in
production no longer coincide wÍth the forces of production. At that
particuJ-ar stage an abrupt change occurs - a revofution - ending with

the overthrow of the previous governing class (now obsolete, as being

unprogressive). The new emerging class after this "revolution", the

superseding class, is by definition the stronger, more innovative, more

progressive one at that particular point in time. In this theory,

conflict and progress are built into the economic system and find their
expression in class struggle and class antagonism. Both operate

independently of individual wíll, consciousness,33 or reason, because

the stages and processes in the social and economic evolution of society

are historic forces, i.e. historical necessities, and stages cannot be

skipped.

37thit theory was later on nodified when it becane obvious that thisevolutionary scheme otrly recorded the European evolutionary experience
and did not account for the evolutionary reality - or the lack thereof -of two-thirds of the worLd. The theory was then changed to incorporate
a period prior to the "ancient stage". The so-called "Asiatic stage"with its "oriental mode of production,,came to be seen as preceding the"ancient stage".

38lt is necessary at this point to clarify, however, that in thisevolutionary theory man is not without co¡rsciousness and reason. Man,s
essence and existence are closely linked. By creating and improving his
environment and his tools, man creates and inproves himself, But at any
stage of development his consciousness is determined by the historic-
economic reality in which he lives, thus his consciousness is bound tohis collectivity, that is liis class. His consciousness is a collectiveaffair.

since progress - initiated and developed by man - reflects his
consciousness, it catr be argued, that in this theory the consciousnessof a nineteenth century African tribeman, for example, lies at a lower
stage of deveLopment than that of a nineteenth century European worki¡g
class man or a nineteenth century European bourgeois. Because essence
and existence in this tlieory cannot be seen independently from each
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Capitalism39 - the mode of production and social organization of

the bourgeoisie in the nineteenth century - üras therefore in ilris

evolutionary scheme, no historical accident. As an economic and social

system, capitalism was superior to its predecessor, the feudal system.

It was not only a source of unprecedented weaLth and progress for this

class and the wider society, but both fulfitled at the same time their

"historical mission" and found thus their "historical justífication."

The human misery, the poverty and suffering produced by capitalism,

however abhorrent, r,'rere thus time- and production-specific. The

manifestations, the form and the degree of social ills, were determined

by the economic system, whÍch in íts turn is related to the respective

evolutionary stage of society.

Rational interventÍon4O in order to ameliorate social ill-s was

also in this nineteenth century deterministic theory rejected. It was

rejected because the "logic" or the "dialectic" of the economic systen

had to work itself out. social reforms therefore might hinder, so it
was argued, this process thus deraying progress, because poverty, and

other, in fact are closely interwoven, and because the tribeman's
environment and his tools were inferÍor to the nineteenth century
European society and technology - his deveJ.opment was also here
perceived as being "arrested" and his society as being "stagnant".
existence was therefore often treated with simílar contempt. The
assumptions between this evolutionary "social theory" and the
evolutionary "race theory" - although different at the outset - to
extent converge at this point.

S9Nineteenth century colonialism (Imperialism) explained as a
manifestation of nineteenth century capitalisn was consequentJ.y seen as
historically necessary and progressive and European colonial expansion
was accepted as a "brutal but necessary step towards the victory of
socialism", the next higher stage after capitalism. s. Aveneri, Karl
Marx on col-onialism and Modernization, Doubleday, New york, 1968, p. L2.

40In the theory of natural evolution and race struggle, rational
intervention to eliminate nisery and poverty was rejected because of its
interference with "instinct" and "naturaf selection". In the theory of

His
basic

some
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particularly industrial poverty, and the conscÍousness thereof was seen

as a catalyst. Industrial poverty might aggravate cfass antagonism and

speed up the impending class confrontation cuLminating in the overthrow

and the elimination of the obsolete bourgeois class, thus opening the

way for the establishntent of the next higher, more progressive stage of

society.

I{uman history thus reveals that struggle for life is general and

universal and class struggle in particular is historically necessary and

progressive.

Also in this evolutionary theory, "the individual counts for

nothing, has no original purpose of his own."41 He only counts as a

nember of a class - bourgeois, worker, or peasant - and his mind and

consciousness are epi-phenonena of the class struggle. He is seen and

evaluated as a menber of that specific class, and according to the

historicaf circumstances and sequence as either descendant and

regressive, or ascendent and progressive. His position is always

determíned "by the forces of production operating at a given time and

Þlace . " 42

Man in this historical theory thus becomes a historical object, an

abstraction, whose subjective mind and consciousness are relevant only

in the context of his class and whose individual joys and sorrows, his

social evolution and class struggle rational intervention was dismissed
because of the logic inherent in the econonic system. Both theories
thus saw intervention as detrimental to progress - however each from a
different perspectÍve.

4lBarzun, Darwin, Marx, Wagner, oÞ. cit., p. 11.

4?Batrun, Ibid, p. 11.
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feelings and sufferings are inconsequential,

under the ímpact of evolutionary science and the scientific
interpretation of history as either race struggle or class struggle,

man - who at one time was considered to be the centre of the universe,

the summit and culmination of life - was displaced into the position of

the most accidental and superfluous creature on this planet. He became

the victim of ldorld wars, RevoLution, and ImperiaLism - atl of which

had been explained as scientific mechanisns for the advancement of

mankind. According to the circumstances and events, man became defined

as "race enemy", "class enemy", or non-human. Buttressed by one or the

other or both dominant scientific ideologies, millions of human bei¡gs

were considered as beíng dispensable and disposable, as being "in the

way of progress", as being a "by-product of history", or as being just

"human raw rnaterial. " "Fron violence and death and the sacrifice of

Man", so it was argued, "better men and better Life would evolve,,'48

The then prevailing evolutionary teachings were highly influential
as justifications for the two world ü/ars and the Revolution of the

twentieth century, but more so they were cruciaL for the growth of

Imperialism in the late nineteenth century. They introduced an element

of detachment and fataLism, âIì "element of ruthlessness and immorality

that was most characteristic for that whole time period and

movement. "44

43Bu""rn, Ibid, p,

44Michael Banton.
48.

oo

Race Relalions, Camelot Press, London, Lg6b,
p,
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Inperialisn Old and New

In order to establish the historical and political background for

this investigation it seems necessary at this point to give sone general

infornation about Imperialism/Colonialism and to define what is neant by

it, in answering the following questions:

What are the distinguishing features between the
"01d" and "Nehr" Imperialism?

$/hat are the "explanations" given to account for the
large scale imperialist movenent of ilre second half
of the nineteenth century, in particutar that
movement which came to be known as the "Scranble for
A,frica"?45

The rnternational Encyclopaedia of the social sciences uses

"imperiaJ-isn"46 as a theoretÍcal term'to "denote a specific form of

aggressive behaviour on behaLf of certain states against others; the

concept refers prinarily to attempts to establish or retain formaL

sovereignty over subordinate political societies."47 European

imperialism of the late nineteenth century - of nations such as Great

Britain, France, Gernany, Belgium, Portugal, and Italy, particularly

during the "scramble for Africa" - has shown such a "specific form of

45thu expression "scranbLe for Africa" was first popularized in an
articLe in The Times on September 15, 1884. It describes the feverish
annexation of foreign territories, main-Iy in Africa, by most of the
European nations. It covers tlie time period approximately from 1880 to
tr{orld l¡}ar I .

46¿fter l,{orld I¡lar II the term often became equated "with the exercise
of any form of political control or influence by one poJ.itical community
over another" * Imperialism without colonies - RussÍan and American
Imperialisrn - Neo-CoIoniaLism. Hans DaaLder, Inperialism, in
rnternational Encyclopaedia of the social sciences, David L. sills, ed.
The McMiLJ.an Company & The Free Press, Vol. 7, p. 101-109.

47Daalder, Ibid, p. 101-108.
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aggressive behaviour", in that they invaded and annexed. vast foreign

territories, especially in Africa.

In order to illustrate, hor,{ever, the general character of tiris
period and the scope of these annexations it is necessary to bear in

mind that during that time period, i.e. approximately from 1gg0-1910,

Great BritaÍn afone annexed thirty-nine separate areas, comprising some

three and three-quarter million square miles. France, like Great

BritaÍn, adding to older colonial holdings, extended her empire by an

area of more than three and a half million square niles. Germany,

starting her imperialÍst career in 18g4, brought approximately one

million square miles under her colonial domination. Ita1y, also a

ner^rcomer to inperialism, annexed territories mainly in East Africa;

Portugal annexed large districts of Angola on the congo coast and a

large strip of East Africa, while Belgiurn, under King Leopold rI,
annexed a huge territory of the Congo, which later became known as ilre

Congo Free State.48

The enorníty of the colonial holdings and acquisitions in terms of

surface areas acquired and populations subjugated to colonial rule is
nuch more concretely understood when a comparison is nade between the

sizes and the populations of the imperial nations and the sizes and the

popuJ.ations of their colonies. rn the early twentieth century, Great

Britain, with a mother country of 120,g?g square miles and a population

of 40,559,954 ruled 50 colonies with an area of 11,60s,2gg square miles

and a colonial population of 235,zzz,2sg. France, with a mother country

48;.4. Hosbon.
p. 18-22.

Imperialis¡n, The University of Michigan press, 1965,
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of 24O,092 square miles and a popuJ.ation of 38,512,g25 ruled 33 colonies

with 3,740,756 square miles and a colonial popuration of s6,401,g60.

Germany, with a mother country of 20g,gB0 square miles and a population

of 52 ,279,901 ruled 1G coronies with L,027,120 square miles and a

colonial population of 14,682,000. portugal, wiilr a mother country of

36'038 square niles and a population of 5,049,22g ruled g colonies with

an area of 801,L00 square miles and a colonial population of g,148,7o7.

rtaly, with a ¡nother country of 110,646 square miles and a population of

31,856,675 ruled 2 colonies with an area of 1gg,s00 square miles and a

coloniaf popuratÍon of 850,000. Bergium,49 with a nother country of

11,783 square miles and a population of s,s20,000 ruled one cofony with

an area of 194,575 square ¡niles and a coronial population which was

estimated between 20,000,000 and 40,000,000.

Denmark, spain, and the Netherlands did not particÍpate in this
"new" coLonial expansion, The extent of their colonial holdings, dating

fron the "ofd" colonialism is, however, interesting insofar as it
reveals some of the same discrepancies of the mother countries to their
colonies, either in terms of surface areas and/or population. According

to a tabLe of coLonization conpiled from the Statesman's year Book from

1900,50 Denmark, wíth a mother country of 1s,2g9 square mÍl-es and a

population of 2,185,22b ruled s colonies with g6,6g4 square miles and a

49Although the Belgian acquisition r^rere the personal property of the
Belgian King Leopold II, Belgium as a nation should be incLuded anong
the imperialist nations. Leopo].d Ir was responsible for unequalled
atrocities committed in the Belgian congo, the blackest page in the
history of Africa, which left after t$renty years of colonial rule only apopulation of 8,500,000.

5OHobson, ImperiaLism, op. cit., p. zg.
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coLonial population of 174,229. spain, with a nother country of 797,67o

square miles and a population of 17,b6s,682 rulerd 3 colonies lvith

243,877 square miles and a colonial population of 1s6,000. The

Netherlands, with a mother country of 72,64g square miles and a

population of 5,o74,632 ruled 7Bz,g62 square miles and a colonial

population of 35,115,711.

The division of the world into formal colonÍes or spheres of

influence by the great - and also smaller - European powers was by the

turn of the century comprete, resulting in an almost global nonopoJ.y of

rule and donination.

To recapituLate then: Imperial-ism in its late nineteenth century

manifestation was thus the annexation of vast foreign territories and

the establishment and,/or naintenance of "rufe over alien people, that

is, separate and subordinate to the ruting and controlling power,"51

This "ne[,J" imperialism was rather distinct from the "ofd"

inperialism; a colonialism that was associated with the term

"cofonization" and which involved the "settlement abroad of people from

a mother country, as in the case of ancient Greek colonies or the

Americas."52 Almost the whole of this "rìew" imperialist expansion

consisted of annexation and absorption of tropicaL or subtropical.

regions, where it was understood that Europeans were not going to settle

with their families. Inperialism therefore became identified with ,'rule

51n. Emerson. coloniarism; political Aspects, in rnternational
EncycJ.opaedia of the social sciences, David L. siILs, Editor, The
McMillan Company & The Free press, Vol. S, p. 1.

52Ern*""orr, Ibid, p. 1-b .
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over peopLes of different race inhabiting lands separated by salt water

from the imperial centre. "53

There were, however, other new important features which

distinguished this form of Imperialism/Colonialism from earlier forns of

expansion, conquest and rule of enpires. Racism54 was such a new

discriminating factor. The assertion of racial and cultural superiority

by the ÍmperialÍst nations and their insistence that this racial and

cuLtural superiority was "scientifically" established gave them the

right to this expansion and conquest and entitled them tcl rufe over

"inferiorrr or I'subject" races.

colonial racisn, according to Memmi, is "built from three major

ideological components: the gulf between the culture of the colonist

and the colonized, the exploitation of Lhese differences for the benefit

of the colonist, and the use of these supposed differences as standards

of absolute fact. "55

RacÍsm in the colonial setting not only meant subordination of the

native people to the colonial power, it went beyond that. It was

stressed that this rure should be unrestricted - total - without any

53Em"r"on, Ibid, p. 1-s.

54rhe term "racism" is used to denote those actions and attitudes
which support the exclusion, subjugation and exploitation of peopì.e who
are defined as inferior based on their racial characteristics. Fanon
defines racism as "the systematic oppression of a people", Towards the
African Revolution, New York, 1967, p. 54. It is significant that
racism was part of colonialism regardless of which European nation
participated in it. Racism Ín the colonial system is not
"superimposed". It is truilt into the very system, through all
institutions and Ín every human contact.

SSAlbert Memmi. The Col-onizer and the Colonized, Beacon press,
Boston, 1967, p. 35.
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limitations. A British coLonial administrator defined tliis rule as

having "no obÌigations to man-nade laws,"56 and if necessary being

ready for "administrative massacres, "

None of the European nations applied the politÍcal pri¡ciples of

their own country to the indigenous people in their co_Ionies. "In no

case were they disposed to appry the administrative and political

systens of their own country to the government of backward

populations. "57 None of the European nations extended the legal

freedoms and protections which were enjoyed by the people of flre mother

countries to theÍr colonies. Colonies were ruled by decree, which is by

its very nature completely arbitrary, temporary, and constantly

changing, according to the wishes and needs of the ruling, that is
colonial, power ' Rule by decree is characterized. by the very absence of

any constitutional constraints.

This is best exenplified by the procedures, measures, and

particular policies implenented by the European nations in order to

establish and consolidate their colonial domination, such as:

the expropriation of the natÍve land,

the expulsion of the population, ilreir resettlement
in working camps or "compounds",

the expLoitation of both the natural resources and
the native population,

the annihilation and,/or planned exterminationSS of
those natives who resisted these neasures,

56Arendt, The Origin of Totalitarianísm, op. cit., p. Z1S,

57Arendt, Ibid, p. 131 .

58One of the nost striking aspects when examining questions about
colonialisn is that ttrere are no numbers or statistics about the victims
of trùestern rmperiafism, not even for the period of the period of the
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tlie l¡ps¡j-!!!_n of hut- or labour taxes to force flre
native population into colonial service, and

the enforcement of these impositions59 through
measures such as sLave labour, forced labour, or
indentured Labour.

fn sumnary, it night

comprised the original act

European nations, it also

after the conquest."60

be said that the "new" inperialisn not only

of aggressive annexation of territory by

enconpassed "tìre organization of donination

of reality. It denotes a

"the reLationship of a

its domination,"6l and

fundamental

and objectification of the

Inperialism describes a particular type

relationship. More specifically, it denotes

ruling and controlling power to those under

colonial racism "sums up and symbolizes this

relationship"62 in the systenatÍc oppression

"new" Imperialism and thereafter, although these events are part of the
"Neuzeit".

OnJ-y in footnotes a very dedicated student of co-Lonialism mightfind occasÍonal incomplete references - for example - the decimation of
the congo popuration from 20-40 Mil,lion reduced to 8 Míllion by the
Belgian King Leopold II during the "Scramble for Africa" or about ilre L0
Million vÍctims of a drought in India where the British colonizer even
shipped away the remaining food in order to assure that ilie whoLe
population died.

S9Forced labour was abolished in the French colonies only after the
Second WorLd War (Constitution of October 1946). In the British colonyof Kenya forced labour becane illegal after the First tr/orld I¡/ar. During
the Second World War, however forced labour was reintroduced in Kenya.
conpursory labour was, however, employed by atl colonial, porders. rn the
Belgian Congo the last administrative forms of forced labour were only
abolished in 1954.

60Fanon. Towards the African Revolution, oÞ. cit., p. gS.

6lGeorge Lichtlleim. rmperialism, praeger publishers, New york, :'g7r,p. 4.

62Memmi, op. cit., p. 70.
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col.onized people,

The Thegries of Imperialism

There have been numerous theories put forward to explain the

"causes" of this new Inperialism.

Some writers sinply said that Imperialism was just "in the air" and

that it therefore coloured the whole mentality of the period, its
actions, poritics, ideas, opinions, st-atenents, and propositions. other

theorists of Imperialism, overwhelmed by the "complexity of the numerous

phenomena" that have been subsumed under this term, suggested therefore

that the terrn Imperialism be dropped altogether.6S They felt it to be

an enpty concept and thought it to be doubtful whether a satisfactory

theory of Imperialisn could ever be developed.

Such a suggestion seems quite reasonable when first looking at the

varieties of "causes" which have been put forward to account for the new

Imperialism. Among those most frequently mentioned to explain "the

rapid growth of imperial holdings" at that time are:

the businessmenrs desire for quick and great profits;

the psychological drive for power and mastery;

the need' presumed or reaL, for raw materiaLs and markets;

the rise of the labour movement; inperialism as a reaction to

and diversion of domestic unrest;

the naval traditíon (this factor, however, for Britain only);

strategic and diplomatic considerations based upon the emerging

sense of geopolitics;

63Daalder, Imperialism, oÞ. cit. , p. 101-10g.
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a spirit of adventure (individuals as primary agents of

rmperíalism - Great Britain: cecil Rhodes; Germany: carl peters);

the rise of an inexpensive, sensation-seeking press;

the growth of a bureaucratic civil service;

the desire to save soqls; and

the conviction of havÍng a mission to 'civilize' the wor]d."64

of course, these factors do not have an equal degree of importance, but

there can be no doubt that they were afl present.

In the meantime, however, these different theories and expJ.anations

of imperialism and their alleged "causes" had been assembled into "broad

schools of thought." They have been challenged and regrouped or

rearranged under the inpact of such challenges. They have, however, atl
one factor in common: they emerged post facto, It was only in 1g02, at

the zenith of European Inperialisn that bhe first study of "ImperiaLism"

was published by J.A. Hobson. His book Imperialism dealt mainly with British
Inperialism -- yet a great number of features and factors whích he

identified as relevant for British involvement in the new Imperialism

were applicable also for French and German Imperialism. His book became

very infruential, so influential indeed, that it was returned to again

and again by others, in order to confirm, refute, modify, or expand on

his analysis,

Some Marxist theorists, such as Rosa Luxemburg, Rudolf HÍlferding

and Lenin and non-Marxist, such as Hobson himself, have ernphasized that

economic criteria and considerations were the only or main reason for

64Daalder, Ibid, p. 101-108.
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Imperialism, although they differed substantialì.y in details of their
analysis. They gave rise to questions whether Imperialism was triggered

because of the need to export surp-lus capital fron Europe - as Hobson

and others thought - or whether it r^ras a function of "increasing

international competition leading to an intensive search for protected

markets and for access to vital raw naterials and minerars"6S ot

whether imperialism hras a special stage of capitalism and as such the

expression of the monopoly stage of capitalism, as Lenin described it to

be.

Other theorists pointed out that ImperialÍsm was the result of the

prevaiJ.ing racial doctrines and cultural expansionism, a manifestation

of the "Darwinian struggle between nations and races",66 while again

other theorists insisted that Imperialism had little or nothing to do

with these factors or with economic necessities or with capitalism as

such. They felt that Imperialism was the result of nationalism and an

international power struggle.

Those theorists who favoured a poJ.itical approach to Imperialism

saw it therefore as a power play, in which the rivalries within Europe

were acted out outside of Europe, and they have therefore suggested that

"the scranìbfe" started in Europe when new competing expansive nations

entered the area of "Weltpolitik." They enphasized that especially the

unification of Germany and Itaty resuLted. in a "new assertive

nationalism in these countries", that France was tempted "into colonial

GSRoger owen, studies in the Theory of.Imperiarism, Longman, London,
7972, p. 2.

66Emerson, op. cit., p. 1-5.
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adventures in order to regain a sense of glory and grandeur after Ìrer

defeat by Prussia",67 that the "continued expansion of Russia towards

Constantinople, Persia, India, and the Far East" increasingly threatened

"long established BrÍtish Imperial interests" and that Britain therefore

"couLd not remain aloof from forrnal annexation when others threatened to

move in, threatening the foundation of sp].endid isolation and of

traditional balancing policies."68 It seems, however, that any attempt

to cLearly divide politics and econony Ín the domestic or international

sphere is rather unrealistic and naive. politics are constantly

influenced by econornic conditions and considerations and the economy in

its turn is influenced by political decisions. A monocausal

reLationship never exists in either one or the other direction. Nor can

the social and racial doctrines and ideologies which accompanied and

buttressed these politics aud events be understood independentJ.y of each

other, because they were their ideological underpinnings. They were

modes of justifying the enpire-building process on the one hand and the

existing por¡/er relations in the domestic, inter-European, and

particularLy in the colonial sphere on the other hand by presenting them

as part of what seened to be the natural and just order of things.

The discussions between rival theories have tlterefore often

produced greater confusion than clarity. This is, of course, partly due

to the different politicaì. positions fron which the various theorists,

historians and econonists viewed the inperialist phenomenon in general

67Daalder, op. cit., p. 101-108.

6SDaalder, Ibid, p. 101-108.



and their own subject natter in particular. I{owever, the general

Eurocentricity of both the theories and the theorists might have been a

further predicament for a fuller more comprehensive understanding of the

imperialist movenent in that the theorists based their analysis almost

exclusively on European developments and concerns, be they in the

domestic,inter*European or international sphere. This renains true even

for those theorists who Ín the light of decolonÍzation and the colonial

liberation movements in the various colonies in the 1g50's had to look

back at a world that had been lost for Europeans. t{itnessing the

dismantling of the ímperial structures they often had to reassess

earlier theories and certainties. Yet by doing so they often became the

creators of a new form of explanation or justification for Colonialism

and colonial rule in that they tried to demonstrate that the character

of this rule depended largely on which European country owned a colony.

D. K. Fieldhouse in his book The Colonial Empire refers to this claim

when he writes: "There is a much cherished myth that the character of

modern colonies differed widely according to which European state owned

them: that some empires were good, others bad; that some fostered

independence in tlieir tropicaJ. dependencies, others tried to prevent

it". This distinction, according to Fieldhouse, "ffattered national

vanities and was underlined by contrast in styJ.e reflecting divergent

European traditions and colonial situations. Yet fundamentally such

distinctions ü¡ere unimportant . " 69

The difficuLty in establishing a satisfactory and more inclusive

69David K.
London,1966,

Fie ldhouse
p. 374.

The Colonial Emoire, Wiedenfeld & Nicholson,
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theory of Imperialism might also be explained by the fact that European

theories left out a whole range of characteristics of Irnperialism, which

came to be defined as the "colonial relationship" or the "colonial

situation". Theorists concerned with thÍs "coloniaL relationship"

therefore looked nore at the effects of European imperial policies on

colonial societÍes and the native poputation rather than how and when

these policies were made. Third F/orld Theorists who came into the

forefront of the discussion on Inperialism in post-1.945 such as Fanon,

Senghor, Memmi, Cesaire, came to investigate and illuminate in

particular these aspects of colonialism.

They were not - or were only margínarly - interested in problems

with which [rlestern writers - both Marxist and non-Marxist - had been

preoccupied for more than half a century. They were not concerned with

the pro's and con's of respective theories, e.g. whether ImperÍalism was

primarily the outcome of economic competition or the result of "inherent

malfunctions" in the capÍtalist system, or whether Imperialism was the

result of an inter-European affront against the political status quo,

initiated by the nationafism of new emerging European nations. Nor were

they interested in the question whether European expansion overseas

could be used to deal with social tensions at home or whether strategic

considerations reJ.ating to Africa brought about the "epoch of

Inperialism".

These theorists entphasized the speed and universality of European

expansion and conquest and that European nations co-operated with each

other and "used their superior technology and military power to enslave

and subjugate non-European peoples for their own enrichnent".70

T0Thonas Hodgkin. African and Third t{orld Theories of Imperialism
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As early as 1885 the Lagos Observer commented on the imperÍal

partition of the worÌd after the Berlin conference by stating:

The world has perhaps never lritnessed until nolrl such
high-handed robbery on so large a scale, Africa is
heJ.pless to prevent it ...77

These theorists clearly understood the wider implications of these

er¡ents * as al-Afghani did for example - when he insistecl on the definite

correlation between "political and mil,itary power and the mastery of

modern science and technology". rn his "Lectures on teaching and

learning", al-Afghani pointed out that

the Europeans have now (1882) put their hands on
every part in the world. The English have reached
Afganistan; the French have seized Tunesia. In
reality this usurpation, aggression and conquest has
not cone from the French or the English. Rather it is
science that everywhere manifests its greatness and
power.

In reality, sovereignty has never left the
abode of science ... Science is the true ruler.72

The fusion of technology and domination, but also the violence of

the conqueror towards the conquered, the inequalíty between the

colonizer and the colonized, which were at the basis of the colonial

system and which found expression in the establishment of organized

colonial systems were clearly perceived and diagnosed by Third-world

Theorists. Those anong the¡n who had experienced colonialism in action

and consolidation defined more clearly than Western theorists the

general strategy of 't.he imperial poüJers and the process through which

in studies in the Theory of rmperialism, Roger 0wen and Bob sutcliffe,ed., London, 7972, p. 100.

TlHodgkin, rbid, p. 9g.

T2HodgLin, rbid, p. 97.
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they estabrished colonial rule and subsequently ilre "coloniaf

situation". They gave a much more accura'te and inclusive summation of

features and characteristics that comprised the colonial experience:

The loss of sovereignty of existing states and
stateless societies,

the eventual defeat of movements of military and
political resistance,

the physical removal, by deportation, imprisonment,
execution, etc. of resisting and non-collaborating
rulers,

the continual process of 'pacifícation', i.e. of
military operations against primary resistance
novements,

the inposition by degrees of a colonial administrative
network,

a hierarchy of salaried officials drawn from the
metropolitan bouregoisie, enjoying a very wide
spectrum of powers in relatÍon to the indigenous
population,

the development of a parallel system of control over
conmercial and cultural Life through extraterritorial
companies, nissions, etc. ,

the construction of a framework of institutions (e.g.
the Indigenat in French .territories) designed to
preserve European dominance for an indefinite period,

the organization of a system of colfaborating groups,
drarvn fron chiefs, marabouts, elements of the
bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie (where they
existed),

the blocking, as far as practicable, of precolonial
channels of communication across coloniaL frontiers,

the elaboration of an ideology of imperialism
designed to explain and justify the new structure of
social and political relationship and the new forms
of European power, and

the feeding back of this ideology and the racist
attitudes associated with it, into the colonizing



societies. TS

.Ainong the most substantial contributions of Third !r/orld Theorists

and writers h'as tlieir illumination of many aspects of colo¡ialism to

ftlestern theorists of Imperialism, which these theorjsts had never

investigated.

WhiIe Western theorists klere preoccupied with economic theories,

establishing balance sheets about the profitability or non-profitability
of coloniaf ventures while they investigated colonialisn agaÍnst the

backgrouud and preestablished political and economic theories; while
'Lhey searched through diplomatic cables and conference memoranda to

establish what event brought about the "nera¡" Imperialism; while they

worked out a "scientific" defence of Inperialism: irr the colonies a new

system of abuses, a new form of government was established and

solÍdified. Afro-Asian theorists and writers were the ones who first
saw the structural and functional correlation between colonialism anc{

fascism. They pointed to the "impressive interlinkages of European

Imperialism, Racism and Totalitarianism".T4 It was they who spoke of

the "burden of the white men" on the Afro-Asian societies and people,

and of the crimes committed by Europeans around the world.

Again it was these Afro-Asian ilreorists who examined ilre

psychological effects of racism, terror and domination on the colonized

(Fanon) and further had seen the repercussions of these measures on the

psyche of the colonizer. They understood the fundamental reciprocity of

human interaction: tliat it is impossible to brutalize and degrade

TSHodgkin, Ibid, p. 99.

T4Jawaharlal Nehru commented on this connection when he"rndians' own experience were enough to teach us what ilreseprinciples and theories of life and state ultimately led to

saÍd that the
(Fascist)

. For our
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anotlìer human being without brutalizing or degrading oneself. And this

reciprocity applied not only to individuals, but also to nations.

By analysing the colonized they analysed by inference the

colonizer. By looking at the life of the "coloured man" they saw the

çr¡orld of the "whÍte man". By listening to the thoughts of the victim,

they learned about the ideas and ideologies of the victimizer.

people had been the victims for J.ong of those very principles and
methods of government". Frank Tucker, Tlie !{hite consciencq, Federick
Unger, Nertr York, L968, p. 20 .



CHAPTER TI\IO

KARL MANNHEIM ON IDEOLOGV AND WELTANSCHAUUNG

"The discussions of every age are filred with issues on which

leading schools of thougirt differ. But ihe generat intellectual

atnosphere of the time is always determined by the views on whicli the

opposing schooLs agree. They become the unspoken presuppositions of all
thought, the comnon and unquestioning accepted foundation on lrhich all
discussiort proceeds" . 1

This observation by Hayek made in his book The Counter-Revolution

of science, touches upon an interesting and. important interlectual

phenomenon; a phenomenon also encountered when trying to exp_lain or to
account for the intellectual movements and ideologies that have

acconpanied the irnperialist movenent during the late nineteenth century.

It appears that at one point or another these different and divers ideas

and ideologÍes seem to have becone part of or contributed to the

rationalization and justification for the imperiaì.ist movenent,

rt is conparatively easy to discern intellectual trends,

developnents and assumptions of an earlier age or of a different era

when these ideas are no longer shared. This is different of course witlt

regard to ideas underlyiug thought of a more recent time and evetl nore

so for ideas of the present.

Here "Iitre are frequentJ.y not yet aware of the common features, which

the opposing systems of thought share". For that very reason, ideas

I'F.4. Hayek, The countel Revplllisn of science, collier-MacmillanLtd., London, 195
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might have "crept in almost unnoticed" and might have "achieved their

dominance without serious examination".2 This is of course very

important. It is important, because - as Hayek by quoting Bernarcl

Bosanquet points out - "ex'Lremes of thought may neet in error as well as

truth" ' 3 The danger of this is obvious. Sometimes such errors "becone

dogma merely because they were accepted by the different groups,'4 even

if these groups differ and are divided on many oilrer life issues. A

case in point might be the different, i.e. apparently diverse ideologies

which justified the imperialist movement.

In general conservative, liberal and socialist ideologies - and the

groups behind them as carriers of these ideologies - are not perceived

as sharing the same values and goals regarding the political, econonical

and social organization of a society, nor do they normally seen to

advocate the same poricies, be they domestic or international. These

ideologies are often understood as being fundanentally different

"tritleltanschauungen"5 world views - based on a different perception and

interpretation of the social and political reality and on essentially

dífferent "!Veltwollen", i.e. projections and desires of how the world

can be or ought to be.

To therefore find these ídeologies in general agreement regarding

the desirability or necessity of imperialism seerns in the first instance

2Hayek, Ibid, p. 191.

SHayek, Ibid, p. 191.

4Hayek, Ibid. p. 191 .

Sltleltanschauung * meaning the way the world presents itself
nenbers and the members to the world.

to its
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quite startling,

How can such a striking intellectual phenomenon be accounted for?

Karl Mannheim was one of the first social scientists çvho addressed

himself in a systematic way to sone of these intellectual problems and

inteLlectual issues and his work can be applied to throw light on some

of these questions.

rn this classical and pioneering study Ideology and utopia,

published in 1929 in Germany, and in his sociology of Knowledge6 - u"

developed by him - Mannheim dealt with a wide range of ilrese

íntellectual problens, for Ínstance, with the role of Ídeas in political
and social movements, how the "interests and purposes of certain social

groups come 'Lo find expression in certain theories, doctrines and

intelLectual movements" and how "these ideas ilren are consciously

pronoted by these social groups in order to disseminate '[heln anong wider

sections of society. "7

He examined the role and function of ídeology but he also examined

the emergence of counter-ideologies - which he called "utopias" - and

6Karl Mannhein, rdeologv and ut.opia, Brace and trtrorld, rnc. , New
York, 1958,

The sociology of Knowledge - as understood by Mannhein * is both a
discipJ,ine and a method.

As a discipline it "explores the functional. dependence of each
intelLectual standpoint on the differentiated social group rea].ity
behind it. It sets itself the task of retracing the evolution of these
various standpoints. As a metho! to "seeks to analyse the relationship
between knowledge and exíst"rc".

As llistgrical-sociological research it seeks to trace the forms
wliich the relationship has taken in the intellectual development of
mankind". Kurt w. [{oLff, From Karl Mannheim, oxford university press,
fnc,, New Jersey, 7977.

Tlouis [tlirth, Ideo]ogy .and Utopia, pref ace, op. cit. , 19b6 , p.
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their goals and functions.

He pointed to the distorting influence of ideological thinking -
which he defined as both "interest-thinking" and "wish-thinking', - on

the perception and assessment of problems and the limitation ideological

thinking imposes on solution and alternatives - conceptually and

practi cal ly .

He investigated the social, ties which exíst anong different

ideologies, S theories and modes of thoughtg and the social milieu out

of which they emerged - the social strata behind them. Mannheim thought

that these ideologies, theorÍes and doctrines could not be adequately

understood as lotrg as their social-historical origins were obscured.

This is essential because different epochs develop distinct worlcl-views

and witllin these historica]. settings ilre socially dominant group (or

groups) creates modes of thought which are in structure and content

bound to their interest.

In Mannheim's view it was the task of the Sociology of Knowledge to

illuminate this situation and to investigate these connections. For irim

it was therefore "not impoverishment but Ínfinite enrichment when we see

ever more clearJ.y a difficulty in life and thought. It Ís not

bankruptcy of thinking when reason looks ever more deepty into its own

SIdeology - in this investigation - will be defined as ,,consis-EÍng
of selected or distorted ideas about a social system or a class of
social systems rnlhen these ideas purport to be factual and afso tarry a
nore or J.ess explicit evaluation of the "facts". Harry M. Johnson,
Ideolog]¡: Ideology and thu So"iul Su"t"r, fnternational Encyclopedia of
tlie social sciences, David L. silIs, Editor, The McMillan company and
The Free Press , vol. 7 , p. 76-94.

9Nietzsche - although not a sociologist of knowledge - ascribed
different modes of thought to "aristocratic" and "denocratic" cultures.
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structure, not incompetence, when an immense enrargement of vision

demands a revísion of the basis. Thinking is a process that is carried

by real. forces, continuously calls itself in question, and pushes

towards correcting itself . "10

Mannheim r'\Ias one of the most in¡rovative thinkers of our time. His

thought and writing "cuts across much of modern history, tr)olitics,
philosophy and psychoJ.ogical theory. "11

Karl Mannheim was born in 1g9s in Budapest, where he grew up,

graduated from the humanistic gymnasium and began his university

studies. Later he studied at the universities of Berlin, Freiburg,

Heidelberg and for a shorter period in Paris. In j.925 he habilitated as

a Privatdozent in Heidelberg, which was at that tine still "the major

interlectual center of the German academic world".12 In 1929, Mannheim

became professor of sociology at the University of Frankfurt, In LgSS -
with the comÍng to power of the Nationa-l Socialists in German - Mannheim

left for London, Eugland. Here he lectured in Sociology at the London

School of Econonics. In 1941 he became a professor of education at the

University of Loudotr. This position he lieLd unti I his deatli in 1947 .

shortly before his death in January 1942, Mannheirn r^ras "nominated

director of UNESCO, a position he could no longer accept."13

There are two major phases in Mannheim's work, corresponding

10Kurt H. Wolff, From Karl Mannheim, op. cit., pg. xvii.
llquoted on the book jacket of From Karl Mannheim.

l2lvolf r, oÞ, cit. p. xi .

13wolrf, rbid, p. xi.
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approximately to his careers in Gernany ancl Britain. Mannheim moved

from "Soul and Culture" (i.918) to "clemocratic planning" in the 1g40's.

He noved from "problems of interpretation, epistomoì.ogy, knowledge

- knowledge in general and particular kinds of knowledge (e.e.

historical knowLedge, conservative knowledge) - and social processes

impinging on knowledge (of generations, of intellectual competition, of

econonic ambition)"14 to problens of social policy fron 1gs3 onward.

under the impact of National socialism and the energence of a mass

society in Germany and his resettlenent in Britain with its democratic

tradition, he addressed himself to questions of Man and society in an

Age of Reconstruction, to a Diagnosis of our Time and finally to

Freedom, Potrer and Democratic planning,

Mannhein's work is "deeply marked" by two components, which

synthesize his sociology of Knowledge. According to I,Tolff these two

components are: "genetically Ideatism and Marxisn; systematically SpirÍt
and Society",15

In his sociology of Knowledge, Mannheim started from the premise

that thought is socially determined (seinsverbunden). He spoke of the

existential determination of thought (seinsverbundenheit).16

He challetrged the idealist German school of thought which proceeded

as íf knowledge "arose out of an act of purely theoretical

14wolff, rbid, p. xii .

15wotff, rbid, p. xiii.
16tt Ís extremely important for the understanding of much of

Mannheim's writing to realize that the English translation of
"seinsverbundenheit" into "existential deternination" is utterly
misleading, because it "prejudges the relation as one of determination',
and therefore has given rise to much misunderstanding of Mannhein's
work. Determination is not a mechanical cause - effect sequence, The
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colìtenplation" 17 ancl which insistecl on the "conception of intellec¡ual
history as an autonomously developing sequence of ideas',.18

Philosophers have been too long preoccupied with their own thinking -
with "thought as such". But this type of thinking, "as it appears in
the textbooks on logic", is applicable, Mannheim poiirted out, ',on1y

under quite special circumstances" or in "quite special fields of

knowledge, such as lnathematics and physics" because it o¡ly "refers to a

specific dinension of existence."19

Ïn contrast to the "ideal school of thought", Mannhein clained grat

the process of thinking and the process of knowing does not deve1op in

accordance with "immanent lar¡Js"; that it is not driven by an "inner

diaLectic"; nor does it follow from "pure logicaJ. possibilities"; but

rather that it is influenced both in form and content by what he termed

social (existential) and extra-theoretical factors.20 Thought -
accorditrg to Manuheim - must be comprehended "in the concrete setting of

an historical social situation out of which it emerges" and where

"spirit" of the Gernan word "seinsverbunden" might better captured bytranslating it into "existence-reLated.". The noun "Seinsverbundenheit,'
is - according to tr{olff - an untranslatable term, which night sonetimes
be well rendered as "existentiality", "seinsverbundenheit" is a key
term in Mannhei¡n's wri-t.ing on the sociology of Knowledge, perhaps even
coined by him (lrlolff , op. cit. iii, footnote).

When Mannhein speaks of "thought" he speaks of "existence-refated',
thought, that is, historicar, political, everyday thought and thought inthe social sciences and the humanities (wolff, op. cit., p. 1ii).

lTMannheim, Ideologl¡ and Utopia, op. cit., 1956, p. 31.

l8Edward Shils, Karl Mannhein- in InternationaÌ Encyclopedia of thesocial sciences, navia s.-sirls (ed), The Macmillan company and the Free
Press, vol . 9, p. 5bZ-562.

l9Mannheim, Ideology, op. cit . , p. 1 .

20Mannheim considered, for instance, competition and generational
change as such "extra-theoretical factors" which influence thought andideas. "The so-called dialectical form of evolution and change ín
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diversely organized groups act with ancl against one another and "wllile

doing so they think with and against one another.,'21

The same proposition applies to ideas, theories and doctrines which

according to Mannheim do not "emerge out of a self-contained intellect
which evolves by and from itself". Because when examining all the

possibilities of human thought - and consequently atl ideas and theories

- it becomes evident that there have been "numerous aLternatÍve paths

which could have been folfowed".22

In the context of Imperialism and Ideology - the wider framework of

this investigation - and following Mannheim's proposition it becomes

evident and it can be argued that, for instance, Darwin's evoLu.tion

theory did not need to be interpreted - as it r¡ras - in terms of "social

Darwinism", propagating the survival of the fÍttest individual, the

fittest nation, the fittest race. Liberalism did not follow an

"inherent logic" when it merged luith or into capitalism by linking

liberty and property together and later associating itself with sociaL

Darwinism; socialism - to use a more recent exanple - did not follow

"pure logic" when it became "nationa-L socialism" with its insistence on

"racial purity" and "national self-assertion" - again, in association

with social Darwinism.

Marxism did not need to become "Stalinism", insisting on

nental fife", Mannheim wrote, "can be traced back to two very simple
structural determinants of social character, to the existence of
generations and the existence of the phenornenon of competition',.
IdeoLogy, Ibid, p . 27O .

2lMannheim, Ibid, p. 4.

22Mannhein, Ibid, p. 9.
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totalitarian control and leadership, in order to establish "socialism in

one country".

According to Mannheirn's axion, thought

existentially rooted but it is also directed

not only social ly and

accordance with what a

IS

tn

particular social group wishes and,/or expects. "rn ac-tual life",
Mannheim noted, "it is always some voLitional centre which sets thought

going; conpetition, victory and the se-lection based upon it, largely

determine the movement (and direction) of thought".23 By explaining

intellectual moventents and doctrines in political terns one runs far
fess risk in going astray, then "Íf one takes the opposite course and

from a purely theoretical attitude projects a merely contemplative,

internal, theoretical thought pattern on to the concrete, actual life
Þtocess".24

Although Mannheim maintained that "the interests and purposes of

certain social groups find expression the certain theories, doctrines

and intell.ectual movements" this did not lead him to believe, in
contrast to Marx,25 that the whole "superstructure" can be exclusively

explained in terms of interest, but rather "that concrete groups

organized around certain dominant interests are 'committed' to a certain

styLe of tliinking and feeling not derived from those interests as such

23Mannheim, compe"lition as a cultural phenomenon, in Kurt l¡tlolff, From
Kar-I Mannheim, op. cit. , p. 244.

24"rt is not intended to give the impression that mental life as a
whole is a purely political matter," Mannheim wrote, ',we merely want to
direct attention to the vitat and volitional element in existentially
determined thought, which is easiest to grasp in the political sphere",
Ibid, p. 244.

25thu sinilarities and differences in the thought of llarx ancl
Mannheim are that both maintain that ideas energe fron social
relationships. But Marx's theory, in contrast to Mannheim's, v,ras rather
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but associated with them",26

Different Ídeas and different doctrines were for Mannheim a

reflection of the general conpetition that operates in society. He saw

conpetition as a "cultural phenomenon", not only observable in econonic

Iife - although in this realm most visíble and therefore noticed nuch

earlier.

"I'Ùhen the Physiocrats and Adam Smith demonstrated the important

role of competition in economic life", Mannheim wrote in his essay

, "they were in fact only

discovering a general sociaL reLationship in the particuJ.ar context of

the economic system" .27 He drew attention to the fact that

competition also operates in mental life, in the sphere of ideas and

that therefore "theoretÍcal conflict" is often related to "social

conflict". Those involved in this mental conpetition are "competing for
the possession of the correct social diagnosis (Sicht)".28 The

competing parties are struggling to influence, what Heidegger called,

"the public interpretation of real.ity".29

monogenetic, in that he insisted that ideas spring from production-
relations only, that "the class which is the ruling material force in
society, is at the sane tine its ruling intellectual force" and that
therefore "the ruling ideas are nothing but the ideal expression of the
donÍnant material relationships". Karl Marx, The German Ideology,
International Publishing, New york, 1926, p. 64.

26Mannheim used concepts such as "inmediate i¡tterest" (unmittelbare
Interessiertheit) and "mediated involvement" mittelbares Engagiertsein.
David Kettler, structures of Thínking: Karl Mannhein, Routledge and
Regan Paul, London, 1982, p, 27S.

2TMannheim, Competition, op. cit . , p. 227 .

2SMannhein, Ibid, p. zz}.
29Mannheim, Ibid, p. 2zg.
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Every piece of knowledge, Mannheim naintained, be it historical,
ideological or sociological is "clearry rooted in and carried by the

desire for power and recogni-uion of particular social groups who want to

rnake their interpretation of the world the universal. one".30 The

different interpretations of the world "for the most part correspo¡d to

the particular position various groups occupy in their struggle for

Þower".31

rt has been argued when tryÍng to "explain" the feverÍsh

expansionism of the European imperialist nations and the general

acceptance of imperialism by alnost all segments of these societies,

30Mannhein insisted that the social and cultural sciences are no
exception to this observation. They also battle for the "universal
acceptance of a partÍcular interpretation of reality". This battle is
now carried on with "modern scientific weapons". The process in the
course of which the "scíentific interpretation" gained ascendancy in
modern society, "energed and exists in exactly the same way aspre-scientific modes of orientation, i.e. as a function of the interplayof vital forces",

"Even the 'correct' scientific interpretation, did not arise out ofpure contemplative desire for knowLedge", Mannheim argued, "butfulfilled the age-otd function of helping sone group find its way aboutirr the surrounding world", Ibid, p. ZZg.
Thonas S. Kuhn in his book The Structure of Scientífic Revolution,

second edition, The university of cliicago press Ltd. , ctricuerrJszo, pc.8, - dealing here with the natural sciences - argues along sinilar lines
when he writes that "the earì.y developmental stages of most sciences
have been characterized by continual competition between a number ofdistinct views of nature, each partially derived from and roughly
compatibJ.e with the dictates of scientific observation and method", andthat "an apparently arbitrary elenent, compounded of personal andhistorical accident" (what Mannheim called social, existential andextra-theoretical factors) "is aLways a formative ingredient of gie
beliefs espoused by a given scientific community at a given time" (p.
4). "competition", Kuhn argues a few pages later, ',betÌ¡een segments ofthe scientific community is the only historical process that everactual-ly results in the rejectÍon of one previously accepted theory orin the adoption of another".

3lMannheim, Ibid, p. zg0.
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that imperialism was just in the air" and therefore influenced the whole

mentality of that period.

Such a superficial "explanation" vuould be unacceptable to Mannheim,

who pointed out that socioJ.ogÍcar analysis shows, "ilrat the public

interpretation of reality is not simply 'there' , nor on the other hand

is it the result of a systematic 'thinking out'; it is the stake for

which men fight".32 He maintained that the public interpretation of

reality comes into being "just like any other objective cuLtural

product", namely "through the internediary of social relationships and

Þrocesses".33

Mannheim saw four kinds of social processes as generatÍng factors

through which the public interpretation of reality can come about:

on the basis of consensus, a spontaneous co-operation
between individuals and groups

on the basis of a monopoly position of one particular
group

on the basis of competition between many groups, each
determined to impose on others their particular
interpretation of the world (atonistic conpetition)

on the basis of a concentration round one point of
view of a nunber of formerly 'atomistically'
conpeting groups, as a result of which competition as
a whole is gradualJ.y concentrated around a few poles
which become more and more dominant.34

32the public interpretation of reality night even be enforced by
police and military poÌÁrer.

In the present poritical setting two super-por.rrers - the ussR and
the usA - are competing over the power to "interpret the reality" for
the whole globe and are prepared to destroy mankind in defence of their
claim.

33Mannhein, Ibid, p. 2g0.

34Mannhein, Ibid, p. zg0.
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types", In modern societies several

to co-exist or blend together. One

This wilI be "the 'doninant pattern

Question".35
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types of social processes "pure

of these pure types are to be found

type to¡ill, hoç,lever, predoninate.

of interpretation' of the society in

For this investigation, only a fen aspects of Mannheinrs very

detailed and thorough exposition and analysis will be serected and

summarized. S6

According to Mannheiin, thought based on consensus - the first type

of thought - is characteristic for primitive, archaic societies, r.o/here

all its menbers are able to grasp "the wisdom handed cìown by traditÍon

and to adapt it to changed conditions". This type of thought never

disappears. Even in modern societies this type of ttrought can be found

in groups which have been able to keep "themselves aloof from the

overpol^Iering dynamic of the modern era".37

The second type of thought - based on the monopoly position of one

SSMannheim, Ibid, p. Z3I.

36Competítion as a CuLtural Pheno¡nenon is regarded by many scholars
as an exemplary piece of research and an outstanding example of how to
proceed in an analytical step by step fashion in order to show how the
sociology of Knowledge can be fruitfully applied to illuminate many
aspects of spirit and society.

He deals in this essay with types of thought, their sociaL basis,
and the types of societies which are representative for certain types of
thougltt' He discusses the different styLes of thought at various times
and the social groups and institutions (churches and universities) which
are associated rarith these styles, he shows how the different approaches
and perspectives influence the perception of problems, how concepts
change in their meaning when they are transferred from one sociãt group
and are taken over by another, etc.

S7Mannhei¡n, Ibid, p. zsi'
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group - rñ/as characteristic f or medieval society, çrhere the ctergy had

tire power to secure the ecclesiastical interpretation of the wortd.

This power was built on both "intellectual and non-intellectual

instruments of power".38

ltrith the breakdown of the ecclesiastical rnonopoly the

religion-based interpretation of the world was challenged and

increasingly replaced by a secufar interpretation of the world. Many

social groups insisted on participating in thinking and judging leaving

"no dogma, no authority untouched". Descarte's method was "paradigmatic

in this respect" in that Ít put a "prenium on epistomology" .39 With

the increasing "denocratization" of tliought - as Mannheim called this

process - it became apparent not only that "people actuaJ.ly did not

think aJ.ong the same lines"40 - a fact no one had contemplated before -

but tliat "every concrete group llad its own perspective, different from

others, each aspiring to become the universalÌy accepted frame of

reference" . 41

This form of "atonistic" competition brought about and made evident

still another feature: "new facts" coul-d no longer be integrated into a

"pre-existent ordo" as thÍs was the case in medieval society. Now any

"externaLly" given "ordo" was radically rejected resulting in a

situation in which there existed "no universally accepted set of axioms,

SSMannheiin,

S9Mannheim,

4oMannheim,

4lMannhein,

Ibid, p .

Ibid, p.

Ibid, p.

Ibid, p.

¿\)Õ.

237 .

237 .

aoo¿oo.
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no universally recognized hierarchy of values - nothing but radically

different ontologies and epistomologies", leading to "multi-polar

conceptions of the world" .42

It is at this point, and as a reaction to the increasing

fragmentation "brought about by atomistic competition',, the fourth type

of competitÍon - dominant in our era - developed. Mannheim calLed this

the stage of "concentration". It is through this process of

concentration that the antagonisms of various schools of thought or

concrete groups are "gathered into major intellectual currents"

(Geistesstroente).43 The function of these "Geistesstroeme" is to bring

about nore "uniformity", thus enabling "spatialry separated groups of

structurarly analogous positions to coaLesce, by giving currency to ulays

of life and attitudes". All other groups "beset by similar problens

will tend to adopt the basic attítude in question". 0n the other hand,

groups whose experience, attitudes or interests are not represented by

these major 'Geistesstroeme' will be "impelled to project their

antagonistic attitude by creating or joining doctrinal counter-currents"

(geistige Gegenstroeme).44 As this process of concentration goes on Ít
beco¡nes increasingly easier to identify a certain attitude as ,'ÌiberaI",

"conservative" or "socialist",

Related to the concept of "concentration" is - according to

Mannhein - that of "serection", where within the different types of

42Mannheim, Ibid, p. Zgg.

43There are always more than one current of thought operating at agiven time,

44Romanticism, for instance, was such a nineteenth century
counter-current. It hlas a European phenomenon because it emerged at
approximately the same time in all European countries "as a reaction to
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orientation - identified as liberal, conservative or socialist - a

further "condensation" takes place. Mannhein cites as a concrete

example the formation of a political platform of the German Conservative

Party. From "a variety of beliefs and impulses of competing groups" -

such as old feudal circles, certain literary groups, representatÍves of

bureaucracy, certain university circles etc. - each of then having

already a particular ideoJ.ogy,45 onJ-y certain features and elements are

to be "selected" and retaíned. Before an ideological platform can be

completed many decades will have to pass. This is rnainly due to the

difficuLties encountered before such an agreement can be reached,

because "each faction, each individual group wants to have its
particular point of view as the official creed of the Þarty" .46

More interesting for the course of this investigation is, however,

Mannheinrs example of the genesis of the Marxíst platform of the

sociaList movement, which also shows the volitional basis of tliis

theory.

Socialism, the ideology of the working-class, was along with

Liberalism, the ideol.ogy of the bourgeoisie, one of the most potent

ideological forces Ín the late nineteenth or early twentieth century and

it was a serious contender in the strife for the power to be the

identical circumstances and problems presented by a capitalist world".
It was a reaction against the rational-bourgeois thought style and the
"vaLues" it represented. Ibid, p. 137.

45"When a particular definition of reality cotnes to be attached to
concrete power interest, it may be caLled an ideology", Berger and
Luckman, The Social Construction of Reality, Doribleday Conpany, Inc.,
New York, L966, p, 113.

46Mannheim, Ibid, p. 245.
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"universal interpreter" of the public reality.

Mannheim's observation regarding the programne formation of

socialism therefore deserves a fuller quotation:

That the offÍcial programme of Socialisn finally was
couched in rdialectic' terms, that it completely
rejected the mental attitude corresponding to the
eruptive anarchistic way of acting and made short
shrift of the antÍ-historical, eschatological view
according to which anything may happen at any moment
- this intellectual event is merely the reflection,
in the logical sphere, of the massive political fact
that Marx's faction r¡Jas victorious over that of
Bakunin.

The victory of the logical category of dialectic as
tlte key to the interpretation of history over a
non-historical, eschatological doctrine which
recognizes no definite articulation in history and
hence has no use for the concept of evolution47 but
considers revolution as possible and necessary at any
instant - this doctrinal victory reflects the victory
of one faction over another, the success of one
competitor in the struggle over the question of whose
pltilosophy will serve as the party's official
interpretation of rea1ity.4S

Apart from intellectual and theoretical competition and the

selection of certain philosophica] standpoints within different
groupings, Mannheim sahr the same process occurring among the larger

ideologicaL contenders - such as Conservatism, Liberalism and Socialism

- J.eading to the stage of concentration. Mannheim called this the stage

of "synthesis". In this synthesis "under the simple law of competition

47[arx's socialisn shared the concept of "evofution" with many other
intellectual currents of his tine. The concept was paradigmatic for gre
natural sciences of the lgth century, such as biology and geology, but
also for politicar and philosophical positions, such as positivism,
liberalisn and idealism. The concept of evolution was part of the
"ZeitgeÍst" ("spirit of the time"),

4SMannheim, Ibid, p. 245, 246.
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on the basis of achievement", groups take over "the mod.es of thought and

intellectual achievements of their adversaries".49 "Even in socially-

differentiated thought and thought-processes" the opponents are

"uLtimately forced to adopt those caLegories and forms of thought which

are most appropriate for orientation in a given type of world order', .50

The principle of competitíon and the related principle of selection

can therefore be found, I{annhein suggests, "to furnish the nost natural

explanation for certain facts recorded by the history of ideas".51 Out

of originally diverse and often seemingly irreconcilable ideas and

theories certain ele¡nents are selected or "sifted out" in order to

become incorporated in dominant currents of thought and over time ipto

the public interpretation of rea]ity. They become - in poriticar

terms - part of the "justifying ideologies".

Mannheim's proposition throws some light on questions raised

earlier in this chapter. It was said that the different ideologies

seened to have become part of or contributed to the rationaLization and

justification for the imperialist movement. Mannheim's analysis shows

not only why different ideologies - conservative, liberal and socialist

- differ in their interpretation of the world, but even nore

surprisingly, why they often have certain erements in comnon and why

they share certain cotrcepts and views. Mannheim summed up the process

49Mannhei¡n

competitor is
others", Ibid,

SoMannheim,

SlMannheim,

drar,rrs here analogies to
forced "to catch up with
p. 254.

Ibid, p.254.

Ibid, p. 257.

econornic life, where one
the technologicaJ. advances of the
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of selection by suggesting that finally "a certain residue separates

itself from the mass of problematical material around which the main

struggle was conducted, ancl is incorporated almost unnoticed into the

outlook and prinary orÍentation of all parties"S2 and so Secomes part

of the "[deltanschauung", the "total ideorogy", as Mannheim called it, of

an age or era.

This proposition might help to explain the phenomenon of nineteenth

century Imperialism: why there coulcl be observed such a wideì.y shared

"consensus" and why Imperialism as a national policy coutd be explained,

promoted and justified by the various groups from the most diverse -
even contradictory - viewpoints: as a "right" and as a "duty,', as in the

nanre of "progress" and as in the name of "mankind", as a "civilizing
mi-ssion" and as the "white man's burden".

Mannheim's analysis also seems to make it possible to explain why

rnperiarism was a European phenomenon, By suggesting that "spatially

separated groups of structurally analogous positions', [vilI tend,'to

adopt the basic attitudes and ideas from each other", Mannheim helps to

throw light otr the question: why Imperialism was defended by the various

groups within the European natíons on rather similar 1ines. Barzun, in

a somewhat different context, touches upon this sane phenomenon, when he

makes the following observation: " in every European country between

1870 - 7974, there was a war party demanding armaments, an individualist
party demandÍng ruthless competition, an imperialist part¡r demanding a

free hand over backwards peoples, a socialist party demanding the

S2Mannheim, Ibid, p. 257.
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conquest of power and a racialist party demanding internal purges

against af iens. "53

Barzun gives here a rather accurate description of tlie political

and ideological factiotrs of that time but he captures well the more

general weltanschauung of that era.

Mannhein in his writings on the Sociology of Knowledge addresses

hinself at sone length to these very questions: the general

üÌeltanschauung - the "totaI" ideology - of a tine, the "particurar"

ideologies which flourish at that given period, and the dialectical

relationship between them. Mannheim distinguished between these two

conceptions of ideology as having distinct and separable meanings.

The "particular" conception of ideology is implied when the ideas

and representatious of opponents are "regarded as more or fess conscious

disguises"S4 of a particular interest, or of the "real. nature of

situatíon" which should not be revealed. These disguises and

distortions might "range all the way from conscious lies to

half-conscious and unwitting disguises, from calculated attempts to

dupe others to self-deception".55

53Bu"run, Darwin, Marx, Wagner, op. cit., p. 94.

54thi" aspect of thought and thinking, that is the ',ideological
conta¡nination of thinking" is the proper field of analysis of the
"theory of ideology" - the "rdeologielehre". There is a rather clear
distinction between the social determi¡ration of thinking and the
ideological determination of thinking. The Sociology of Knowledge deals
with the formation of specific ruorld-views, while the "Ideoì.ogielehre" -
a subdivision of the Sociology of Knowledge - deals with its
deformation. stark, !{., The sociology of Knowledge, Routledge and Regan
Paul,, London, 1958, p. 54.

SSlrïannhein, I4gglogy, op. cit., p. 5b, 56.
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The "total" conception of ideology refers to the "global outlook"

(trtÌeltanschauung) of an age or era.56

Here the question is raised: why, how and in lvhat f orrn dirt the

world present itself to its observers at that particular historical time

in that specific nanner?5? This conception of ideology is both more

neutral and more inclusive. NeutraL in so far as it tries to understand

and comprehend (verstehen)Ss an" "mentality" of a given period or of a

given stratum in society.

AIso in this conception of idec¡logythere is a certain

presupposition that there is a "correspondence" between a given

historical "perspective" or point of view and a social situation, yet it

is not implied from the outset that an "unmasking" of conscious or

unconscious distortions or interests is irnperative.

The "total" ideology encompasses, however, more than the "political

trtleltanschauung" of a given time, finding expression in the various

ideologies and doctrines of political and non-political groups. The

overarching "totaI" ideology in which the "poJ.iticaÌ trtleltanschauung" and

its particular ideologies are imbedded and therefore effective, is nade

56th* influence of Hegel and Dilthey on Mannheim's thought is evident
here. Both thinkers postulated historical periods as distinctive and
successive.

57Mu* Scheler, for instance, studied "the interreLationships between
the hierarchicaL medieval world of communal estates and the nedieval
conception of the world as a hierarchy culninating in God". He also
studied the relationship" between the rise of mechanistic models of
thought and the rise of bourgeois, Gesellschaft types of society".
coser, Lewis A. sociology of Knowledge, InternatÍonal Encyclopedia of
the social sciences, The MacMillan company and the Free press, David s.
Sills, Ed. , Vol. 8, p. 428-435.

58The German word "verstehen" has - apart from its translation into
"to understand", "to comprehend" - another, a "deeper" more encompassing
meaning. In the context of the "verstehen" of the "nental.ity" of a
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up and nolded, however, by various other cultural fields, such as

economics, religion,S9 art, philosophy, science, etc.

rn order to grasp the "spirit" or the "mentality" of an era, the

totality of these interrelationships - of the intellectual a¡d cultural
formations - must be el_ucidated and interpreted.

"In analysing the mentality of a period or of a given strata in
society", as lüirth maintained, "it is not only necessary to concern

oneseff merely u¡ith ideas and modes of thinking that happen to fl"ourish,

but with the whole social setting wittrin which this occurs".60

The interpretation6l of trnleltanschauung is possible through

"documentary interpretation". "lr,¡e understand the whoLe from the part,',

Mannheim wrote, "and the part from the whole, the spirit of an epoch

from documents and docunents from the spirit of an eÞoch".62 Mann¡eim

given time, "verstehen" means the "intuítive penetratÍon of a
worLd-view" .

59Mt* Weber's classical work The Proteqtant Ethic and the Spirit ofCapitalisn, Charles Scribner's S

example of the interrefationship between ',spirÍt and society,', that isthe interrelationship - both in theory and praxis - of ilre various
cultural and social fields. The interrerationships and
cross-fertiLizations of various cultural fieLds are well known: science
and politics; reJ.igion and art; art and politics; economics and science;politics and philosophy (ideology); science and ideology; etc.

6olnlirth, op. cit., p. xxviii.
61In hi" essay on The Interpretation of t{eltq¡pgþegg¡g (1921) in Kurt

Irlolf f , ed. , f'rom Xarl pt ¡.fannlteirn wrote;
"Interpretation does not make causal explanation superfluous. It refersto something different, and consequently there is absolutely no rivalry
between the two. Interpretation serves for the deeper understanding of
meatriugs; causal explanation shows tire conditions for the actualization
or realization of a given meaning',.

62wolrf, rbid, p. xx.
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thought that the "spirit" of an epoch could and shoulcl be even more

penetrated through the contributions of the various other cultural

fields ' Eveu deeper insights into the successive world views and their

interlinkages would thus be possible. The various ways of looking at

the same "totality" by examining distinct cuÌturaL fields - their

different perspectives - were seen by Mannhein as a means of "enlarging"

and "refining" the dimension of understanding of a given period and its
world view.

Manuheimrs insistence on the "interpretation" of tr{eltanschauung,

that is, the "comprehensive explanation of historical phenomena", nakes

it evident that he had no "atomizing empiricism,' in mÍnd. The

interpretation of úrlertanschauung "does not offer mere positivist

explanations", it does not claim "causal necessity for the relationships

it uncovers".63 It hopes to give ',an understanding of the social

factors as a 'constellation'i64 a constellation lrhich renders the

itrtellectual and cultural formations and phenonena of a given era

possible.

Mannheim's insistence on an "interdisciplinary effort" to gather

the "scattered itens of documentary neaning" and unite the findings and

results of the various cultural fields in a common effort of

"clarification" and "synthesis" was influenced also by his awareness of

what he called "the present era of disintegration and dissofutjon". He

thought, that onJ.y at special historical moments, "ilrings become

63David Kettler, oÞ. cit. , p. 17 .

64KettIer, Ibid, p. 17.
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transparent" and that at these moments "history almost unveils its
formative elements and structures".6S But at these moments ',thinking"

had to be at the lteight of the situation, for "it is not impossible that

a]l too soon - as this has been the case in history more than once

already - this transparence disaptr)ears and the world congeals into a

single Þicture".66

For Mannheim it was therefore no accident that the "problem of the

social and activistic roots of thÍnking" had emerged in his generation.

Nor did he think it accidental that the unconscious which "has hitherto

motivated our thought and activity has been gradually raised to the

level of awareness"6T HÍstoricatty and sociologically speaking this

ahrarerìess is not possibre in every epoch. It cannot arise in a society

"where social stability underlies and guarantees the internal uníty of a

world-view" . 6B

This awareness can only arise in an age and in a society which are

characterized by intensive horizontal and vertical mobility and wirere

this mobility undermines traditional views of the wor1d, in a society

where a "democratic" diffusion of knowledge gives rise to conpeting

world-views and where these lrrorld-views then are used by political and

social groups as weaporìs in their struggi.e for power. politics,

according to Mannheim, becane "fundamenLalty significant only when it

65wolff, op cit,, p, 1xr¡i.

66wolff, Ibid, p.1xvi.
6TMannhein, Ideology and Utopia, oÞ. cit., p. 6.

6BMannheim, Tbid, p.B.
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infused its aims with a kind of political philosophy, rvith a political

conception of the world".69

This was achieved approximately in the middle of the nineteenth

century uthetr efforts were made to "Iift" the "interest struggle" and the

political power struggle to a spiritual plane. Liberarisn firsl

followed by Conservatism and fÍnalLy Socialisn made of their potitical

aims and goals a "phiJ-osophical credo", a world-view "with establishecl

¡nethods of thought and prescribed conclusions"T0 and the political

parties - energing in the second half of the nineteenth century -

therefore all, strove "to incorporate rational and if possible scientific

arguments in their systems of thought".71 parallel to this effort

towards "systematization" of world-views and the infusion of political

conflict wíth philosophical and scientific founclations went however

another attempt. An attempt that aimed at the destruction of the

theories of social and political opponents inthe hope that a

destruction of their theories also helped to undermine their social and

political position. This attempt to destroy opposing theories took the

form of "unmasking", that is the "unmasking of those unconscious motives

which bind the group existence to Íts theoreticaJ_ argunents".72 The

69Mannhein, Ibid, p. 36.

T0These aspects will be more closely examined in a rater chapter
together with the poÌitical üleltanschauung of the second half of the
níneteenth century, in conjunction with Liberalism and Marxism as
"particular" ideologies of that time. Other intellectual currents. such
as positÍvism, will also be investigated.

TlMannhein, Ideology and Utopia, op. cit., p. 36.

T2Mannhein, Ibid, p. 39.
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social-situational roots of thought and the unconscious collective

notivation that guided these thoughts therefore became first revealed in

poLiticaÌ struggle.

Mannheim credited Marx for having been the first to have see¡ these

connections, that is the conscious concealment of interests in groups

and their ideologies. It was Marx who first "unmasked" the unavorved

motives and itrterests behind bourgeois thinking and their ideology and

the transfiguration of these narrorrr bourgeois ends and interests into

ostensible universalization. 73

But the relationship between truth and ideology, that is the

conscÍous deception of opponents because of interests, r^ras brought into

a "deeper" focus by Mannheim. In his Ideology and utopia he goes

beyond the proposÍ'tion that ideology is solely a deception of

antagonists. For hÍrn the concept of ideology "refLects the one

discovery which emerged from politicaÌ conflicts, nanely that ruling

groups can i¡r their thinking become so intensively interest-bound to a

situaLion that they are simply no longer able to see certain fact.s trrhich

would undermine their sense of domination".74 Inplicit in the word

ideology was therefore for Mannheim the insight "that in certain

situations the collective unconscíous of certain groups obscure the real

condition of society both to itself and to others and thereby stabilize

TSAIthough Mannhein ascribed to Marx and Marxist ideas a "singularl5r
penetrating quality" he criticized Marxisn for having failed to see the
social-historÍcal deterninateness of its own position and of never
haviirg applied the nethod of "unmasking" in checking "its own desire to
be absolute", The Utopian Mentality, op. cit., p. ZSO.

T4Mannhein, op. cit. , p. 40 ,
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it". 75

Mannheim incorporates here an additional elenent into the concep'L

of ideology. Besides the element of deception he ad.ds that of

self-deception. Ideology becomes thus both interest-thinking and

wish-thinking. The role of ideol.ogy as an instrument of expÌanation -

preferably "scientific" explanation becones through the elenent of

self-deception aLso an instrument of justification. Ideology is

therefore rational as well as rationalizing.

Mannheim considered the rationalizing type of ideoJ.ogical thinking

and the mentality that corresponds to it the "cant nentality", a

nentality that is "characterized by the fact that historically it has

the possibility of uncovering the incongruence between its ideas and its

conduct, but instead conceals these insights in response to certain

vital - emotional interests".76

But Mannheim saw "ideological distortion" not on],y operating in

"ruling groups"; groups that have already to defend a power-base in

society and therefore cannot or do not want to see the real condition of

society. Mannheim maintained that also groups aspiring to political

power - those who want to translate their own political world-view

(their utopia) into political praxis are "incapable of correctly

diagnosing an existing condition of society" .T'l Because these groups

are intelLectually so strongly interested in the destruction of the old

TSMannheim, Ibid, p. 40 .

T6Mannhe-im , The Utopian Mentality, op. ci't . , p . 195 .

T7Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia, oÞ. cit., p. 40.
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order and so committed to action, i.e. the transformation of that

society, the¡r "unwittingly see only those elements in the situation

which tend to negate it".78 rn utopian groups and in their aspiration

the collective unconscious is directed by a "wishful representation of

the situation". Here the will to action wilL make them hide from

themselves certaitr aspects of reality which wouLd shake their belief or

paralyse their wish to change things.

The utopian version of thinking is therefore, like ideoi.ogical

thinking, characterized by interest-thinking and wish-thinking. But in

contr¿rst to ideological thinking which is both interest-thi¡king and

status-quo-thinking, utopian thinking is interest-thinking that

transcends the rearity of a given situation - utopian-thinking is

future-or i ented .

Having revealed the social determination of thought, the

exÍstence-related roots of thought, Mannheim cautioned, however, in the

end, that this connection did not mean to imply',that mind and thought

are nothing but the expressÍon and reflex of various Locations in the

social fabric" and tltat there "exists only quantiLatively determinable

functional correlations and no potentiality of rfreedom' ground.ed in the

mind".79 Mannheim felt, however, that he had to show that ,,even within

the sphere of the intellectual there are processes anìenable to rationa_L

analysis", and that it would be an "ill-advised mystÍcism,'not to bring

these processes to "rational cognition".80

TBMannhein,

T9Mannheim,

SoMannheim,

Ibid, p. 40.

Compet ition,

Ibid, p. 260

oP. cit

, 267.

p. 260, 261
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0n the other hand, Mannheim was deepry concerned about ilre

disappearance of utopia in modern society. While the objectivity that

comes from unveiling of ideologies brings "self-clarification to the

whole society", he wrote, "the disappearance of utopia brings about a

static objectivity in which man himself becomes a thing". 81 One might

speculate on the question whether Mannheim had Marxism in nind, a

niueteenth century utopÍa that turned into a twentieth century ideology.

0r whetlter he thought of Liberalism in its early utopian form and its

transformation in conjunction with social Darwinism into a nineteenth

century ideology, whetr he wrote: "There lqouLd arise the greatest paradox

imaginabre, namely, that the nan of the nost rationaL mastery over

things wouLd become the man of impulses".82

SlMannheim, The Utopian Mentality,

82wotff, op. cit. , 1xvi,

op. cit p. 262, 263



CHAPTER THREE

THE "SCIENTIFIC'' FOUNDATIONS OF THE IMPERIAL IDEA

In his book The Structure of Scientific Revolution, Thonas S. Kuhn

naintained "that each scientific revolutionl alters the historical
perspective of the community that experiences it" .2

Such a chalìge in perspective has ramifications which go beyond the

specific scientific discipline that experiences the "revolution". ALso

other scientific fields might be forced to reinterpret earlier

certainties and they might even be forced to discard assumptions which

are no longer tenable in the light of new scientific insights. yet

beyond the scientífic disciplines and the scientific conmunities as

such, the new knowledge has repercussions for the wider community or

society because each scientific revolutÍon changes at the same tine the

world-view of the society at large impelling and competling a

reconceptualization of the existing order and a reinterpretation of the

prevailing ideas and ideologies - thus influencing the mental climate of

that specific era.

In order to explain change in science - especially in the natural

sciences - Kuhn introduces the concept of "paradigm,' and ',paradigm

shift". A paradignS according to Kuhn is "what the members of a

scientific community share, and, conversely, a scientific conmunity

1Ma¡o" scientific revolutions are associated with copernicus,
Newton, Darwin, Einstein, Kuhn, op. cit., p. 180.

2Kuhn, Ibid, p. ix.
3Kuhr. has been criticized for havÍng used the concept of paradigm in

many - often contradictory - hlays. In the L969 postscript to the second
edition of his book, he indicates that the tern "paradign', is used in
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consists of men who share a paradig¡n" .4 A paradigm thus governs "not a

subject matter but rather a group of practitioners".5 A shift in

paradigrn induces therefore a shift in "the entire constellation of

beliefs, values, techniques, and so on" that are "shared by the members

of a given community" .6

Such a shift in paradigm is not necessarily a sudden event, because

"novelty for its own sake is not a desideratum in the sciences"T nor

are scientists as a group in general less conservative in the accepta¡ce

of change and innovation than their non-scientist contemporaries. A

shift in paradÍgm is often preceded by an extended transition period Ín

which conpeting new insights can no longer be fitted into the "accepted"

paradigm of that given period thus naking it more and more

unsatisfactory and problematic, and finaLly attogether untenable. A

scientific revolution is finalized with the general acceptance of the

new paradigm, which then in turn becomes the "dominant" paradigm for a

given epoch or period until replaced by another one.

Although Kuhn deals primarily with the "hard" sciences, he uses his

concepts in a way that bears resemblance to Mannheim's terminology.

tr{hen Kuhn speaks of "competing paradigns", of "shifts in paradigms", of

"two different senses". on the one hand, Ít stands for the entire
constellation of beLiefs, vaLues, techniques, and so on shared by the
nembers of a given community", on the other hand Ít refers to "exemplary
past achievements", p. 175.

4Kuhn, Ibid, p. 126.

5Kuhn, Ibid, p. 1Bo.

6Kuhn, Ibid, p. 773.

7Kr'rhn, rbÍd, p.
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"dominant paradigms" and of "successive parad.igms" Mannhein,s concepts -

as used for analysis in his sociology of Knowledge * come to mind,

concepts such as "competing Weltanschauungen,', ',changes in

trtleltanschauungen", the "dominant weltanschauungen" or the "total_

Ideology" of a given time period alid the "succession of

Weltanschauungen". Paradigrns change in science and so do

l{eLtanschauungen, but paradigm changes in science do effect the

tr{eltanschauungen , the whole nental clinate of that epoch.

Earlier in this investigation the affinity between scientific

discoveries and the emergence of new philosophies and world-views has

been touched upon, as weLl as the attempt of particuLar po].itical and

social groups to incorporate scientific - or at least rational. -

arguments into their respective political ideologies and

lVe I tans chauungen .

Here then the question arises: tr{hat was the "total ldeoJ.ogy" of the

late nineteenth century? How did the world present itself to its
members? I¡/hat vital and scientific insights emerged at that particular

time and how did these factors enter into the poJ.itical ideology of 1ate

nineteenth century Liberalisn and late nineteenth century Marxism, and

finally find their way into the explanation and justification of

European imperialist poJ.icies?

I,tIorld-views are composed of and influenced by varíous intel. lectual

and scientific currents of their tine. InteLlectual currents are not

self-contained entities running like rivers in a river-bed.

Intellectual currents spread and while doing so absorb at the sane time

eLements from other currents, resurting frequently in a nutual
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interpenetration. This makes it sonetimes difficult to prese¡t a clear

cut division of whích element belongs to the one or the other current.

This is no more evident than in the nineteenth century when various

intellectuaÌ currents are merging, separating, with earlier ones

resurfacing and remerging. For the purpose of this investigation

particularly two intellectual streams will be touched upon as far as

they are relevant here: Positivism - both as a methodorogy and as a

"general- science of society", and biology as the doninant natural

science of that century. Both provided the impetus for much of the

evolutionary and biological assumptions and speculations that determined

the intellectual climate of that period, attempting to achieve a

thorough rationalization of the world.

Positivism dominated the spirit of the nineteenth century and

remained predominant far into the twentieth century. Positivísm nay be

described as "as phÍlosophy acting in the service of natural science, as

in the Middle Ages philosophy acted in the service of theology".B It
was a philosophical system that refused to cLaim the title of

philosophy, instead insisting only on being scientific. rt was a

phi].osophy that claimed "that science was the only kind of knowledge,

that existed or ever coul,d exist" and its theory "limited intellect to

the kind of thinking characteristic of the naturaL sciences".9

Positivism, according to collingwood, was in fact nothing "but the

methodofogy of the natural sciences raised to the level of universal

8R.c. collingwood,
1956, p. 126.

9collingwood, Ibid

The Idea of Hislory, Galaxy Books, New york,

, Þ. 134.
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methodology: natural science identifying itself v¿ith knowledge". 10

Positivism thus operating with a certain concept of empiricism tJas

convinced "that human know-ledge can be conplete without metaphysicsll

and ontology".12

ltrot only does positÍvism stand for a particu_Iar phiì.osophical

attitude iu regard to human knowledge, Iimiting the name of knowledge

only "to those operations that are observable in the evolution of modern

sciences of nature"13 but it is at the sane tine "a collection of rules

and evaluations" regarding human cognition. positivisn denies

"cognitive value to value-judgements and normative statements". Only

that which is manifest in experience and can be recorded is valid and

useful knowledge. And since experience "contains no such qualities of

men, events or things as "noble", "ignoble", "good", "evil,',

l0CoIlingwood, Ibid, p. 7g4.

11In his article The problem of a sociology of Knowledge, in Kurt H.
t{o]ff Ín From Karl- Mannhein, op. cit., p. 75, Mannheim pointed out,
that "a doctrine which hypostatizes certain paradigmatic nethods, and
the reaLity sphere corresponding to then as "absoluteLy" valid, thereby
becomes a methaphysic itseLf - albeit a particuJ.arry ljmited one,'. "The
intellectual conception of science underlyíng positivism is itself
rooted in a definite tr{eltanschauung and progressed with definitepolitical interests " .

Mannhein considered, however, positivism as a "genuine" expression
of the fact that for contemporary man the centre of experience had
shifted fron the spiritual and religious to the econonÍc-social sphere;
this is "the 'this-worldlyr orientation of positivism". Substantively,
positivism has performed the essential turn toward a r{ay of thinking
adeguate to the contenporary situation, systematically and
methodologically however, it did not rise above a relatively primitive
-l eveÌ " .

l2Mannheim, Ibid, p. Ts.

l3Leszek Kowafowski. The Alienation of Reason, Doubleday & company
fnc., Nelrl York, 1968, p. g.
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"beautiful", "ugfy", reflections and discussions of these matters are

seen as unproductÍve and purely verbal in character. Nor can -
according to the positive premise, "any experience oblige us, through

any logical operations whatever, to accept statements containing

commandments or prohibitions, telting us to do something or not to do

it".14

For positivisn there are no values "in themsel-ves". Values have to

be seen in relation to something, 0n logical grounds judgements can be

made in terms of the effectiveness of the means employed to reach a

certain goal, but because evaLuations of this kind are of a more

technical (scientific) nature, they can be answered or qualified in

terms of "true" or "false".

Metaphysical questions of every kind and all refrections that

either cannot find their conclusions on empirical. data or formulate

their judgenents in such a üIay that they can never be contradicted by

empiricaJ. data are pure speculation and thus irrelevant.lS

"The positive mind" - according to Kolakowski - "presupposes a

deterninistÍc interpretation of phenomena - not in the sense that it
beLieves in the existence of metaphysical causes, but in the sense that

it seeks to determine the universal laws governing every observed

phenomena. It is convinced that these J.aws, or rather regularities, in

observed phenomena, enconpass the totality of the world".16

l4KoIakowski, Ibíd, p. 7.

lSKolakowski, rbid. p. 9.

l6Kolakowski, Ibid. p, 57.
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"The devotion of an ideal of narrow exactitudes"17 - as Mannheim

called it - the confinement to the goal of findi¡rg and formulating the

interdependence of phenomena wÍthout ever penetrating deeper into their

"hidden natures", the reduction of everything "to a measurable or

inventory-like describability",lS the exclusion of nearly every

significant formulation of a problem, of everything that can only be

"meaningfully intelligible", all these abstentions mark the intellectual

asceticism so typical of positivism.

"Suffering, death, ideoJ"ogical conflict, social cfashes,

antithetical values of any kind - all are declared out of bounds,

matters we can only be silent about, in obedience-Eo the principle of

verifiability". LO

Positivism - apart from being a specific philosophical doctrine -

is often linked with the name of August Comte, the author of The Law of

Human Progress or The Law of Three stages, and the Hierarchy of the

sciences. It was comte who coined the term "positive philosophy",

which in the shorter forn of "positivism", lasted down to our time.

In his writings - particularty in The _L_ql,{ of Three stages - comte

17"It would be reactionary with reference to the fruitful
development of science", Mannhei¡n wrote, "to deny the cognitive value
of sirnplifying procedures, which are easiLy contro-llable and ruhich are
applicable with a high degree of probability, to a great mass of
phenomena". However, it is "one thing to test a fruitful line of
investigation and another to regard it the only path to the scientific
treatment of an object".

"it is al.ready clear today that the formal approach alone does
not exhaust what can be known of the worLd and particularly of the
physic life of human beings". Ideology and Utopia, op. cit., p. 1g.

lBMannheim, Ibid, p. 1g, 19,

l9Kolakowsl<i , op. cit. p. z1,o .
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tried to establish a naturalistic science of society -',social physics,'

- and to formulate a general falv of social growth and the development of

societies. This science of society would be able to expraÍn not only

the past development of ma¡rkind but would make it also possible to

predict the future.20 There are "-Iaws governing the development of the

human race as definite as those deternining the fall of â stone",21

comte wrote as a young man to a friend, and he therefore set out ,'to

discover through what fixed series of successive transfornation the

human race, starting from a state not superior to that of the great

apes, gradual]y led to the point at which civilized Europe finds itself
todaY" .22

The result of this scientific investigation23 was the famous Law

of Three stages, according to which the growth of mankind, that is the

evolution and developnent of the hunan mind, has to pass through three

major successive stages, stages that are historically inevitable: the

Theologicar or factitious, the Metaphysical or abstract and the

Scientific or positive.

In the Theological state the human nind supposes that aIl phenonena

are produced "by the imnediate action of super-natural beings',, while in

the Metaphysical state the hunan mind assumes that all phenomena are

produced by abstract forces, personified abstractions. It is in the

20savoir pour prêvoir et prévoir pour pouvoir.

21Hayek, oÞ. cit. p. 17g.

22lewis coser, Masters of sociological Thought, Harcourt, Brace,
Jovanovich, Inc., New York, 1921, p. 7.

23only a very condense and simplified account of some serected
writings of comte can be given here. comte's writings are a very
intricate historisophic synthesis - drawing on the ideas and notions of
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final positive (scientific) state that - according to Comte - the human

mind has finally "given over the vain search after Absolute notions. the

origin attd destination of the universe, and the causes of phenomena, and

applies itself to the study of their Laws - that is their invariable

relations of succession and resemblance" .24

Each successive stage in this development of the human nind ernerges

out of the preceding one.25 "The constitution of the new system cannot

take place before the destruction of the old", that is before arl "the

potentialÍtíes of the old mental order have been exhausted".26

CIoseIy related to the Law of Three Stages is Comte's second best

known theory, that of the Hierarchy of the Scíences.

According to this theory - similarly to the developnent of the

human nind which passes through stages from the simpre to the more

compJ.ex - science passes through stages of development in a linear order

of decreasing generality and increasing complexity.

Each of these sciences was building upon the results of the

those pre-revolutionary writers such as Turgot, Condorcet and Rousseau,
but particuLarly also on those of Saint Simon whose secretary Comte was
for several years. comte was also the co-editor of saint sinon's
Journal .

24cos"r, Ibid, p.18.
zSalthough - according to Comte - all of nankind must pass in a

single uniform manner through these stages, Comte he]d, that it was
obvious that different populations "have attained extrenely unequal
degrees of development". He therefore encouraged comparative studies of
primitive societies, hoping to find "the different co-existing stages of
human society in the various parts of the worLd". comte believed, that
since these societies and states were compj-eteIy independent of each
other, it would therefore be possible, to observe the different stages
of evolution alL at once. Coser, Ibid, p. 6.

26similarity to Marx.
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preceding science while adding those elements characteristic for its own

field, starting with mathematics, leading to astronomy, physics,

chemistry and biology and leading finalLy to the science of',social
physics" - or sociology - a science which comte thought he had

"instituted" but whicli he said was not yet "constituted",

It was "the extraordinary compÌexity of social facts" that required

"that the science dealing with them should come last".27

sociology was logically dependent on the other sciences,

particularly on biology, its Ínnediate scientifÍc predecessor, not only

"because sociaL facts occur in a biological determined reality"28 oua

also because bioLogy demonstrated a complexity and interrelationship

between bioJ,ogical organisms and their specific functions which were

simÍ1ar to the interreLationships and complexities of the',social',

organism - society. Conte rejected the individualistic doctrines of

his time, insisting instead that the "individual" is a "mental

construct" and that society is the "primordial reality".

Therefore "the organic and rational society must be based on

science, the principre of its organization wiLl be scientifically
eLaborated and all its members must adopt scientific modes of thinking.

What this scientific node of thinking shouJ,d be can only be determined

by studying the history of science" .29

comte lived and wrote in ilre period after ilre French Revolution, in

27Kolakowski , op. cit. , p. 62.

2SKoIakowski , Ibid, p. 52.

29Kolakowski, Ibid, p. 52.
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a France that was torinented by poJ.iticaL and social disorder. During

his lifetime, Comte lÍved through seven political regimes, through nany

uprisings, popular revolts and insurrections. But he also lived at a

tine in which recent discoveries in the sciences - particularly in

geology and biology - seemed to make it possible to think in terms of a

new synthesis.

The theory of evolution and notions such as reason, rationality,
progress and the belÍef in science and technology as neans for the

advancement of mankind, had been already the great ideals and the hope

of the Enlightenment. These notions had found expression in the writings

of Turgot and Condorcet and other philosophers of the Enlightenment. In

comte's writing all these factors and currents came together, in a new

synthesis, but they took on a very Comteian character.30 The political

and sociaJ. anarchy of his time made hin insist on an,'organic,'society,

highly structured and hierarchical. The watchwords of positivisn "order

and progress" lend themselves both to poLitÍcat and to scientific
inperatives.

rn comte's conplex blueprint for the "positive" society of the

future, this society was to be - as mentioned earlier - presided over

and directed by scientists, bankers and the leaders of industry. But it
fell rrpon the scientists to be the moral guides of society. It was

their superior knowledge that would entitle them to renind men of the

duties and obligations towards one another and towards society. Their

scientific insights would furthernore enable them to judge the abilities
of different men thus assigning them their place in society.

30Comte and his wrÍtings could serve as a prototype for sociological
anaì.ysis according to Mannheim's propositions in his socioLogy of
Knowledge' In Conte's writing nany of the elenents which Mannheim had
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The "positive" society was to be a society in rvhich - through the

guidance of scientists - men would sternly be held 'to their collective

duties and any subversive ideas as to "inherent rights" would be

suppressed . 3 1

The new positive society and its order was to have - according to

comte's formulae - "Love as its principle", order as its Basis", and

"Progress as its Aim".32

comte left a huge body of writings,3g elaborate descriptions and

prescriptions on positive sociology, and future socioJ.ogical, research

but also on his visions of how the future society should be organized

according to the tenets of science - because science needs what society

needs and vice versa, namely "the ability to predict events and to

identified as entering into thought can be observed here: the socio-
historical deternination of though'! (the French Revolution ãn¿ it"
aftermath), the extra-theoretíqql factors which enter into ideas
theories (his adoration for Cl"othilde de Vaux which enters tnt"ìri"
vision of the role of lvomen in the future society), the thinking furtìrerof ryhat others have thought before, (the influence of thinkers of the
Enlightenment), the se-lection of certain elements and ideas out ofearlier and contemporary intellectual currents (ttre rejection of ffre
notion of the individual as the unit of irnportanc. in ,spiiãtylJheincorpo this case ¡iological analogies, into
the vision of the future society), the new ordering of ideas and notionsin order to achieve a new synthesis (the projection of [fr" future based
on scientific irnperatives).

SlThese highJ.y hierarchical, inegalitarian and antí-individualÍstic
features give to Comte's doctrine its noted authoritarian/totalitarian
character. comte envisioned a society, "in whích the individual was
conceived as firmly subordinated to society", coser, op. cit., p. gg,

32Coser, Ibid, p.1g.
S3comte left six voluines of his coursq of positive philosophy,

Elementary Treatise on Analytic Geo ive
Spirit' The Positive Policy, Positive Catechism, Subjective Synttresis
or Univefsal System of Ideas Concernine the Nor[a] State of Hu¡nanitv.
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influence them practicaLly". 34

After Conte's death in 185?, Enile Littré, pierre Lafitte, G.

Wyrouboff, as menbers of the "Positivist Society"3S became the official

spokesmen of Positivisrn in France and they should be quoted at some

length. They summed up quite precisely not only what. positivism

represented as a method and as a phiJ.osophical doctrine but they also

formulated the task of sociology as a science of society and as an agent

to bring about such a scientific society.

Positivisn - according to Lafitte r^ras -
a general doctrine providing common and universal
rules for the direction of the world, man and
society

a doctrÍne which comprehends all that it is given to
us to know, and which in its totality contains parts
so well connected and so consonant with each other,
and so complete, that nothing is left to chance, no
problem is left without solution and everyone knows
in all circumstances what he must think.36

In 1871 Littré in his inaugural Lecture from the chair of History

at the Ecole Polytechnique had the following to say:

History means research into the conditions which
bring about the succession of one social state after
another in a determined order.

Events, therefore, play only a secondary roJ.e; being
products of the passions and interests driving
peoples and their leaders, they sometimes obstruct
it, but, taken all in alL, they are dominated by
this movement.

34Kolakowski , op. cit. , p. sz.

35th* "Positivist society" ruas founded in 1840 by conte and his
followers with the goal to disseminate the "demonstrable faith" of his
"positíve" philosophy.

36W.U. Simon. European Positivism in the,Nineteenth Centurv, Cornell
University Press, Ithaca, New York, p. 45.
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It was a 'progressive movelnent' ilrat brought
societies 'froin an inferior to a superior state'.

ldhen I speak of evolution and progress, I affirn a
natural phenomenon, I am not merely spellbound by
optimism And since it is a natural phenonenon,
chance must be excluded.ST

since sociology hras a "science" - or at least on its way to

becoming one - Littré "deduced with entire logic" r,{hen he wrote ilrat:

the tine will cone when the decisions fornulated by
it (sociology) wiLl be carried out without the need
for consulting the crowd any more than the crowd is
consulted on decisions in astronomy, physics or
cheni strY ' 

38

G' wyrouboff, a young emigrê Russian scientist, and another

desciple of comte and co-editor of Littré's journal, La philosophie

Positive, even formurated more decisively when he purported that:

as M. Conte saÍd, there is no freedom of conscience
in the sciences, in the sense that the mind is not
free to refuse assent to what has been proved.
Therefore, as that which has been proved grows in
scope, society undertakes to teach it, without
worrying whether it violates private or subjective
freedom of conscience. I protest against a freedon
of conscience which permits error except as an
individual whin. In philosophy, evil is catled
error . 39

The influence of Comte on writers, historians and scientists in the

later years of tlte nineteenth century has been substantial even if his

over-aII scientific "project" for society and mankind and his rather

absurd speculations regarding a "religion of humanity" with scientists

37siron, rbid,

38sinon, Ibid,

39si*on, rbid,

p. 30,

p. 35.

p. 35.
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as their high-priests and with its authoritarian principJ.es and

inplications did not necessarily find an immediate whole-hearted

embrace.4o

But those aspects of his writings, which night be called the

"scientific aspects" or the "scientific features" became incorporated

into the larger reservoir of positivist thought, as for Ínstance, ',the

faith in the essential unity of science, ilre rejection of metaphysics,

the ideal of reducing knowJ.edge to a single universal formula, and the

interpretation of kno¡uLedge as ultimately of practical value or

nothing" .41

These "scientífic" features came to constitute the paradigm for the

scientific community and determined their approach to science and

society. They built the basis for much of the scientific reasoning and

discourse in the century to come.

The quest for a thorough rationalization of the worLd found further

confirmation with the publication of Darwin's book The origin of species

the struggle for Life in 18s9, in which he deveroped his theory of

evolution through natural selection. The book represented a new

"scientific" landmark bringing about a nehr "RevoÌution" i¡r science, in

that it presented a synthesis - much in the way Comte's writing had done

- of earlier eighteenth century evolutionary speculations and

propositions.

4Ocertain aspects of comte's assumptions and prescriptions found,
however, their reatization in twentieth century Fascism.

41the supreme status of scientists in modern society and their
unaccountability towards society at large - even in democratic societies
- has been nystified through the pretension of science as being

tural Selection, or The Preservation of Favoured Races in
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The evidence of evolutionary processes in geology, zoology and

biology proper had been accumulating long before Dartvin published his

version of evolution. "The force of accumulated ideas" - as Barzun

points out - "always transcends the por¡Jer of the man to whom they are

ultimately ascribed".42 The list of eighteenth century scientists and

scientist-philosophers (Naturphilosophen) who speculated on or dealt

with these matters is therefore long and illustrious. only a very few

can be mentioned here: charles Bonnet, the first who used the word

"Evolution", and who establíshed a scale of organÍzed beings; Buffon,

who first established a complete theory of biological evolution, and who

- like Bonnet - studied enbryology, the nechanisn of heredity which

seemed to be obviously the "nysterious" link not only betrveen change

from parent to offspring but also of change in specÍes.43 Then there

is Lamarck, the botanÍst and geologist, rnlho compiled the "most elaborate

and scientific system of evolution of his tíme",44 and, of course,

Erasmus Darwin, Darwin's grandfather - a contemporary of Lamarck, - he

also had shared ideas of evolution.

The scientific conmunity was therefore quite farniLiar with the

evidence of evolution - including the evidence of the evolution of nan -

because these ideas had occupÍed both the sciences and the enlightened

"value-free",

A?Barzun, Darwin, Marx, [rragner, op. cit., p. 42. This ,,force of
accumulated ideas" might explain the coincidence of Alfred Russel
waLlace having an identica-l theory to that of Darwin - both hitting on
the same idea simultaneously.

43Barzun, Ibid,

 åBarzun, rbid,

p.

p.

42.

42.
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public for almost a century.

Also the other feature of Darwin's evolution theory, the one

poitrting to "struggle" and "competition" as the nechanism for survival

had been observed and commented upon earlier.

For instance, the French botanist de Candolle had observed that

"aIl the plants of a given country are at war with one another',.45

They first establish themselves by chance in a particular spot and by

the mere occupancy exclude others. By gradually making thenselves the

master of the ground the snaller are choked and destroyed by the larger.

Lyell, the English geologist - a contemporary and a strong supporter of

Darwin - by quoting de Candoll,e - and generalizing the Latterrs view of

the "tralar between p]ants", argued in his own writings for a "universal.

struggle for existence" in which the "right of the strongest" eventually

prevails.

But even earlier than Lyell, the scotch sceptic, David Hume, had

been specuJ.ating not onJ.y on the "survivaL of the fittest"46 but also

on the unity of the species in his Dialogues on Natural Religion,

written in 1750. About the sane time, the French Encyclopedist,

Diderot, had presented his doctrine of the survival of the fittest as

well as his views on the "development of the species through long

ages"47 in his Thoughts for rnterpreting Nature, and in the ratter part

4SEiseley, op. cit. p. 101.

46the phrase "survivaf of the fittest" was actually coined by thesociologist Herbert Spencer before Darwin's Origin. Darwin knew Spencer
and held him in high esteen. He even had calred him "my superior".
Spencer Idas a "sociaÌ" Darwinist before the expression became popular.
Darwin substituted Spencer's phrase, however, for one of his own: the
"preservation of favoured races".

47Barzun, op. cit. p. 42,
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of the eighteenth century, the economist, Thomas Malthus, similarly had

discerned "competition" and "struggle" as nechanisms for the survival of

the strongest. In his Essay on population, Malthus had examÍned

population pressures against food resources and had found that these

pressures were having a "pruning" effect on Life, resulting in a

"struggle for existence". Those individuals who were better equipped

and stronger tended to survive, while those ill equipped and weak often

perished4S - a "natural- selectÍon" though not yet in name, among human

beings.

What then were the features which made Darwinrs evofution theory in

the eyes of his contenporaries "more" scientific and thus more

"revolutionary", considering that most of his theory and the specific

aspects of it, such as "struggre for l-ife", "natural selection,'and

"preservatÍon of favoured races" - aLthough not necessarÍly in the same

terminology - had been observed among plants, animals and humans and had

been wrÍtten about long before him by his fellor¡r scientists?

The reason might lie in the fact that in earlier bioJ.ogical.

theories evolution and change was rinked to a "perfecting" agent. rn

Lamarck's theory, for instance, this agent was "need". Lamarck had

assumed that change in plants and animals occurred through adaptation to

new environments and needs. The new characteristics developed through

adaptation would then be passed on to the offspring. Through this

"inheritance of acquired characteristics" evolution was thought to

proceed. This assumption of purpose in Lanarckrs theory gave it,
however, â "teJ.eo1ogical", a "metaphysical,, character.

4SDarwin acknowledged his indebtedness to Malthus and his population
theory, which provided him with the clue to see in "struggle" tñe
mechanisn for change and perfection. rt seens quite interesting that



In another theory, evolution was Linked

vitalÍsm - a life-force in plants and animals

speak - improvement. Vitalism was perceived

principi.e" - of all living beings. Research

ceÌls had, however, not surfaced any evidence

became untenable and had to be abandoned. A

living beings49 was found to be non-existent

left.5o
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to the principle of

- rr¡hich "wiÌfed" - so to

as an "immanent perfecting

into the nature of living

of vitalism. The theory

"superadded life-forçe", in

- nothing but matter was

Thus once the "mysterious", "netaphysica.L" or "controrling" por,{er

(God or nature) was removed, "mere physical and chenical units remained

behind"51 and the idea of "purely biorogicaÌ change" was adopted.

Everything could now be exptained in "positive", that is "scientific"
terms. This criteria was met by Darwin's theory of "natural selection"

- and beyond this by claiming that natural selection was the ',soLe"

agent of change. Not only did Darwin's evolution theory not perceive of

any "immanent perfecting principle", his theory on the contrary stressed

Darwin, the biologist, should draw his inspiration not so nuch from the
observation of nature, but rather from the writings of the economist
Malthus, â "social scientist" who had observed the society of his time.
The observation of life as an ongoing struggì.e, was by Darwin,
transposed - so to speak - fron the "socia_Ì " to the "natural-" real_m.

This brings up another point. Earlier in his investigation it was
pointed out, that not only science influences political and social
philosophies and doctrines but that the reverse is equally valid.
Social and poJ.itical doctrines also influence science and the nilieu in
which science and scientific investigations are carried out has
certainly a bearing on the conclusions drawn for its applicability and
relevance.

490" u soul in
5oBu"run, rbid,

51Barzun, Ibid.

hunan beings.

p. 52.

p. 52.
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the "accidental" character of change. Only subsequentty did changes

turn out either to be useful or harmful. According to his theory the

useful changes çtere inherited and in this way the best adapted plants,

animals, individuals or human populations - adapted as the result of

accidental variations however - would survive in the struggle for

existence.

Doomed to extinction were those which "had happened to have

acquired harmful characterists".52 lrlithin this schena, the survival of

the human species could be accounted for and specifically human

characteristics such as "noral- motivations and codes, religious beliefs,

intelligent actions" couLd be "interpreted in terms of biologica].

usefulness, as instruments of efficient adaptation that had secured for

mankind such overwhelming superiority in the over-all ecology of the

Planet".53

fn answering the earlier questÍon, why Darwin's theory of evolution

hras more scientific and more revoJ.utionary than those of his

predecessors it might be said, that prinarily his theory met the

demands of positivism and the sciences of his time: it was

anti-netaphysical, it discerned a single universal organizing principJ.e

- "natural selection", it confirmed one mechanism for development and

progress - "struggle".

Moreover Darwin's theory of development and evolution through

struggle supplied a scientific underpinning to the social reality of his

S2Kolakowski , op. cit. p. 99.

S3Kolakowski, Ibid, p. 90.
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time. The age recognized itself in his theory because it seemed to

confirm as scientific those theories and doctrines of Liberalisn that

had accompatried the rise of the bourgeoisie and the rise of capitalism

as its economic system.

Liberalism as the eighteenth century philosophy of freedom and

equality had already left its "utopian" state and been successfulLy

transformed into the ideology of Liberalism by lÍnking freedom to

property and equality to the assertion of self-interest.

Laissez-faire - the economic parts of the liberal ideology - was

proclaiming freedom of conscience in business, and non-intervention not

only in the enjoyment of wealth but also in the nethods for its
acquisition' No arbitrary limitations - it was said - should prevent a

man from fully exploiting his possÍbilities.

The appalling sociaL and economic conditions created by early

capitalis¡n for the great najority of the people - a huge energing

working class was created by the new factory system - hrere justified in

the nane of progress and poverty was seen as self-inflicted or as the

objectification of an "inherent" inferiority in those individuaLs

afflicted by it.

The publication of the origin of Species did not only present a

milestone in scientific inquiry, it also was to become a Landmark

in social and polítical. ideology. rt not only summed up the

preoccupation of the age but particularly the preoccupation of the

bourgeoisie of that tine.

The title of Darwin's book alone - the references to "natural

serection", "struggle for 1ife", "preservation of favoured races"
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compressed all the essential notions of liberal ideology and ethics,

because "al] repeated the sane idea of strÍfe with tangible rewards for
the winners".54

Tn particular the reference to the "preservation of favoured races"

was to become the basis for a view of "racial determinism" in the

evolution of civÍlizatÍon, a view which came to govern political

discourse and political action, the essence of which might be summed up

by two dicta of Disraeri: "411 is race; there is no other truth"55 and

before the British House of Commons in 1849 he declared: "Race implies

difference, difference implies superiority, and superiority leads to

Predominance".56

Race and race-struggJ.e became seen as the "key to history", a view

that came to be dominant for almost a century. The year lBSg seems "in
retrospect a pivotal yea¡".57 It not only saw the "revolutionizÍng"

publication of Darwin's origin of Species but also the "revolutionizing"

publication of Marxrs Critigue of Political Economy, lvhich later became

incorporated into the first chapter of Das Kapita].

Independently from each other both authors - Darwin, the biologist,
and Marx, the phirosopher and sociaL scientist - had in ilreir work

identified "struggLe" as a principle of progresssS - the nechanism for

S4Bar"un, op. cit. p. ze.

55ln his noveL Tancred , 1847.

SoMichael Biddis, rnages of Race, Holmes & Meyer publications, rnc.,
New York, 1979 , p. 72 , 16 .

57Barzun, op. cit. , p. zo.

S8goth authors seen to have had, however, a common source ofinspiration: Thomas Malthus and his Essay on Population, published somesixty years before.
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it was class struggle.
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But for Marx it was not just any struggle -

The inevitability of human progress on the one hand, and the method

of natural sciences as applicable to the interpretation of history on

the other, had been already axiomatic for positivist thought. In Marx's

theory these two aspects seem also to come together: for Marx the

"inevitable" evoLution of history was based on cLass-conflict. Also

Marx, in his theory of "historical materialism" - that is the theory of

progress and historical necessity - attenpts to find a law of universal

validity' His theory tried to trace "the basic course of human events

fron the first community to the classless society".59 He - like other

thinkers of the nineteenth century - tried to enclose the world in a

single, rational conceptual systen. A systen in which the past and the

present could be "scientificaLLy" explained and the future anticipated

according to established laws of historical necessity.

In Marx's evolutionary theory, alL societies have to pass through

determined evolutionary stages, stages he called ancient, feudal,

bourgeois followed by - as a future projection - the socialist and

finarly the communist stage. These stages were at the same time

"progressive epochs in the economic formation of society,'60 - stages

could not be skipped.

Each of these stages was characterized by a particular kind of

property reLationship and economic organization, that is the relation

59Leszek Kotakowski.
Press, 0xford 1978, Vol

60KolakowsÌ<i , Ibid,

llain Currents of Marxisn,
, I, p. 352.

p. 336.

Oxford University
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in production and the forces of production.

At a ce.tain stage of their development, that is when the

development of the forces of production have outgrown the relatiolts in
production, these forces come into conflict, ultimately resulting Ín a

social revo-Lution in which tlle previous but now further progress

hindering class is overthrown and superseded by a ner^J more inventive and

progressive cÌass. A revolution of this kind can however, only erupt

and succeed at these specific moments in history, because - according to

Marx - "no social order ever disappears before all the productive forces

for which there is room in it have been deve_loped, and new higher

rel.ations of production never appear before the naterial conditions of

their existence have matured in the wonb of the oLder society',.61

capitalism - the mode of production of the bourgeoisie in the

nineteenth century, was therefore no historical accident. It was not

only the most efficient and wealth producing system in history up to

that point, but it r¡Ias at the same time historically justified, because

of its historical, progressive mission - whatever the features.

Nevertheless the decline and final collapse of the capitalist system r,rras

egually inevitable because of the contradictions imbedded in the

capitalist system and the bourgeoisie would be overthrown by the

industrial working class - the proletariat. Marx projected as

"scientific" that after the overthrow of capítalism and the bourgeoisie

by the proletariat, socialism would emerge. A system based on the

comnon ownership of the means of production and a transitional

"dictatorship" of the proletariat ultimately evolving into comnunism

characterized by a class-less society, in which historical confLict was

6lKolakowsky, Ibid, p. g36.
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dissolved because the common ownership of the means of production had

eliminated class struggle.

Leaving aside this rast "utopian" notion of Marx,s "scientific,'
theory, it might be said that in his theory conflict and class struggle

are buÍlt into the economic system.62 Class struggle is the motor-force

of history atrd evolution while the economic system builds the "core"

around which the struggle manifests itself. According to Marx - "the

history of all hitherto existing society is tlle history of class

strugglss " .63

Marx called his evolutionary theory "dialectic", a tern he had

taken over from Heget. Hegel had earlier presented his own evolutionary

theory,64 according to which history was the evolution of the notion of

freedom' DiaLectic in Hegel's systen was - according to Mannheim - "the

course in which the nind creates and resolves contradictions through its
successive phases of self-realization." Since tltought in his sytem was

"identified with rearity, and the evolution of the mind with ilre
historical process", dÍalectics rdere governing both "emergent thought

and the tangibj"e course of universal history."65

62similarly to the accounts of Conlters and
Marx's evolutionary theory is presented here
by only concentrating on those features which

Darwin's theories, also
in a very condensed form,
are refevant for this

investigation.

63Karl Marx. The communis! Ma¡iJgsle, penguin Books, Middlesex,
England, 7g77, p. ZO. 

-

64Hegel's evofution theory might been seen as the German equivalentto the conteian idea of evolution, Both thinkers perceived of trr"
evolution of mankind as resultíng "prímarily from the evolution of ideasor the human spirit" , Coser, Masters, op. cit. , p. 44.

65Karl Mannheim, Essays on the sociorogy of culture, Routledge and
Regan Paul- Ltd., London, 1956, p. gB.



In Hegelrs theory of evolution, mankind had passed from the

oriental wor]d, in which only one person is free, to the classical

period, the Greco-Ronan worId, in which some people are free, to the

modern world, in which all men are free. Hegel's evol-ution of freedom

was linked to the evolution of the state, that is, ,'governmental forms

I¡Iere centraL to the understanding of history."66 Marx cLained to have

"turned" Hegel on his feet when he rejected HegeJ.,s notion that ideas

are the prime-movers of history. Marx considered ideas as only being

tlie reflection of materiaL interests of the ruling class at any given

time in history. He insisted that the departure has to be taken from

the material conditions of men, that Ís, from the way in which they gain

their livelihood. In Marx's view, therefore, it was not "thinking" or

"thought" that was the essentiaL human characteristic that distinguished

man fron aninals, but the fact that man was a tool-maker, the creator of

"technology" as it would be calLed now.

Marx's synthesis was - sinilarl¡r to that of Comte and Darwin _

achieved through the utilization and "selection" of many aspects,

concepts, ideas and theories elaborated by earlier and contemporary

writers, thinkers and theorists.6T rt has been said, that the main-

influences on Marx came fron three sources: German idealism -
particularly in its Hegelian version - French socialist tradition and

66Coser, Masters, op. cit., p. 72.

67Ba"run charges both Darwin and Marx
imperialists who absorbed and made their
pretendÍng of having cone to the J.eading
by themseLves . DarloJin, ,lvlarx, Wag4er, op.

for being "intellectual
own the holdings of others" by
ideas of their systems entirely
cit. , p. 170.
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British political economy, 68

From Hegel Marx took over - apart from the concept of dialectic -
the view of history constructed on evolutÍonary lines as welL as Hege1's

"holistic approach", regarding society as a structurally Ínterrelated

whole.

Partjcularly strong "in roundÍng out his

the social order"69 is Marxrs indebtedness to

Simonians as well as to "bourgeois" historians

Thierry from whom he took over features of hÍs

It is to Saint Simon that Marx owes the notion

Iargely "the history of wars between c1asses",

"key" to Saint Simon's philosophy of history,

historical process entirety in these terms.70

6SCorr."ponding roughly in this order
Marx's sojourn. Coser, Masters, op. cit.

69Cose", Masters, op. cit., p. 7s.

70Co""", IbÍd, p. 7s.

71Cos"t, Ibid, p. ?5.

own views of history and

Saint Simon and the Saint

, such as Guizot and

theory of class struggle.

of human history as being

because cl-asses were the

in that he explained the

Also the ideas of property relations as "central to an

understanding of history" rather than governmental forms - as Hegel had

propounded - are derived from Saint Simon. "CLass struggJ.e, the crucial

importance of the working class in the modern Índustrial wortd, the

emphasis on industry and labour, and above all, the emphasis on an

activist social philosophy that carled not only for interpreting the

world but for changing it - all these elements of Marx's synthesis were

stimulated through the reading of French socialist and near-socialist

doctrines".71

to the three countries of
, p. 76.
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Many other aspects wliich went into Marx's critique of political
econony were built on pre-existing economic notions and concepts.

It was from tl're "cLassical" economist Adam Snith that Marx derived

the notion of the "labour theory of va]ue", and it was from Malthus that
he learned that "the contradictions in capitalist production were

inherent in the 'system' itself".72

It was from the swiss economist sismondi73 that Marx took over the

term "proletariat" which SismondÍ had coined and used to "describe the

increasing population of urban workmen" as well as the concept "nieux

value" - Mehrwert - which Sismondi had used "as a means of analysing the

industrial exploitation of the worker".74 It was sisnondi again, who in
the 1830's Ì,{as the f irst to state the fact of "overproduction", and it
was he who saw "hrhat is the now familiar paradox of "starvation in the

midst of plenty".75

From Moses Hess, Marx took over "the theory of the concentration

and centralization of capital, the theory of increasing misery" as well

as "the doctrine of the collapse of capitalism as inevitable"

tlreories which Hess had formulated in his essay of IB47 The Cor¡ssggencgg

of RevoLutÍon of the proletariat.T6

1zBarzun, Darwin, Marx, [{agner, op. cit., p. 1S1.

73Bar"un suggests that in many ways Sismondi ,,bears
relations that Lamarck bears to Darwin. He stands in
receíving mention, when lucky, as the walker-on before
Barzun, Itrid, p. 149 .

74Barzun, Ibid, p. t4e.

75Bar"un, Ibid, p. 150.

76Co"*", Masters, op. cit., p. 74.

to Marx the same
tlie background,
the king".
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Marx (and Engels) mostly denied their indebtedness to other wrÍters

and theorists, particularly to the French socialists, such as saint

simon, Fourrier, Proudhon, Babeuf, etc., whose ideas Marx had used so

deliberately without acknowJ,edgement ancl who he came to denounce as

"utopians" or "petty bourgeois", contrasting tirem unfavourably with his

oIrJn "scientific" version of sociaLism. It was particularly proudhon who

suffered Marx's denunciation and scorn because he and the other

"utopians" insisted in their version of socialism on co-operation rather

than force and revolution as a means to bring about change in society.

They had seen the destruction and chaos of a revolution and they knew

the high price in hunan life and suffering and the effects of moral

disintegration.

It was not that they were unaÌ^Iare of or overlooked class struggle

but they did not see in it a principle of progress. Rather than waiting

for the "laws of economy" or the "laws of history" to take theír course

- as demanded by a laissez-faire scientific socialism - they favoured

social legislation to amefiorate the present poverty and sufferÍng of

the working-class. They had a high regard for individuals and they

feared equally an overriding state capitalism together with "any

proposed dictatorship of a cÌass".

Proudhon7T particuJ.arly wanted - instead of being embittered in a

class position and to seek "mass potr/er in a spirit of

77It *a" through Proudhon's influence that the "Truth, Justice, and
MoraLity" clause in the statutes of the First International was
retained, a clause which read: "All societies and individuals connected
with the association acknowLedge truilr, justice and morality as the
basis of their behavior among themselves and toward all their fellow-nen
without regard to coLor, creed or nationality" Marx alLowed these words
"truth, justice and morarity" to remain in a context "where they would
do no harm". Barzun, op. cit., p. 776.
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self-righteousness",TS to transcend crass ideas. He atso felt that

communism was not the solution to the property problems of society. In

his Qu'est-ce que la propriJtJ?, proudhon rejected both individual

property and communism as being tyrannicaJ., hoping that another way

could be found. One was in his view, the tyranny of the strong, the

other the tyranny of the weak. "The injustices of communisn", he wrote,

"are irreparable, it. does violence to sympathies and repugnances, it
puts free choice under an iron yoke, it exercises moral- torture on the

conscience, it plunges society into apathy (atonie) - in a word it
ensl-aves in a stupid and gaping unÍformity, the free active, reasoning,

unsubmissive, personality of man".79

Marx without doubt helped to crush "utopian" socialism. A

socialisn that had been characterized by a radical criticism of the

existing order Ín society, but which knew and never forgot the fact,

that in any improved society man must work together in harmony,

Moreover the "utopi.ans" knew that sociaLisn was above al_L "a moraL

notion, a value-concept, the highest expression of man's eterna1 longing

for freedon and justice" whife for those, who prornoted "scientific"
socialism, it presented primarily "a coherent theoretical system by

which the whole of history could be comprehended and its events reduced

to a single schema".80

The philosophy of socialism was by the end of the nineteenth

T8Barzun, Ibid, p. 126 .

79Bu"r,tn, Ibid, p. 2ob .

S0Kolakowski, Main Currentg of Msr_ð_iêlL__yg_l_,_?, op. cit. , p. 35.
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century turned into an ideology of socialisin - into a deterministic,

scientific world-view. SocÍalisn had become Marxism.

The later part of the nineteenth century saw science triurnphant and

evoluLion became "in a very real sense the science of sciences',.81 it
ü/as an entire world-view, it was in fact the "total ideology" of that

age.

"Evolution could now be used" - as collingwood stated - "as a

generic term covering both historical, progress and naturaL progress.

The victory of evolution in scientific circfes meant that the

positivistic reduction of history to nature was qualified by a partial

reduction of nature to history".82 Two images of the world became

dominant. In one image of the world all situations in human lÍfe could

be reduced to biological situations, and all institutions created by man

could be reduced to instruments of biological survivaL. In the other

image, a]l human life situations and human institutions were seen as so

many manifestations of the economic organization operating in society as

well as being the expression of the interests of the respective ruling

cÌasses at different epochs.

The theory of evorution "immensely strengthened, and, so to speak,

added a substructure to an essential tendency that had been inherent in

the positivist style of thought".83 Both Liberalism - as the ideology

of the bourgeoisie - and Marxism - as the ideology of the proletariat -

81Bu""un, op.

S2colringwood,

B3Kolakowski,

cit. , p. 52.

op. cit., p. 129.

The Al ienation ,of Reason, op. cit . , p 90
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in the nineteenth century were characteristic of this style of

thought . B4

ltlhen Darwin postuJ,ated "struggle" and not a teleological principle

as the mechanism through which the evolution of the species could be

explained and Marx - independently from hin - had identified the sane

mechanism as accounting for progress in society and not an evolving life

spirit, all answers to the riddle of life and history seemed to have

been found. rt seemed that there was no riddle, the key to history was

struggle' Struggfe was universal. It was both the law of nature and

the law of history. It prevailed among individuals, groups, nations and

races, as well as anong classes and in classes.

up to a certain point Darwinrs and Marx's observations were

extrenely rea.Listic, since struggle and natural selection actually

operated in nature and society and also class struggle r¡Jas a well known

fact and a realistic description of the social reality in which they

found themselves. But these observations and facts became "ideological"

when both thinkers tried to make struggle the basis of a theory, that is
the evolution theory, and turned the fact of struggle into a cause of

progress .85

S4Mannhein in his essay on Conservative Thought in ülolff, From Karl
Mannhein, op. cit., p. 1s1, 152 makes the followiñg observatiõn: ,'The
proletarian mentality is strictly rational and fundamentally related tothe positivist trend of bourgeois philosophy. This positivist basis is
clear in the way in which the proletarian philosophy of history derives
the dynamic of events from ilre social and economic spheres and
interprets and movement of ideas in term of a social movement centred
round the economic organization of society. Ai this point, proletarian
thought therefore enbodies the gradually developed bourgeois concept of
the primacy of the economic sphere",

SSAnother observation of Mannheim in this context seems to be verypertinent, when he writes "To recognize actual antagonisms is, however,
not the same as to postulate their doninance and continous evol.ution
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When Dall.¡in's "natural - sel.ection - theory" witli its postulate of

the "survival of the f ittest", came to prorzicle liberal ideology in the

nineteenth cent-ury with a "scientific" foundation it did not only

confirm liberalisn's older economic convictions of competition and

laissez-faire as progressive features of a "rationaf" society but it

also became an incentive and jusLification for furtl'rer action. The wide

rarìg'e of application to lvhicli Darwinism lent itseLf in the

interpretation and justification of both social and poJ.iticaJ. reality

and social and political action only became fully evident luhen through

the politics of imperialism the struggle for survival took on a global

dimension - when it becane a race-struggle and war and conquest were

seen as the mechanism to assure the survival of the fittest race through

the elimination of the unfit races.

The justification of struggle and the propaga-tion that to
"eliminate" the opponent, the rival, the class-enemy through words and

action meant to act in the name of science and hístorical necessÍty was

also the premise of Marxian ideology.

The final goal to assure the victory of the international

working-class through the elimination of the internationaL bourgeoisÍe

also nade this version of struggle large-scale. Also in this

deterministic r,vorld-view a final victory could only be perceived on a

global scale. IdeltpolitÍk became an irnperative, and it remained so.

The scientific simplification of world-views through the perception

of history as either race-struggle or class-struggle and the

throughout history"
ooùo,

Essays in .the Sociology of Culture, oÞ. cit., p.
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transformation of politics into science - Realpolitic being the

positivistic manifestation of poJ,itÍcs so perceived - these features

Iead to a glorification of expansionism and power, They might be summed

up with cecile Rhodes' exclanation at the height of rmperialism:

"Expansion is everything. I would annex the stars if I could."86

86Arendt, Totafitarianism, op. cit. p. 1,24.



RACE

C¡IAPTER FOUR

SCIENCE AND IMPERIALISM

"Civilized man", Ernst Cassirer observed in his book The l{yth of

the state, "is subject to the most violent passions, and when flrese

passions reach their culmination point he is liable to yietd to the most

irrational impulses. Yet even in this case he cannot entirely forget or

deny the demand of rationality. rn order to believe he must find
rreasorìs' for his belief; he nust form a'theory' to justify his

creeds " . 1

ThÍs observation of Cassirer not only characterizes certain aspects

of comteism, Darwinism and MarxÍsm - as examined earlier - but it is

equally applicable to certain aspects of the writings of Gobi.neau,

particularly in his Essai sur l'in,équalité des races humaines",

published in four volumes between 18bg - 1BSS.

rn this work, Gobineau attempted to prove that the key to history

was to be found in race, that history and civilization were the record

and the creation of the ltrhite race only, particularly the Aryan race.

This conviction became the cornerstone of Gobineau's theory of "the

radical diversity of human races".2 According to Gobineau onJ.y the

white race "had the will and por{er to buiLd up a cultural life", while

the blacl< and yellow races ltere without lif e, without will, r,r¡ithout

energy of their own, "They were nothing but dead stuff in the hands of

lErnst Cassirer.
Haven, Conn. 1946, p,

2Cassirer , Ibid,

The Myth of the State, YaJ.e University Press, New
280, 281,

p. 226.
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their masters - the inert mass that has to be moved by the higher

races".3

Gobineau thought that his task was to establish order where chaos

reigned. He objected to the arbitrariness with which the various

poJ"iticar factions of his time approachecl the question of history.

In his view, their attenpts were nothing but "a conglomerate of

subjective thoughts" based on "wíshfur thinking" rather than on "a

coherent and systematic theory".4

Gobineau sought to change alt this, being convinced, like others of

his time, that "history follows a definite and inexorable law".5 For

Gobineau it was therefore a question "of making history join the fanily
of the natural sciences, of giving it all the precisions of this

kind of knowJ.edge".6

Since science is inconceivable without deterninisn, Gobineau - like
his contenporaries - became convincecl of and. obsessed with deterministic

historical explanations in terms of one single idea or one single

principle. For Gobineau this principle was race. Racial dynamics

explained human civilization and history.

"I was gradually penetrated by the conviction", Gobineau wrote in

the Dedication of his Essai,

that the racial questÍon overshadows all other
problens in history, that it holds the key to them

SCassirer, Ibid, p. 226, ZZ7.

4Cassirer, Ibid, p. 2ZS.

5Cassirer, Ibid, p. zZ5.

6Cassirer, Ibid, p. zzs.
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all, and tlìat the inequality of the races from whose
fusion a peopJ"e is formed is enough to explain the
whole course of its clestiny I convinced myself at
last that everything great, noble and fruitfut in the
works of man on this earth, in science, art and
civilization, derives from a single starting-point,
is the deveJ-oprnent of a single germ and the result of
a single thought, it belongs 't_o one famjly alone, the
different branches of which have reigned in all
civilized countries of the universe.T

Also Gobineaurs work presented a new synthesis. Like other

"system-buiLders" of his time he also drew on many ídeas and notions of

earlier writers and contemporaries for his own work. But also many

"extra-theoretical" factors8 - u" Mannheim called it - that is,

existential factors, entered i¡rto his writings.

Gobineau wrote in the af'Eermath of the French Revolulion ancl the

European Revolutions of 1.848. He was very concerned about the future

of Europe in general and the future of France in particular. He was

appalLed by the corruption, ntediocracy and the materialism of llis time,

the rejection of "true nobility", and the conveyance of power "into the

irrespousibLe hands of the middLe and lower classes in tÌre nane of

democracy, Liberalism and socialism".9

Gobineau himself was a mernber of the French aristocracy and

naturally might have felt displaced by the political claims and

political deveropments initiated by the "fower classes". But stilr -

TMichae] D. Bissis. Gobineau and the Origins of European Racism,
Jonathan Cape, Thirty Bedford Square, London, 19?0, p. 25.

SMannheim's proposition regarding the "social situational roots of
thought" comes to mind as well as his observation regarding the
hístorical and social genesis of an idea, emerging out of tenporal and
sociaL conditions and affecting both content and forn.

9nidai", Ibid, p.18.
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this seems only half the anslder to the obvious question, fiIhy would hÍs

work be expressed in racial terms?

Since the beginning of the eighteenth century, the French

aristocracy had adopted the theory of a French nobleman, the comte de

BoulainviIliers,l0 accordíng to which the older inhabitants of France,

the Gaules, r¡rere conquered by people of Germanic origin, the Francs, who

settled down as the ruling class and whose supreme rights were based on

the "rights of conquest" and the necessity of "obedience always due to

the strongest" .11

Although both groups spoke a comnon language, "they neither had

common rights nor common origi¡¡".12

"The true French", wrote one of BoulainvÍlliers followers, "is

incarnated in our day in the nobility and its partisans are the sons of

free men, the former slaves and all races aLike employed in labour by

their masters are the fathers of the Thírd Estate".13

Boulainvilliers' ideas had great influence on the French nobility

and he became representatÍve for many nobles who did not regard

themselves as representatives of the nation but as the separate ruling

caste.

Gobineau adopted this eighteenth century doctrine of

10"the doubtful honour of composing the first racist treatise has
been ascribed to various writers: to BoulainvilLiers, to Kanes, to
Herder". M. Banton, Race Relations, Tavistock Publications, London,
1967, p, 28.

llHannah Arendt. The Origin of Totalitarianisn, op. cit., p. 162.

12Cassírer, op. cit., p. 2zg.

lSCassirer, Ibid, p. 22g.
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Boulainvilliers about the origin of the French people without

reservation - the bourgeoisie as descendants of Gallic-Roman s-laves and

the aristocracy of Germanic origin. Moreover this forn of racial

historiography continued Ínto the early nineteenth century in the

writings of other French historians, such as ^A,ugust rhierry, and Ernest

seilliere who continued to make associations of class and Race,14

lrlhen Gobineau declared the "Aryans"15 the "race of princes", he

not only explained his own "race-roots" but inplied as wefl that if an

individual was "werf-bred", this superior origin would imply superior

rights: How coul.d there be a universal law since there is no universal

man?

But Gobineau projected the question of race beyond the Class-Race

dichotomy of French society - of two people on one soil. when he wrote

his Essav on the Ineguality of the Human Races he projected these ideas

of human differences to a universal scale. He brouglrt together into a

gigantic synthesis all the prevailing notions, ideas and speculations of

earlier and contenporary writings.

The ideas of race, for instance, as an important factor in human

history was general. knowledge. So was the awareness that different

forms of culture were built by different races and that there were great

variations - both in character and value - among these cultures. Even

the influence of climatic conditions on the formatÍon of civilization

had been studied earlier by Montesquieu in his Esprit des Lois,

published in 1748 atrd speculations on the Aryans as a particular branch

l4niddis , Gobineau, op. cit . , p. i.g .

15lat"" on in the century the discourse about "Aryanisn" (in the form
of Anglo-saxionism and Teutonism) became increasing-Ly part of the
poritical lingo. R. Hartnan in Kein urvolk (1926) excJ.aimed: "The
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of the white race were also quite familiar notions, Gobineau drew

inspiration from all these factors as well as from the discoveries of

sciences, suclt as anthropology, ethnology and prehistorical archaeology,

in conjunction with zoologyl6 and geology, arr of which had "devoted

much of their energy to divining the racial groupings of man",17 and

which Gobineau then synthesized into his own version of "white

suprenacy", or more par-ticularly into that of "Aryan supremacy".

The diffusion of the belief in Aryanism had fastened on the

European mind ever since 1789, when Sir lrlilliam Jones, established "a

connection between sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Persian, celtic and Germanic

languages and their cornmon indebtedness to an 'Aryan' mother tongue",

leading to the belief that corresponding to this linguistic family must

be a sÍngle racial family. Thus the Aryan myth was born.

Closely connected with the speculations about the Aryans, were the

attempts of anthropology and ethnology to establish a more general

cLassification of mankind. But these attempts in classification

invariably took the forn of the establishment of a hierarchy of races.

Aryans are an invention born in a scholar's cell and not an'original
people"'. The pathologist R. Virchow in 1889, mad the plain statenent:
"The typical Aryan such as theory postulates him has not yet been found"
(quoted in Barzun, Race: A Study in Superstition, New york, 1965,
p. 103. )

16the identification of culture with race was first made by the
zoologist Cuvier in 1817, Cuvier held that race determined culture: The
Caucasian race had created the most civilized nations and exercised
dominion over other; the Mongolian race had formed mighty empires in the
East but its civilization was stationary; the hordes of Negro races had
always remained in a state of complete barbarism". M. Banton, Race
Relations, op. cÍt., p. 26.

lTgiddi=, M. Gobineau, op. cit., p. zo.
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Firmly linked to this notion became the inference of innate racial

characteristics. The insÍstence on innate racial differentiations often

went so far as to completely deny "the humanity of certain portions of

mankind", thereby denying these groups "any capacÍty for noral

judgement" . 18

Gobineau afso went that far when he declared it to be impossible

that menbers of the yellow or black race could beJ.ong to the same family

as the white race: "can we admit" he asked, that "these beings draw

their origin from the same source as the white races? How can the

Negroes, who in some respect are far below the animals belong to the

same class as the ¡nembers of the Aryan family, these demigods2"19 "The

superior races", Gobineau wrote, "can only know what they are and what

they are worth by comparing thenselves with those other races that are

crouching servilely at their feet".20

civilization, according to Gobineau, was "incommunicable", and this

not only to "savages" but a.Lso to "nore enlightened nations". He felt
that this fact had been established by the colonial efforts of France Ín

Algiers, of England in rndia and by the Dutch in Java. According to

Gobineau, "there are no nore striking and concrusive proofs of the

unlikeness and inequalitity of races".21

The existence of old curtures, such as the chinese for instance,

18siddi", Ibid, p.26.
l9Cassirer, op. cit., p. zg4.

20Cassirer, ibid, p. zs|.
21siddis, Gobineau, op. cit., p 131
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r{ere in Gobineau's view not the work of the Cirinese people, lrut had to

be regarded as the product of foreign tribes, enigrated fron India.22

Wherever there was culture in the world, it was sonehow connected to the

white race.

"We nust not infer", Gobineau wrote, "from the traces of

civilization existing among barbarious people,23 that it has ever been

civilized. It has lived under the domination of another tribe, of

kindred blood but superior to it, or perhaps, by merely living cLose to

the other tribe, it has feebly and humbly, imitated its customs. The

savage races of today have always been savage, and we are right

concluding, by analogy, that they will continue to be so, until

when they disappear".24

in

the day

The humanitarian and egalitarian ideals of the eighteenth century

seemed utterly absurd to Gobineau and so seemed universal ethical

standards and values. For Gobineau "universaJ.ity neant vulgarity".25

"The nembers of the Aryan26 race knew very welt that a man is not

honorable by virtues of individual qualities but by the inheritance of

22Th. Indo-Germanic tribes or the Aryans were thought to have
originated in Northeru lndia. The lÍghter skinned people of this area,
the Bramahns, were held in high esteem by Gobineau, because they seemed
through their strongly enforced caste-system to display a consciousness
of their race superiority and were therefore the embodinent of an
unmixed artistocratic race.

23In the wrítings of the nineteenth century yellow men of the East
h¡ere seen as associated with "barbarism" while "savag€rV", the Lowest
condition of human existence rrras reserved for the Negro

24siodis, op. cit. , p. 1gg.

2SCassirer, op. cit. , p. 236.

26Gobineau had accepted "an etymology of the tern '^A,ryan' accordÍng
to which this tern originally meant nothing but 'honorabLe". Cassirer,
Ibid, p. 236.
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his race", "A man is great,

his blood".27 Virtue is not

gift fron the earth, from the

race".28

In contrast to other writers

Darwinian cast - Gobineau [das not

noble, virtuous not by his action but by

a thing that can be acquired, it is ',a

physicaÌ and ¡nental qualities of the

his time - particularLy those of

evolntionist-positivist in the way

"rt is foolish in a man to deny or to resist the power of his

race", Gobineau declared, "just as foolish as if a material particle

should attempt to resist the forces of gravitation".29

In Gobineau's view "to speak of members of the lower races as

'noraf ' or 'rationa.L' beings" proved "a very low sense of morality,'.

"The beasts of prey", Gobineau said in his description of the black

race, "would seem too noble stuff to serve as a point of comparison wÍth

these hideous tribes. Monkeys would suffÍce to give an idea of them

physically, and morafly one feels obliged to evoke a resemblance to the

sPirits of darkness".30

of

an

2TCassirer, Ibid, p. 2g6.

2SCassirer, Ibid, p. 247.

29According to Biddis, Gobineau had been infLuenced, among others, byDisraeli's views of race. Disraeli had "repeatedly stressed his belief
in races and race-superiority as the determining factor of history andpolitics". DisraeLi beÌieved in British race superiority in general and
Jewish race superiority in particular. He proclaimed that "the Semiticprinciple represents all that is spiritual in our nature", that "the
vicissitudes of history find their solution - all in race", which is
"the key to history", regardless of Language and religion, for there "is
only one thing which makes a race and that is blood", and there is only
one aristocracy, "the aristocracy of nature", which consists of ',an
unmixed race of first-rate organization". Arendt, Totalitarianism, op.
cit. , p, 73, LB3.

30Cassirer, op. cit., p. zg7.
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it was understood then, that is in terms of progress, natural selection,

survival of the fittest. Gobineau on the contrary rl,ras utterly
pessinistic about the fate of the white races, and the Aryans in

particular. Iqlhile according to him, history and civilization only

sprang from contact of the sarhite races, the fulf ilment of their-

historical mission entailed their own destruction. since rule and

organization of the world nere impossible without close contact to

"Lower" peoples, such a situation proved dísastrous for the liigher

races.

"cooperation between different races means cohabitation,

cohabitation means blood mixture, and blood mixture means decay and

degeneratÍon.31 It is always the beginning of the encl. $Jith the

passing of purity of the race,32 itr strength goes and its organizing

31In Gobineau's view "the white race originally possessed the
monopoly of beauty, inteLLigence and strength. By its union with other
varieties, hybrids were created, which were beautiful withc¡ut strength,
strong without intelligence, or, if intelligent, both weak and ugfy".
Biddis, Gobineau, op. cit., p. 199.

Karl Pearson in his Nation4_l__!i_€ç Jrp¡r the standpoint of science,pubtished1901,he]da"iffiu,''Thesuperiorrace
must reject the inferior, or mixing wiilr it or even alo¡g-side of it,
degenerate itseff", Barzun, Race: A study Ín superstition, op. cit.,p. 184.

32Th* need for eugenic policies in Europe became a focai point of
discussion in scientific and pseudo-scientifÍc circles in the later part
of the nineteenth century. The need for breeding an Anglo-saxon
"imperial race" was particularly stressed by Francis Galton, a biologist
the founder of the "science of eugenics". Galton was a cousin of
Darwin, and convinced as early as 186s that it would be possible "to
breed a race mentally an morally much superior to anything known in the
contemporary worl-d", Biddis, Images of Race, New york, 1gzg, p. 5s, s6.

About eighty years later, in the 1gg0 r s "race-purity" became
legislated through "positive" fa[r¡ Ín Nazi-Germany, where inter-narriage
between Aryans and non-Aryans became illegal.

In many states of the United States intermarriage between black
and white people became in the 1920's forbidden by law and enforced
until rather recently.

similar laws, prohibiting "race-mixture" are stÍll enforced in
countries such as South Africa where narriage between bLack and white
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Þoluer . " 33

The "determinism" of Gobineau's race theory - whether couched in

terms of "ascending races" or "descending races" - his insistence on

race as the one and onj.y factor and force in history, his repudiation of

all other forces as being inconsequentiar, as having no independent

meaning or value, his denial of noraf standards other than those "given"

by "blood" and "inheritance", all these conclusions in his theory made

hin one more representative of the nineteenth century scientism and its
ensuing fatalism.

Because Gobineau also thought of himself as a scientist and claimed

his theory to be based on natural science, he therefore thought of his

deductions as infalIible.

Gobineaurs writings, according to Banton, "opened a pandora's box

for the coming generatÍons".34 His ideas exercised a pervasive

infLuence over western (especially German and French) politics,

J-iterature, history and intellectual history".35 36

people Ís still illegal and in Israel, where internarriage between Jews
and non-Jews is prohibited by law.

S3Cassirer, op. cit., p. z4s, 246.

34¡1. Banton, Race Relations, op. cit., p. Sz.

35Ernest seillÍere, an ardent adherent of Gobineau, felt that
Gobineau's theory was one to which "the lungs of the twentieth ce¡tury
will have to adopt thenselves" (quoted in Arendt, Totalitarianism. op.
cit. footnote, p. 774) .

Princess caroryn von sayn-t{ittgenstein told Gobineau: "you
consider yourseJ.f a man of the Past. I am firmly convinced that you are
the man of the Future." Quoted in Barzun, Race: A Study in
Superstition, op.cit., p. 70.

36Banton, op. cit., p. gz, gB.
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Gobineau's conservative and aristocratic dogma, his glorification

of conquest and domination, his "míght is ríght" doctrine together with

the Darwinian bourgeois dogma - which arose at alnost the same time -

with its worship of the "survival of the fittest", natural selection and

the natural right of the strongest and its tendency to judge moraLity

alnost exclusively "in terms of its contribution towards inproving the

chances for survival"ST fused into one gigantic scientific view of

racial determinism and white suprenacy.

The 1850's tr{ere the great period of racist publications and since

that time race-thinking became international. SS In endless repetition

the same views ü¡ere proclaimed: The scottish anatonist, Robert Knox,

according to Curtin, "the founder of really thorough going pseudo-

37nidais, Images of Race, op. cit., p. zo.

38lf the pervasivness of race-thinking seems unduly stressed in this
investigation, it is not because there rlrere no critiques at all of these
concepts or that there were no alternatÍve views stated. For instance,
J.S. Mill, in his Principles of Political Econony, wrote: "0f all the
vulgar modes of escaping from the consideration of the effect of sociaL
an moral influences on the human mind, the most vulgar is that
attributing the diversities of conduct and character to inherent natural
differences" (quoted in Biddis, Images, p. 11S).

The most admirable and touching rejection of Gobineau's views are
found in the Letters which Tocquille wrote in 1953 to Gobineau: "Your
doctrine is a kind of fatalisrn, of predestination if you wish
cuLminating in a vast limitation, even a complete abolition, of human
liberty Do you not see inherent in your doctrine all the evils
engendered by permanent inequaLity, pride, violence, scorn of fellow man
tyranny and abjection in all their forms"?

And referring to the hopes of the Enlightennent, he lurote: "Once we
believed we could do everything; today we think we can do nothing,
regarding struggle and effort as henceforth useless and our blood,
muscl,es and nerves as aLways stronger than our wilL and capabilities.
This is truly the great sickness of our ti¡ne". (quoted in Biddis,
Gobineau and the Origins of European Racísm, op. cit., p. I7g,1S0).

But reservations, such as those of Mill and Tocquille were not part
of the "dominant ideoJ.ogy" of that time. On the contrary, such critical
views were often belittred as "philantropic" or as "unscientific". To
be "unscientific" at that time was - and becane increasingly - utterly
distasteful.
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scientific racism"39 in Great Britain, in a series of lectures,

pulilished under the title Races of Men (1S50) and described by Banto¡ as

"one of the most articulate and ]ucid statements of racism ever to

appear", elaborated the same sentinents: "l{ith me", Knox declared, "race

or hereditary descent is everything: it stamps the man".40 He believed

his theory to be grounded in biological evidence when he lectured his

medical students: "That race is in human affairs everything is sÍnply a

fact, the most remarkable, the most comprehensive which philosophy has

ever announced. Race is everything; literature, science, art in a word,

civilization * depends on it"41 Also Knox thought, that "warfare was

inevitabLe, for varying degrees of antagonism were inbred". "I think",

he declared, "there must be a physical and, consequently a psychological

inferiority in the dark races generally". "Further removed by nature

from the Saxon race, the antipathy between these races is greater than

that between any other".42 Knox described his theory as

"transcendental anatomy". 43

In the United States, Nott and Gliddon started to pubÌish Types of

Mankind (1854), to which Nott, Gliddon and the notable zoologist Agassiz

contributed. A work in which again, human progress and race r^rar rilere

seen as inter-connected:

Human progress has arisen mainJ.y from the war of

S9enittip Curtin. The Origin's of the t{hite Manrs Burden, The
Listener, XXXLVI , Sept . 2I, 1961 , p. 44.

4oBanton, op. cit . , p. zg .

41ei¿ais, Inages of Race, op. cit, , p.72.

42Banton, op. cit., p.29.

43the influence of Knox r^ras seen as considerable. Banton cites
Knox's biographer as stating: "Previous to his time, little or nothing
was heard about Race in the medical schools: he changed all this by his
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races. All the great impulses which have been given
to it from time to time have been the results of
conquest and colonizations tirose groups of races
heretofore conprehended under the generic tern
Caucasian, have in all ages been the ru_Iers; and it
requires no prophet's eye to see that they are
destined eventually to conquer and hold every foot of
the globe where climate does not inpose an
impenetrab.Le barrier Dark-skinned races, history
attests, are only fit for military government the
superior races ought to be kept free from all
adulterations, otherwise the world will retrograde,
instead of advancing, in civilization.44

With the establishment and growth of Ethnological Societies in

Paris, London, New York as well as the estabLishnent of Anthropological

SocietÍes in the second half of the nineteenth century (Paris: 1859,

London: L863) opinions and discussions about race differences became

"expressed in institutional form" and race-determinism pred.oninated the

"scientific discourse" of their members. The members of the

Anthropoì.ogical Society in London4S felt that "anthropology should make

its contribution to poJ.iticat discussions by popularizing its
discoveries".46

Dr. James Hunt, the founder of the Anthropological society in

London, in his presidential address on the Negro's place ir! Nature

concluded in the following way:

Saturday's lectures, and Race became as familiar as household words to
his students, through wltom some of his novel ideas became disseminated
far and wide, both at hone and abroad". Banton, Ibid, p. 80.

44Banton, Ibid, p. g1, gz.

45th" Ethnological Society and the Anthropological Society of London
united in 1871 as the Anthropological. Institute of Great Britain and
IreIand,

46Banton, Tbid, p. g4.
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1. That there is as good leason for classifying the
Negro as a distinct species fron the Europeans, as
there is for making the ass a distinct species from
the zebra; and if, in classification, we take
inteLligence into consideration, there is a far
greater difference between the Negro and the European
then between the gorilla and the chimpanzee. Z. That
the analogies are far more nunerous between the Negro
and the ape, then between the European and the ape.
3. That the Negro is inferior intellectualIy to
Europeans. 4. That the Negro becomes ¡nore humanized
when in his natural subordination to the European
than under any other circunstances. S. That the
Negro race can only be humanised and civilized by
Europeans. 6. That European civilization is not
suited to the Negro's requirement or character.4T

The idea that black races if not made for outright s].avery were

happiest in servitude or if not happy at least owe servitude to the

white man, had been proclaimed earlier by the historian Thomas Carlyle

in his essay 0n the Nigger Question, published in 1849 in which also he

proclaimed the Negro as an inferior human being, "just above the

domestic animals", to whom "the beneficient whip should be applied if he

should not be wilJ.ing to work for the white man". Carlyle had written

in the aftermath of the abolition of slavery in the British 1{est Indies

where labour shortages now plagued the white plantation owners. CarIyì.e

portrayed the "typical Negro" as "poor Quaschees" who were "sitting
yonder with their beautiful mussles up to the ears in pumpkin while

the sugar crops rot round them uncut".48 He de¡nanded that not "a

square inch of soil of those fruitfuL lsles, purchased by British blood"

should be held by a black nan "to grow pumpkins", "except on terms fair

478anton, Ibid, p. s4.

48Banton, Ibid, p. zs,
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to Britain".49 Fair to BrÍtain, was according to carLy].e, to accord to

the State "so many appointed days of service".50 Instead of

emancipating the slaves, Carlyle insisted that they should be forced to

pay a certain sum to buy themseLves free. "If the poor Black cannot by

forethought, industry, self-denial, accumulate his sum, he has not

proved the actual 'freedom'of his soul to a fair extent".51 For

carlyle it was certain that the white race was "born wiser" than the

black and thus to enancipate the Negroes was to deprive them of their

"god-given masters". In his view, the Negro "was born to be a servant"

and in fact wasuseful in Godrs creation only as a servant.S2

The "innate inferiority" of the "lower races" on the one hand and

"racial- antipathy" as "instinct in man" on the other hand, was also

reiterated in CharLes Mackay's articleS3 The Negro and the

Negrophilist, published in 1866 in the PeriodicaL, Blackwood's Edinburgh

Magazine.

lt]ith "scientifÍc inpartiarity", Mackay proclaimed that "philosophy

may talk as it will of the naturaÌ equality of the whole human race, but

49t. Car1yle. 0n the Nigger Question, Meredith Corporation, New
Yor-k, 1971 , p. 30, 31 .

50In Africa the denand for natÍve Labour was sol-ved by European
colonizers in a way similar to that suggested by carlyLe through the
imposition of noney-taxes in the forn of hut and land-taxes compeJ.ling
the natives to work for the colonizers. I¡lhen these measures turned out
not to be sufficÍent, because not enough labour could be recruited in
that manner, forced labour and indentured labour was imposed. The
imposed money taxes were frequently also used to dispossess the natives
of their land.

Slcarlyle, Ibid, p. 26.

S2Carlyle, Ibid, p. 32.

S3Mackay was a novelist (Revolt of the saxons , 1B4r) but he had also
worked for several years for the IlLustrated London News. He reached
the height of his influence as a special correspondent of The Times in
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there is an itrstinct in man" çshich "proves itself stronger tha¡ the most

faultless reasoning",54 and this instinct is "antipathy of race,

against which all arguments are powerless".55 The racial antipathy of

the Anglo-saxon56 was, according to Mackay, strongest against people

"of a different coLour from his own", an antipathy which was rootecl in

the first place in a "desÍre to rule and to possess",57

"The savage aborigines of every continent and island which he has

invaded in order to colonize and retain the land, have been invariably

persecuted with relentless ferocity".58 The red man of A¡nerica who at

one time possessed the continent between the Atlantic and the pacific

New York.

54niddis, Images of Race, op. cit., p. 101.

55"Even in our little isles, where we are all white, there is a
repugnance between the Irish and the Anglo-saxon", Mackay pointed out, a
repugnance, that prevail-s "even when the same races are transplanted to
America" (Biddis, Images of Race, op. cit., p. 102)

According to Biddis, "perhaps the most striking feature of
contemporary comment on the lrish was a constant hinting at their
resenblance to the ape, whose relevance to racial debate had been so
suddenly accentuated by the controversy surrounding Darwin.

In 1860, during his visit to Sligo, Charles Kingsley, eninent
British historian and Rector of Eversley, wrote as for.rows: "I am
haunted by the human chinpanzees r saw arong that hundred miles of
horrible country To see white chimpanzees is dreadful; if they were
black, one would not feel it so much" (Biddis, Images of Race, op. cit.,p. 30).

56th" idea of racial antipathy as a natura] phenomenon was also
proclaimed by sir Arthur Keith, Dean of British anthropoJ.ogists,
Professor at the Royal College of Surgeons and internationally known
writer on science, who in his speeches and books stressed "the value of
race-prejudice in modern life" and who urged "the necessity of conflict
among races as a means of improving the species" (Barzun, Race: A study
in Superstition, op. cit., p. b).

57gi¿ais, rmages of Race, oÞ. cit
SBsiodis, rbid, p. roz.

p. 702.
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had all but disappeared. "As they could not be made to work, the Anglo-

saxons resolved to exterminate them". "The race was", according to

Mackay, "too proud, too wild, too independent, too razy, in all respects

too worthless to be enslaved".59 Mackay felt that "the inferior race

provokes aggression, even if the superior would gladly do no more than

banish it beyond the boundaries of civilization".60

The black race did not fare better in Mackay's description: "It

will be adnitted", he wrote, "that in his native Africa the Negro has

never emerged out of primitive barbarism".61 In all the records of

history, he had been the same:

He has remained in Africa, fastened lÍke a linpet to
his rock, and given no sign of improvenent in the
J.ong interval, or shown the least capacity for
self-advancernent. He is as unchanged as the beaver,
the bee, and the nonkey. As he was four thousand
years ago, so he is now. Had he not been discovered
by the European races, and forcibly removed from his
own habítat, like the horse, to be nade available as
a labourer in a country which knew him not, he never
of his or^rrì accord would have sought his fortune, or
been impressed with the remotest desire of seeking it
elsewhere than in his own tropical fiel.ds and
jungles ' 

62

Mackay discerned a new problem emerging in America after the

aborition of slavery - the question of "free labour", which was the

"great and paranount law of civilization"G3 and to which the "free

59eiddi", rbid, p. roz.

6oeiddi", Ibid, p. roz.

6leiddi*, Ibid, p. 97 .

62niddis, rbid, p. s7, 98.

63thu alleged connection between hard work and civilization was aLso
ntade by Francis GaLton (later sir Francis Galton) in his Hereditary
Talent and cheracter, published in 186b in MacniLranrs Magazine, where
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negro must conform himself".64 "tike the white rnan, the free Negro must

work or die. He cannot be allowed to lounge about great cities, doing

nothitrg but beg. He cannot be permitted to possess Southern .Iands, and

suffer thern to go out of profitable cultivation. He cannot be suffered

to breed up a race of paupers to prey on the industry of better man. He

he stated: "The nost notable quality that the reguirements of
civilization have hitherto bred in us, living as we do in a rigorous
clímate and on a naturally barren soiI, is the instinct of continuous
steady labour. This is alone possessed by civilized races, anrì it is
possessed in a far greater degree by the feeblest individual.s among them
than by the most abled-bodied savages" (Biddis, IbÍd, p. 6g),

The "civilizing mission" of Idestern colonizers was often termed in
a similar way, in that it was their "duty" to teach the natives how to
work - a duty often enforced through kidnapping, torture and other
inhumain means.

George Valnor in his book Les Problemes de la Colo4isation, (1909)
shared this view when he wrote' sk of
facilitating the evolution of the primitive through work and the task of
elevating him to the heights of a man conscious of his obligation and of
his dignity, rather than abandoning hÍm to his base inclinations by a
sllort of stupid philantrophy". Valmor - like many others in theory and
praxis - considered even forced Labour as appropriate to civilize the
native populations (quoted in Raynond Betts, Assimilation and
Association in French colonial Theory: 1Bg0-1g14, New york, 196l_, p.
744) .

Also J. Chamberlain, thought to advance the cause of civilization
when he declared in a debate in the House of Commons in 1g01, when the
question of labour in British African colonies was debated, that "in the
interest of the natives all over Africa we have to teach them to work
. . " and ". , we shall have done the best for then as well as for
ourselves", when the natives are taught "industry" (quoted in Robert 0,
collins, Problems in the History of colonial Africa, 1g60-1960, op.
cit. , p. 247 .

charles Dilke, saw the role of the British and the division of
function and labour between the native and the English in the following
way: "Nature seems to intend the English for a race of officers, to
direct and guide the cheap labour of the Eastern peoples" (quoted in
Richard Faber, The Vision and the Need, London, 1g66, p. 62).

In Africa at ]east, "the civiLizing mission", or the white man's
burden" of the European colonizers led to a situation in which the
trative population was the onì.y one that actuaLly worked.

The notion of "nission civilisatrice" found expression in the
mystification of coLoniaLism as "Doniner pour servir".

64giddi", 
rmages of Race, op cit., p. 111
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cannot be tolerated to form hotbeds of filth and fever in the great

cities, nor to becone ei.ther a moraf or physical burden upon the

community" . 65

Mackay saw only two solutions left if the "stupendous difficulty"

of the "free labour" problem, intensified by "racial repugnance" could

not be sorved through "a system of apprenticeship Lo labour or some

modified form of serfdom". The first of the remaining solutions was the

one "wttich had been adopted r¡¡ith regard to the aborigines of America -
Externination, gradual but sure".66 The second solution was "the

establishmetrt of a Poor-Law that shall. act upon the essential axiom that

no able-bodied man is entitled to live on the charity of the community"

and that "refractory paupers" might ultirnately "be organized into

labour-companies,67 and compelled to earn their subsistance".6S

The belief in racial determinism charact.erÍzed by a constant

associatÍon of physical features and qualities tvith the overal-1 capacity

of peoples for moral, intellectual and cultural achievement can also be

found in Frederic William Farru"'s69 paper Aptitudes of Race. This

paper also seerns to comprise alL the features, Ídeas and claims which

came to govern the scientific and lay mind and the public díscourse on

matters of race-inferiority atrd race-superiority for at least the next

eighty years.

65eiddis, rbid, p.

66eiddis, Ibid, p.

67niddir, Ibid, p.

68eiadi", rbÍd, p,

69Federic trlilliam
tlie Headmastership of
Darwín, an admirer of

111 .

111 .

111 .

111, 7r2.

Farrar was a clergynan "rorhose appointments included
Marlborough and the Deanery of Canterbury.
his essay on the Oriqin of Language (1S60)
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Farrar was classical Master at Harrow when he read his paper in

1866 to the Ethnologists (Transactions of the Ethnological society,

1867) in which he divided mankind into three broad race-categories: "tlìe

irreclaimable savage", comprising mainly the black stock, the

"semi-civilized" , exemplif ied by the brown and yeJ. low peoples, of rÁrhich

the "utÍlitarian mediocrity" of the chinanan r{as the prototype and

"finally the Semitic atrd ^Aryan breeds who share between them the credit

for alt the great achievements of human civilization".T0

"The savage is not a stately, free, noble creature, presentÍng the

happy spectacle of unsophisticated innocence and primeval liberty",

Farrar explained to his audience, but he is "too generally a wretch,

depraved, hideous, and sanguinary; his body equally disgustful to the

eye and the nose, and his grotesque existence divided between a mistrust

of life and a still greater mistrust of death, which he dreads like

fire". Many tribes Live "in the lowest nud of barbarism".71

Farrar cites Darwin, who as he points out, ',un1ike the whole

company of those who have romanced about thern" (the savages) "had the

opportunity of personaJ.1y inspecting then". Darwin, according to

Farrar, described these peopJ-es as men "whose very signs and expressions

are less intelligible to us than those of the domesticated animaì.s; men

successfully noninated him for Fellowship of the Royal socÍety" (Biddis,
ibid, p. 141).

In 1874 sone 550 of Farrar's Marlborough students underwent
anthropological nteasurement, as Farrar wished to assist Francis Galton
in his efforts to collect such data.

7ogiddi", rbid, p. r41,.

71eiddiu, rbid, p. r47,1,48.
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ruho do not possess the instinct of animals, but yet appear to boast of

human reason, or at least of acts consequent of that reason. I do not

beLieve it possible to describe or paint the difference between savage

and civilized man. It is the difference between a wíld ancì tame

animal",72 73

AIso Farrar - like others before and after hin - described the

"irreclaimable savage" as being "rvithout a past74 and without a

future", doomed "to a rapid, an entire and perhaps for the highest

destinies of nankind, an ÍnevÍtable extinction".TS

"If I be asked", Farrar toLd his learned audience, ',what is the

history of these races, the answer is extremely simple:

They have no history.
They have not originated a single discovery; they
have not promulgated a singLe thought; they have not
established a single institution, they have not hit
upon a single i¡rvention the features of these
tribes are invariable and expressionless, and their
minds characterized by a dead and blank uniformity.
Anong then generation hands on no torch to
generation, but each century sees them in the same

7ZThut intellectual faculties differed widely among the various races
of men, was also Darltrin's conviction. In his Descent of Man, published
in 1871, he lvrote: "The American aborigines, Negroes and Europeans are
as different fro¡n each other in mind as any three races ilrat can be
named". John s. Hallar, Jr. Outcasts from Evolution, university of
Illinois Press, Urbana,19?1, p. 87.

73niddi", Ibid, p. 148.

14\ut"u, seemed to refer to Gobineaurs theory, whom he quoted in
another context, hrhen he cLaimedr "Of the seven or eight civilizations
lo¡hich the world has seen, not one, if we except the Egyptian - which has
been gross-ly exaggerated, which was probably due, such as it was, to
Semitic and Aryan influences, and u¡hich was deeply marked by the
Negritian stains of cruelty and Fetichism, - not one has been achieved
by the black race", (Biddis, Ibid, p. 148).

75ni¿di", rbid, p. 148.
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condition as the last, learning noilring, inventing
nothing, improving nothing, living on in the same
squalid misery and brutal ignorance; neither wiser
nor better than their forefathers of i¡nmemorial
epochs back, mechanically carrying on only a feru rude
nechanical operations as the bee continues to build
her waxen hexagon, and the spider to spin his
concentric web; but in all other respects as little
progressive, and apparentJ.y as Little perfectible, as
the dogs which they domesticate, or the nonkeys which
chatter in their vuoods,76

so utterly "irreclaimable" h/as ilìe "irrec-Laimable savage" in

Farrar's view, that even when he adopted the "externalities of

civilization", he seened "with terrible and fatal facility" to adopt

"the l,trorst vices of civilization". He seemed to be destÍned to wither

away "with a kÍnd of weary nostalgia, a pining sickness, a deep-seated

despair, and an inevitable decay" .77

SimilarJ-y hopeless was in Farrar's view the prospect for change or

advancement for the "second stage or stratum of humanity", because here

again differences in aptitude seemed to "prove a radical, permanent and

an original difference of race".78 The chinese - "the most advanced

and eminent family" of the Mongolian races - seened to furnish for

Farrar the best exanple of that "arrested development',, that ',nummified

intelligence", "that stopping short at a certain stage" that hras so

characteristic for the "earliest civilizations", as was the "absolute

immobility" for the black and red races. Everyilring in chinese

civilization seemed to attest to their "ingenious but inperfect", their

T6niddi* , Ibid, p. 148 .

77niddi", rbid, p. 148.

78eiddi", rbid, p. 7sz.
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Farrar conceded, in a

long description of their curturaf, moraf and physical shortcomings,

but it stopped at ideography and hieroglyphies; their
art had no perspective and no ideality; their science
no progressiveness, their religion no enthusiasm;
their literature no warmth; their adninistration no
vigour.
Everything in them is marked with the plague-spot of
utilitarian mediocrity; they reduce everything to the
dead level of vulgar practical advantage, and hence
the inventions, which they possessed centuries before
the Europeans, stop short at the lowest point. Their
compass is but a plaything; their ships painted tubs;
their sculpture only grotesque; their architecture a
repetition of children's toys; their painting found
its consummation in a 'grimacing activity'; their
gunpowder mere pyrotechny; their printing onLy by
wooden blocks; their very language a petrified
fragment of primevaJ. periods - flexionless,
monosyllabic, and infinitely awkward. The unmarked
features, the serene, blandly-smiLing face, the
tendency to physical obesity and mental apathy, the
feeble, tranquil, childish, glutinous sensuatity,
mark the race.79

The vastness of gulf between "the stolid unprogressiveness of the

Mongol" and the races, which represented - according to Farrar, "the

highest stratum, the Tertiary deposit of humaníty", the semites and the

Aryans, could only be

these two races, "A

imagined when contrasted with the achievements of

pure religion, inconoclasm, monotheism and probably

writing", belonged "pre-eminently" to the Semitic populations, among

whom "the greatest and noblest religions of mankind" - Judaism,

Christianity and Islam originated.S0

To the Aryans, however, beJ.onged "science, phiJ.osophy, and art" to

his race, in Farrar's words, belonged:

79ei¿dis, Ibid,

Soni¿dis , Ibid,

153.

153, 154
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Homer, Aristotle, Cicero, Charlemagne, Da Vinci,
Col.umbus, Shakespeare, Newton, Goethe, Kant. To him
and the Semite belong every single discovery that has
adorned, every single thought that has ennobled,
every single influence that has elevated and purified
our race. To them we one writing, coinage,
commerce, navigation. To them belong the
steam-engine, the printing-press, the ship, the
J.ight-house, the electric telegraph. To them belong
aII that is ideal and exquisite in painting, poetry,
and sculpture.
To them are due discor¡ery and colonization. Vast
islands and continents like New Zealand and America,
where before their arrival for untold ages,
unalterable and degraded savages, black and red, had
been miserably living on the pupae of the wood-ant,
or on each other. 81

"Can any single step, can one single discovery be naned in the

nental and re-ligious progress of mankind", Farrar asked his audience,

"that did not originate with the Aryans and the Senites"?82

Farrar claimed to have "marked" the "primordial differences of

aptitude in salient representatives of the great stages of ma¡kind".83

He thought to witness the fast vanishing of the savages, both black and

red, and he felt "that signs are not wanting" indicating that even the

brown and yelLowS4 races, "may in turn give way", races, whose only

"institutions and inventions" rdere "cannibalism", "fetichism" and

"depotisn". Because of their "administrative formalisn, placid

sensuality, and unprogressive decrepitude", these races could not ever

hope to be contenders "in the great struggle for existence with that

noblest division of the human species, wlìose intelligent energy and

81eia¿is, rbid, p. 1s4.

82ei¿di", Ibid, p. 154.

B3ni¿di", rbid, p. 1b5.

S4later on in the nineteenth century and particularly around the turn
of the twentieth century he notion of the "withering-away" theory of the
"yellotrd" race turned into its opposite.
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indomitable perseverance" lìad won them "so ç{ide an empire and so

unapproachable a rank".85

At the end, Farrar assured his audience that he did "believe in the

future of humanity" but that he ruas certain - led to by all testimony of

the past - that the future of mankind would not be promoted by the lower

races, since not all of them [n]ere "equally gifted" nor did all descend

"from a comnìon pair",

Through the constant repetition of these same arguments brought

forward by men such as Farrar, these ideas and ltotions took on over time

a "factuality" which the¡r di6 not have in fact, although many scientists

treated them as such,

Much of the "latest in science" in the writings and pronouncenent.s

of that time by the academic leaders and scientists would today be

considered "hate*literature". It seems necessary to stress the

importance and significance of this fact because a great number of the

students who were exposed to these ideas and views later often became

colonial administrators aud often translated these beliefs into colonial

praxis. In colonized Africa race arrogance and brutality towards "lower

breeds without the faw" often went hand in hand.

There emerged at the heights of imperialism the vision and the fear
that the "yelÌolv" race night outnumber the "[vhite" race at a future
point in history, thus casting doubt as to which race might be the
strongest after aIl. "Race-struggle" seemed - at least in theory - no
longer absolutely one-sided. In Europe and North America the sloga¡ of
the "yellow peri1", "die gelbe Gefahr" captured the public imagination
and the political discourse. Heinz Gollwitzer, in his Die Gelbe Gafahr
Geschichte ei¡res sclllagwortes, vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Goettingen, 1962,particularly investÍgated this aspect of imperialist thought.

BSBj ddis, op. cit. , p, 1ss.
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That nineteenth century science had "justifiably attacked the

eighteenth century notion of l-iberty and equal.ity of mankind" was a1so

the view of Ernst Haeckel, a medical doctor and a famous zoologist in

Gernany, who felt that there existed notrd "very different r,{reapons" for
tlie definitive destruction of these ideas and notions and that flrese

$Jeapons were to be found in science, "in the arsenal of conparative

physiology and evoIution".86

Haeckel was an admirer of Gobineau and a follower of Darwin. In

his book The History of creation, published in 1g?6, Haeckel wrote that

"the fower races of mankind are nearer to animals than to the higher

races".87 "The unprejudiced and critical inquirer when carefulJ.y

comparing the species of nen cannot rid himself of the conviction that

the morphological differences between then are much more inportant than

those by which, for instance, the various species of bears, wolves or

cats are distinguished"SS The great differences in the stages of

civilization and in the mental life of the lower and higher races had

consequently to inpJ.y different values of life. Haeckel concluded that

"woolly haired Negroes were incapable of true inner culture and of a

higher mental development" and noted that "no woolly haired nation has

ever had an important history" .89

HaeckeL in the 1880's and i.890's became a strong popularizer of

S6Daniel Gasnan. The scientific 0rigins of National socialism,
MacDonaLd London and American Elseirer, Inc., New york, ts71,, p. M.

87Ga"man, Ibid,

BSGasnan, Ibid,

89Gu"tnan, Ibid,

p.

p.

p.

39.

39.

39.
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Daru;inism. He visited Daru¡in on different occasions in England and he

became an ardent pronoter of German Imperialism. He dep]ored that the

Germans were in their thinking too much influenced by the eighteenth

century belief of the equality of mankind.90 "The view on the subject"

(of race differences) "by European nations which have large colonies in

the tropics and have been in touch with the natives for centuries", he

wrote, "are very realistic and quite different from the ideas that

prevail in Germany".91 The Gernans could have been much nore

successfuL in gaining coJ.onies, if they had ceased to be bound by the

"idealistÍc notions" of the existence of an "abstract ideaL Ítan", whose

personality did not at a]l "talJ.y with the facts". "only when there was

general recognition of the 'Iow pyschic life of the natives' could

Germanyrs empire really 'flourish throughout the world,,,.92

Ideas about racial inferiority and racial superiority antedated

Darwinism, but after Darwin's publication of the origin of species and

approximately a decade later with the publication of Descent of Man

90Th""" was hardly a writer at that time who - when writing about
race and evolution - did not renounce human equality, either in the
preamble of his writings or in the conclusions of his writings.

!{alter Bagehot in his Phvsics and politics, pubJ.ished in 1g?2
declared that the study of evolution had convinced him "that human
equality was a myth and that no such a thing as natural law existed" and
he found that "the Índividual and humanity were of little importance in
the evolutionary process" (quoted in william L. strauss, Joseph
Chamberlain and the Theory of Imperialisn, Neh¡ york, 19,71_, p. 177).

Charles Regismanset in his Questions Coloniales, 1900-1912 declared
that "humanitarianism was the 'reigning superstítion', 'á "t"ung"disease issued forth from the false idealism of 1789"' (quoted in Betts,
Assimilation and Association, oF. cit., p. 1gB).

91Gasman, op. cit., p. 27.

92Gu"ran, Ibid, p. 27.
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these views acquired scientific status.

$lhat were belÍefs, assumptions and specurations earlier noúl

increasingly seemed to become certainties, because science and

evolutionary theory seemed to establish "scientÍfic facts" and evidence

seened to be pouring in from nany other fields of research.

Jacques Barzun in his book Race: A study of superstition, however,

rightly observed:

No system of race-belief stays within its original_
limits. If it is a historical system, it drags in
science or pseudo-science, if it is scientÍfic, it
leans on historical or pseudo-historical facts; íf
philological, it relies on the two other disciptines.
The proofs of any system are proofs only by assuming
the truth of other 'facts' , themselves assumed in a
field beyond the one where the investÍgator
originally bade you to look.93

But even when examined on a theoretical level, evolutionary

Darwinism lent itself to and operated with two different models -

"dynanic Darwinisn" and "static Darvvinism".

The evolutionary, dynamic nodel seemed to be operative only for the

white race. Here race-progress could be observed and witnessed and the

possibiLities for even further advancement seemed linitLess. The white

race was physically and mentally fit for survival, not only capable of

"shouldering the burdens of complex society" but able and willing to

shouLder the additional burden of governing the fesser breeds.

The static model of Darwinism proclaimed the racial inferiority of

certain races - arrested at various points of developnent - as pernanent

- allowing no longer for any evolutionary progress o¡r their part -

g3Jacquu" Barzun. Race: A Study in Superstition, op. cit., p. ZO4.
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because, so it was argued, failure in earlier stages of evolution had

prevented further progress. "EvoLution had already cone to an end among

the lower races, making then unfit for future development".94 In the

case of the lower races environmental factors were perceived as no

longer or only marginally operative. The lower races were seen as nere

"survivals" from the past. They seemed to be tocked into various

evolutÍonary stages, adapted to then by innate dispositions, by

temperament, "by habit of body and constitution of nind". They were -

so to speak - "outcast fron evolution".

As a result of this reasoning, it appeared that roughly two-thirds

of mankind fe]] under this "static" law and were defined as inferior

and/or arrested. These races were - in the views and estimates of

evolutionists and raciaL determinists - sooner or Iater doomed to

extinction, be it through the "active" extermination by the stronger

white race, following "the natural law of the survival of the fittest"

or - nature running her course - through the innate weakness, "the weary

nostalgia, the pining sickness, the deep-seated despair or the

inevitable decay" of the lower races thernselves.

The "active" approach rather than the "withering away" theory of

the lower races was projected as tikely by Darwin, who in his Descent of

Man wrote: "At sone future period, not very distant as measured by

centuries, the civilized races of man will almost certainly exterminate

and replace the savage races throughout the world".95

Thirty years Later, when even more "scientific" evidence - this

94Haller, op. cit., p. ix.
95Robert C. Bannister. Sociat Darwinism - Science and Mvth in Anslo-

American Social Thought, te .

LBO.
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time genetic evidence - was accunulated to prove ilre ,'innate

inferiority" of the black races, Karl pearson, a student of Francis

Galton, Professor at London University, and Þ-ellow of the Royal Society,

in his book National Life from the Standpoint of Science (1901), stated

that Negroes hrere from a genetic point of view "poor stock", and "if you

want to know whether the lower races of man can evol-ve a higher type, I

fear the only course is to Leave them to fight it out among

thenselves".96 Pearson felt that "the continual progress of mankind

is the scarceJ.y recognized outcome of the bitter struggle of race with

race"9? and he asserted that the superior race could ensure its own

efficiency "chiefly by way of war with inferior races". "when the

struggle for existence between races is suspended", pearson feared,

"great problems may be unnaturally postponed" .98 He - like almost arr

natural and sociaL scientists of that period - came to feeL and to

propagate that moral principles could be no guide, that scientific and

evorutionary laws had to run their course and they often willingLy

contributed to the disintegration of those ideas and ideals that had

characterized the age of EnÌightenment.

That pre-scientifÍc and scientific methodology can cone to the same

conclusions seems no more evident than on the question of

race-superiority and race-inferiority. There was hardly an issue in the

nineteenth century science that was more vehenently dÍscussed than the

96Banton,

97Banton,

98Banton,

op. cit. ,

Ibid, p.

Ibid, p.

p.

40,

40,

40.

41.

47.
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related question whether mankind was orìe species, that is whether

"humanity descended from a monogenistic type or whether hunaníty had

distinct poJ,ygenistic ancestors",99 "The controversy between the

nonogenists and poLygenists" becarne - according to Halrer ,'the longest

of the internicine battles among the scientists s¡ m¿¡" .100

Most of the writers cited earlier in this chapter, writers such as

Gobineau, Knox, Hunt, Nott, GlÍddon and Farrar, were explicitly or

inplicitly polygenists, which testifies to the persistence of polygenist

thought sonetimes even in post-Darwinian writings.

There existed, hor{ever, not only a division in views between the

"monogenists" and the "polygenists" but further dÍfferences in view

subdivided these two schools of thought and science, views which are

interesting in the context of this investigation.

The monogenists were subdivided in "Adamites", "rational

monogenists", and "transformists". The "Adamites" heÌd to the view

expounded in the Bible, taking literarly ilre story of the creation of

.Adan and Eve as well as the story of the Deluge and the survival of the

eight people emerging out of Noah's Arch on Mount Ararat. In the

bibrical explanation of race differences, the Negro "was the resul_t of

the curse of Ham",101 ¡is inferior status therefore was god-given and

rather permanent. The Adanites were - and remained - rather untouched

by "scientific" claims and explanations.

99Haller,

100Halfe",

1019u11u*,

op. cit., p

Ibid, p. 69

Ibid, p. 71.

. 69.
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The "rational monogeuists" to which counted eminent scientists such

as Linnaeus, Buffon, cuvier, Blunenbach, .Iames Bowles prichard, and

de Quatrefage, Iteld that there l,uas on-ly one human species and that race

varieties were due to "the existing diversities of climate". The

"rationaf motrogenists" thought that "man had been created sonewhere

between the Caucasus and the Hindu Kush", that the earth was much older

than the six thousand years orthodox Christians accorcled it, and that

the differences in nan couLd be explained in climatic and other

environmental conditions, that had "actecl upon the waves of migration

leaving this original homel¿t¿".102 For the "rational monogenists",

race differences, such as colour, inferior physiorogical deveì.opment

and intelligence - hlere explained as stemming "fron a scientific belief

in degetreracy" . 103 104

For the "transformists" - the third school of thought and science -

a school which comprised such men as Bory de Saint Vincent, Lorenz Oken

and charles Lyell (before Darwin), "species passed through successive

tratrsformatiotl or divergence". They had developed "from a small ¡umber

of primordial germs or monads, the offspring of spontaneous generation".

"Men, the offspring of s-Low transformation of apes were isolated

102¡1u11"", rbid, p. To.

1031¡" antrophoJ.ogical argument for evolution was, according to
Eiseley, "neatJ.y inverted", by the degenerations. For them "man had uot
arisen from savagery; he had sunk to it, particularly in those regions
most peripheral to Europe" (Eiseley, Darwin's 4ge, op.cit. p. 901).

104¡¡¿11s¡, op. cit. , p. 71 .
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extremities of the branches and boughs of the organic ki¡gdom".105 106

Monogenists did not believe in "pure" races, but rather in the

"refatÍve permanence of marked varieties suited to different regions and

gradually produced by the inheritance of acquired variations through

the influence of external, environmental conditions, 'fixed' (but not

absolutely) through centuries of close breeding".107

The insistence on ¡nan's "single origin" did not, however, Iead the

nonogenists to bel-ieve in egalitarianism.

As races were seen as having developed and acquired during the nany

centuries of their fornation and environmental adaptation

characteristics which hrere perceived as profoundty different, it was

argued that these factors had established an inequality "impossible to

deny" ,

Quatrefage, for instance, in his The Naturql His¡lqly_pl ![an (1SZS),

pointed out that "the Negro had never been equal to the white,'. "Does

it follow", he wrote,

that, because all the races of dogs belong to one and
the same species, they all have the same aptitudes?
ttill a hunter choose indifferently a setter, or a
bloodhound to use as a pointer or in the chase? Will
he consider the street-cur as of equal value with
either of these pure-breed? Certainly not. Now we
must never forget that, while superior to animals and
different to them in many respects, man is equalÌy
subject to all the general laws of aninal ¡¿¡¡¡s.108

l0sMonogenÍsts of a more orthodox belief, such as cuvier, rejected
these notions, and often ridiculed them.

106gu11u", Ibid, p. 71.

1o7Hallu", Ibid, p. 7L, 72.

108Hu11"", rbid, p. 7g.
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Monogenists, in Hall-er's vielnJ, "had drunk deep of the effects of

environmentalism and saw no reason to conclude that the Negro was

anything but inferÍor. In fact, rather than to deny inequality, one

coufd argue, that the theory of nonogenÍsm grew out of an a priorÍ

belief in degradation from the originat prototype".109

The polygenist school - similarly to that of the monogenists - was

"neither monolithic nor overl-y consistent" in its theoretical

assumptions.

One polygenist division, the neotraditionalists, tried to

"reconcile the scripture with poJ.ygenism". Franz Broca, for instance,

argued that there "existed along with the Adamite fanily" other peoples,

with whom, however, "the sacred writer had no gq¡ss¡¡".1l-0 Other

scientísts, men like Louis Agassiz, Lord Kames and Karl vogt who had i1

a certain way "prepared the groundwork for Darwin by showing

modification of types through creative changes", did not find however,

any indication "from paleontology of evolution from a sÍngle protoplast

or change within geoLogical periods".11.1 The neotraditionatist school

heLd that "men and animals were created essentially where they were

found, which meant multiple 
"""u¡ion".1L2

.A'nother polygenist school was accepting a variation of the

Lamarckian theory. They held that the different races of ¡nen were the

109¡¡¿11"", Ibid, p. 7s.

lloHaller, Ibid, p. 74.

111Haller, ibid, p. 74.

L12¡¡u11u", rbid, p. 74.
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result of modification "of some antecedent species of ape - the American

fron the broad-nosed sinians of the New ldorld, the African from the

Troglodyte stock, the Mongolian fron the Orangs".113 They thought of

geological barriers as too great an obstacle to permit "migration from a

single center", and they found it more acceptable "to derive the

American Indian, African, and European within regional Iimits and from

different species of apes", and to see both the Negro and the A,nerican

Indian as "true autochthons of their respective contine¡¡s".114

The concept of "specÍes" r¡Jas a term that found application in the

attenpt of earlier theorists of polygenism to explain their views on the

diversity of man. Later in the nineteenth century the tern "species"

was more or less abandoned for the term "race".

Species were "fixed" in the definition of the polygenists. Species

did not "natural.ly cross with other species, except under artificial

conditions". "Hybrids" tlìe offspring of the crossing of two species -

be they animal or man - r^rere perceived as being condemned to

infertility. In the general scientific view the offspring of Caucasian

and Negro or of caucasÍan and North Anerican rndian (each being a

different species) were "hybrÍds" and "characterized by either sterílity

or reduced fecundity", thus tending towards extinc¡io¡.1L5

In the views of the polygenists "none of the species origina],ly

formed were extinct", nor was there any "link between the old and the

New world" and "any appearance of similarity was far outweighed by the

1L3¡¡¿11s¡, Ibid, p. 25.

114Haller, rbid, p. 76.

llSPolygenists became very influential in nineteenth century English
thought. Denying any reLationship between human "races',, they
forcefully prevented intermarriage in the colonies and pronoted
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multitude of physical, moral and mental cìifferenau"".116

"The different branches of mankind", were according to Agassiz,

"founded upon different plans of structure, ancl for that reason have

enbraced from the beginning representatives between which there could be

no community of origÍn".117 Broca formulated a símí1ar

scientific view when he said:

Despite the unity of the fundamental type, man
presents numerous profound varieties based on
external physiological, anatomical, inteflectual, and
moral characters ... there still exist pure races ..,
and statistÍcal measurements can afone denonstrate
lvhether a race is progressing, stationary or
¿s¿¿¿s¡1 . 1 18

Both in Europe and in America "almost the whole of scientific
thought" accepted race inferiority of non-European people, regardless of

whether the scientists who procraimed it were nonogenists or

polygenists, that is whether they believed in the monogenist degeneracy

discrimination against peopre of mixed orÍgin. In the view of Lhe
polygenists these people were "not true human beings; they belonged to
no single race, but (were) a kind of monster whose'every cell is the
theatre of a civil war"', Arendt, The Origin of TotaLitarianism, op.
cit., p. 1"74.

The influence of scientific views - polygenism and,/or evol-utionism
- on French coLonial theory has been examined by Raymond Betts in French
Colonial TheorV 1890-1914. Betts point out that the eighteenth century
idea of assimilation was later on in the nineteenth century abandoned.
Effects of intermarriage between "divergent races" were now a¡alysed as
"unhealthy, perhaps disastrous". FouiIle in his Le charactère des races
hunaines et l,'avenir Ce la race blanche", (1g94) as quoted by Betts,
wrote as follows: "unite a Bushman wíth a European woinan and the
struggle of antagonistic elements, instead of existing among diverse
individuals, wirl be transported'bo the character of the one and same
individual. You would have a personality divided against itseLf,
incoherent" (p. 63,64).

116Hall"r, Ibid, p. 76.

117Haller, Ibid, p. 77.

11841"o for Broca progress in civilization depended on race, aprinciple which he asserted repeatedLy. Judging the aptitudes of races
for progress, he concluded - like other scientjsts of his ti¡ne - "that
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theory or in any variety of the polygenist theories. Whatever ilreir
scientific view, the position of non-whites - but particularly that of

the Negro - were perceived as being rather permanent. Even the

monogenists, although insisting on environmental change through tirne,

lalere not really more favourable when it came to the Negro, except maybe

in their "renote theoretical" stance". "For all practical purposes

monogenÍsts accepted the known race stocks as 'fixed'as the result of

centuries of in-breeding". change "if it were to take place, would

require undeternined generations and influences". L19 120

the whites as a whole are superior to the blacks as a whofe". lrlhat this
meant - coming from an emi¡rent scientist - in an age of colonialisn and
ínperialism - can be easily imaginedo Barzun, Race:.A, Study of
Superstition, op. cit . , p. LZS , 1,26 .

1194 
"itilar view was often held particularly by colonial theorists

and administrators.
At the congres coronial National of 1Bg9 in paris, for instance,

the discussion concerning the education of the natives centered around
the arguments: I¡/hether the natives were at all capable of education;
whether education of the natives would not divert them from labour
profitable to the metropolis, whether education would not 'frightfuJ.ly'
lower the natives morality and - if education at arl - what kind of
educatÍon should be made available to the¡n, since it was pointed out
"that the kind of instruction applicable to civilized men is not at all
applicable to half-civilized man". Dr. poitou-Duplessy, a physician of
the French navy, had cautioned the congres that "just as the stomach
requires food appropriate to its age and kind, so the brain required
nourishment suitable to the degree of deveJ.opment which it has
attained". rn his view, the "brain of oriental-s", for instance, was notyet capable "of partaking of our intellectual nourishment without
cerebral indigestion". (He did, however, not think, that natives are
not "educatabl-e" at all).

Gustave le Bon, one of the most influential and greatly respected
personal.ities among colonial, theorists of his time, had opened the
congres with a report on the Influence of Education and European
Institutions on the Indigenous Populations of the Colonies, in which he
cited a recent anthropological study which had proved "as settled" the
impossibility of educating the Negroes and any attempt to do so was
"pure abberatÍon". He spoke of the "organic incapacity" of sone races
for education. Lewis, Martin D., one Hundred. Millions Frenchmen;
Comparative Studies in Society and History, IV, 1962, p. IZg-i,A}.

120¡¡u1¡"", op. cit. , p. 77 .
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"To see racial prejudices in their scientific robes", HalLer points

out, "is to understand, why, despÍte later conceptual changes in

evolution and methodology attitudes of racial inferiority have continued

to plague Idestern cufture".121

The long-standing controversy between monogenists and polygenists

came more or less to an end with Darwin's pubJ.ication of origin.

Darwin's hypothesis, Thomas Huxley, argued, "gathered together

monogenists and poJ.ygenísts on a far different plane of understanding",

and that "the premises of both schooLs could be accepted" without

necessarily accepting their "respective conclusions". ,,Admit that

Negroes and Austrafians, Negritos and Mongors are distinct species, or

distinct genera, if you will", he Ítrrote, "and you may yet, with perfect

consistency, be the strictest of nonogenists, and even believe in Adam

and Eve as primeval parents of mank i¡¡¿" .L22

Huxley felt that too nuch time had been wasted, and he urged his

felfow-scientists to start research "in the classification of races

through cranial, hair and skin measuremenl".123 And indeed the rest of

the nineteenth century klas preoccupied with the assignment of racial

categories and with the perfection of racial theories.

The period from 1859 - 1914 was, according to Barzun, "given over

to materialistic and mechanistic anthroÞology',.124 Anthropology was no

121¡u11u", Ibid, p. xi .

122Haller, rbid, p. 78, 7g.

123¡¡u11"¡, rbid, p. 7g .

724&arzw, Race : A, Study in Superstition, op. cit . , p. L16 .
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louger primarily characterized by observation and description, but it

became increasingly preoccupied with neasuring, counting and grouping.

It was the dawn of mass-statistics.

Anthropology, as the science of man, becarne the "science of

measuring parts of the human body"125 primariry the skull, because it

ü/as presupposed that skuLl-shape not only helped to identify "unmixed"

raciar types but also that "skurl-shape carried cuftural qualities",

that it was connected to intellectual power. But apart form skull-shape

and brain*weight, features such as nose, eyes, jaw, peJ.vis, Iimb, cofor

and hair htere measured and grouped. Needless to say, that scientists of

craniology and comparative anatomy found "anatomical eviden6s"126 ¡s¡

inferiority in races other than the whites. Signs of race inferiority

were found in - among others - "principat traits" such as

Sinplicity and early union of the cranial sutures
Presence of the frontal process of the tenporal bone
Wide nasal aperture,
Proninence of the jaws,
Recession of the chin
Early appearance, size, and permanence of "wísdon"
teeth
Unusual length of the humerus
Continuation of the "heart" Line across the hand
Obliquity (narrowness) of the pelvis

125Barzun, Ibid, p. 116.

126It is not the intention of this investigation to criticize the
genuine curiosity and the enthusiasm of scientists to investigate the
origin of man and races, but it ís rather the conclusion drawn on their
findings, which are so objectionable. Conclusions which were
established on the most frimsy evidence. It is nainly the lack of
caution and responsibility - even of the most outstanding scientists of
that period - who often let political and social prejudÍces not only
infiltrate their perception, but also their conclusion. Because of
their prestige their "scientific pronouncements" not onJ.y coJ.oured the
"lVeltanschauung" of that tine, but they affected and affLicted the most
tragic way the lives of millions of human beings, both in Europe,
Anerica and in the colonies.

It seems that with length of co.Ioníalisn and imperialisn the
"scientific" judgements of "inferior races" became increasingly harsher,
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Elongation of the ¡ss11'27

These features tr{ere "characteristics bearing affinity to the

anthropoÍd apes" and where they "existecl among the living races" became

"criteria for judging race graduation as well as aptitude for

Progress " ' 128

"The races of man", wrote g¡i¡¡sn,129

of culture or somatic growth, progressed at

arithmetical progression of the savage, to

the half-cultured, to saltatory progression

enlightened races".L30

"depending upon their stage

varying rates - from simple

geometrical progression of

(permutation) of the

and additional "traits" of their inferiority were added to the old ones.In 1939 in the Southern Medical and Surgical Gazette, Professor porot,
Professor for Psychiatry on the FacuJ,ty of Argiers had this to say:
"Primitivism is not a lack of maturity or a marked stoppage in the
developnent of the intellectuaL psychism. It is a social condition
which has reached the limit of its evolution; it is logicalty adopted to
a life different from ours". "This primitivism is not merely a way ofliving which is the result of a special upbringing; it has nuch deeper
roots. [{e even consider that it must have its substratum in apartÍcular predisposition of the architectonic structure, or at Least in
the dynamÍc hierarchizatÍon of the nervous centers. I¡le are in the
presence of a coherent body of conportment and of a coherent life which
can be explained scientifically. The Algerian has no cortex: or, moreprecisely, he is doninated, like the inferior vertebrates, by the
diencephaJ.on. The cortial functions, if they exist at alL, are very
feebLe, and are practically unintegrated into the dynamic of existence.',
F' Fanon, The l,{retched of the Earth, Grove press, rnc., New york, 196g,p. 301.

L27¡¡u11"", op. cit. p. 11s.

12BH¿11s¡, Ibid, p. L1s.

129¡.6. Brinton was professor of Ethnotogy and Archaeology at the
Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia and later (1886) professor
of American tinguistics and Archaeology at the unÍversity of
Pennsylvania.

130gu11"", rbid, p 116
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That apart from the "enlightened races" none of the oilrers had been

"empire builders" of any "significant duration" showed - in Brinton's

view - that "the law of 'thus far shalt thou go and no farther' te1_Is

the story of most of the failures of races and people". Even "in the

forms of their highest governments, those of the Aztecs, Mayas, and

Peruvians", he wrote, "[nre see repeated on a J,arge sca]e the simple and

insufficient model of rude hunting tribes of the pJ.ains. This Ís also

true of the black race in Africa. The powerful monarchies which at

times have been erected in that continent over flre dead bodies of

nyriads of victins have lasted but a generation or two . . .,, They fell
and failed - according to Brinton - because of their "mentaL inability
to succeed". "The limitations of the racial mind were such that a

compJ.ex social organization was impossÍb1e for ¡¡"¡¡". 13L

That the mind of the "primitive races" was not only "Iimited"

was aLso fundamentally different fron that of the "civil_ized races"

the conviction and claim of the French anthropologist Levy-Bruhl in

Les fonctions les dans les sociêtês infêrieures, published in

but

IdAS

his

1 900

thatin Paris. He maintaíned that the "mentatity of the primitives and

of people living in modern occidental civilization, differed not in
nuance or degree, but rather in kind."132

The earlier belief - as expounded by Descartes - that "reason ís

whole and entire in each man" and that "where indivÍduals of the same

species are concerned, there may be degrees in respect of their

accidental qualities, but not in respect of their forms and

131Haller, Ibid, p.

132Jean caseneuve,
the Social Sciences,
the Free Press, vol.

1.1.7 .

Levy-Bruchl, Lucien, InternatÍonal Encyclopedia of
David L. Si1Is, Editor, The MacMillan Company and
9,1968, p.263-265.
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natures",133 1¡i* "charter of universafisn" lvas overthrown by the

scientific claim, that "the primitive man's very reasoning process,'

differed from that of the white man. The earlier aniníst schools of

anthropology Ìrad heLd ttrat primitive people think and reason like
cir¡ilized people "although they may reason from mistaken premises,'.134

Levy-Bruhl thought not only that the primitive man's reasoni¡g process

totally differed from that of the whjte nan, but also that mystÍcisn

pervaded all his perceptions, that his ¡nind was not governed by "our"

"latvs of logic", that his mind did not "shrink fron violating especially

the laws against contradiction"lSS ¿n¿ that "the underrying principle

of primitive thinking was impervious to experience".136

Between the "mystical mind", that is ilre "primitive mind" and the

"rationaf mind", that is the "civilized mind", Levy-Bruhl found a snall

area of common ground - internediate stages - (ilris is why his theory

was considered "evol,utionist") but he "took care to state that the

nystical and prelogical mentality is rìever completely supplanted by the

undisputed reign of togis"137

1334ir6 césaire, Discourse on coroniarisn, Monthly Review press, NewYork, 1.972, p. 35.

134Cas"neuv", op. cit., p. z6s-265.

135Ca="neu,.,e, ibid, p. 263-265.

136ülerner Stark, The Sociology of Knowledge, op. cit., p. 96.

137¿ 
"itil.ar view was held by Raoul Atlier , who u,rro Le in his book The

Mind of the savage: "l¡/e should def ine the former (the civiLized
indivÍduar) as a human being, who, while not incapable of any belief in
magic, is not dominated by it, but is able to reflect, deLiberate and
drarv conclusions as though it were non-existent; and the latter (the
uncivilized man) as the human being in whom the belief in nagic
determines the essentials of hjs inner life" (quoted in o, Mannoni,
Prospero Caliban - The Psychology of C.olonizatign, Federick praeger, New
York, 1956, p. 14S).
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Levy-Bruhl's views both in respect to sources 138 and to the

claims of his theory became over the years increasingly invalidated by

his critÍcs. That both "mystical mentality" and "J.ogicaJ. mentality" are

to be found in all human beings was the view of the phenomenologist van

der Leeuw, who saw the mystical nentality and the logical nentality as

"two permanent structures of the human ¡1i¡1¿".139 He saw in primitive

138¡"ny-gruhl's views provoked objections by other scientists. Evans-
Prtichard for instance, argued that he had "taken his examples from the
books of travellers and missionaries, whose observations had not been
made in conformity with best ethnographicar methods", to which
Levy-Bruhl replied, that "it sufficed for hin if the mentality of the
peoples studied had been well understood". Under further pressure from
Evans-Pritchard he conceded that he "sometines nade savages appear nore
irrational than they actually are" (Caseneuve, op. cit., p. 264).

Thirty years of coloniaf rule later, Levy-Bruhl was honest enough
to question his own theories when he wrote: "From a strictly logical
point of view, no essentiar difference is to be noted between a
primitive nentality and our own" (Betts, op.cit., p. 1gS).

The notion that the primitive nind "was totally different fron the
civilized one", that it was "Ímpenetrable and unassimilabl-e" found
however expression in French coloniat theory and praxis, when the
earlier "assimil-ation theory" was rejected as "unscientific" and
replaced by a theory of "association". It now was argued, that an
Annamite, a Negro, an Arab could never become a Frenchman by the
adoption of certain European habits, the knowledge of the language and
literature. The record of the avowed "mission civilisatrice" of France
- impossible without education - was therefore rather poor: In 1gb6 80%
of Algerians were still illiterate - after 130 years of French coloniaL
presence - and this in spite of Algeriars status as "une terre
francaise". "It would not have mattered", wrote Satre in Le
colonialisne est un svstem, "if we would have forbidden them the use of
our J.anguage" (Les Temps Modernes, March,/April 1956, p. 1SZ1-1gSS) .

Hubert Deschamps in France in Black Africa and Madagascar, in
History of Politics of colonialism, 1914-1960, cambridge, 1969 gives the
following data concerning the education of school-aged populations at
the end of the colonial period in the 1960's: Madagascar 20%, cameroun
15% (mainì.y mission schools), Dahoney z%, French Equatorial Africa 6%,
Senegal 4%, less than 7% in Niger.

Access to secondary educatÍon was extremeJ.y limited. There were
two Lycees in Tanarive and two for the whole of French Africa (one in
St. touis and one in Dakar). The majority of their pupils were
Europeans.

1S90aseneuve, op. cit., p. 26g-265.
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man the first to dominate, while in civilized man it r¿as the reverse, or

- as Stark formulated it - "the primitive has reserved a wider area in

his mind for netaphysics than the nodern rationalists,'. This was,

however, "a difference in degree and not i¡ ¡in¿".140

Gleaned from a variety of sources and statenents, which could be

extended and endfessly multiplied from the literature of the period, it
might be said that almost every branch of science - be it biology,

anatony, physiology, anthroporogy, psychÍatry and psychology - and later
the social sciences - made its own specific contribution to the notion

of race-inferiority of non-Europeans and - by implication - postulated

the race superiority of the ¡t¡hite race.

Leading anthropologists, paleontologists, physicians, educators,

sociologists, historians and scholars, men rdho "fornulated" and

disseminated the intellectual ideas of that period not only,'sought to

aquaint society with the 'truths' of evolution and the neúc evolutionary

nethodoLo*y"l41 but also to apply those "truths" to the study of man,

races and societies. A great number of them - although believing

thenselves to be scientificalJ.y irrefutable - tet all too often

preconceived notions - or extra-theoreticaL factors - enter into their
perception and perspective. trlhile claiming "scientific objectivity"
they J.ent their increasing "scientific prestige" to the shunning of non-

scientific ideas and ideals by declaring them "metaphysical,'.

In their own work and in that of their numerous disciples, race-

140¡¡¡. stark, op . cit
141¡¡u11u", oÞ. cit , ,

, p. 762.

p.viii.
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inferiority was often "at once assumed and'proven'within the context

of their framework" or it I^Ias an essential element which fc¡rmed "the

foundation of their larger intelLectualir.¡io¡,'. 142

"The connection between race-thinking and scientific method",

Barzun observed, "is especiaJ-ly paradoxical. One would think that the

so-called scientific habit of thought would encourage care in dealing

with details and differences. It wouÌd seem as though the object under

consideration, be it man or a group, would be looked at from atl sides,

seen as it real.ly is. The very opposite has happened. The inclination

is to J.ump individuals together on the most superficial, unverified

grounds of similarity and describe then en masse".143

Particularly tragic because of their devastating consequences, hrere

the "scientific" views on race-inferiority of the Negro - even denying

him the notion of humanity - because it was Africa as a continent and

the Negro as its indigenous population who were taking the brunt from

the 1880's onwards of the new politics of lrnperialism.

Europeans parcelled out among themseLves the African continent and,

although at home divided by nationaL rivalries, were united in certainty

and solidarity in Africa in the notion of their absolute racial

superiority.

rmperialism came to be both * postulated as the "politics of

science" and celebrated as the "predominance of 
"u"u".144

142Haller, tbid, p. ix.
143Ba""un, Race: A Study of Superstition, op. cit., p. 15.

Predominance of Race"
L44¡o"¿ Rosebery: "I¡lhat is Empire but the
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And although - as Max weber observed - "not ideas but material

interest, directly govern menrs conduct" - and this is especially true

for the politics of imperialism - "very frequently the 'worLd-Ímages'

that have been created by'ideas'have, like switchmen, determineci the

tracks along which action has been pushed by the dynamics of

interest" .145

At this point it might be necessary to inquire into the views and

attitudes of Marxism regarding questions of colonialism/Imperi¿1i**, 146

That "extremes in thought and ideas might meet in truth or error"

seens nowhere more evident than in the explanation of imperialism as a

"politic of ssience", both from the liberal Darwinian and the Marxian

perspective. Although the "dominant" liberal Darwinian ideology and the

Marxian counter-ideoJ.ogy start from a different theoretical premise they

seem to come to a similar conclusion.

The "scrambre for A,frica", the new rdave of imperialist expansion

and the wider context of this investigation, started in the LggO's -

almost at the end of Marx's rife. Marx never wrote anyilring

particularly dealíng with cofonialisn in Africa, but his views on

colonialism in generaJ. and on British colonialism in India in particu1.ar

are very interesting. For this reason it might be inferred that his

views regarding the African situation would not have been substantÍally

different: Marx wouLd have endorsed the "scrambl-e for Africa" as a step

towards tlte fulfilment of mankind's destiny - although he miglit have had

145H.H. Gerd
Sociology, New

146only f"t
on coLonialism
upon.

and C. Idright Mills, eds. From Max Weber - Essays in
York, 1946, p. 280.

aspects of Marx's very interesting thoughts and writings
- those relevant for this investigation - will be touched
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some reservations about the rnanner in çshich the colonies iÁrere acquired.

In general Marx's views on "stagnant" societies and their

"barbariatt" people do not strike the observer as fundarnentally different

from the views held by other writers and scientists of his tine.

Also in Marx's views oriental societÍes - India and china, for

example - had no history. "Indian society", he wrote in 1gb3, ',has no

history at all, at least no known history. what we call its history, is

but the history of the successive invaders who founded their empires on

the passive basis of that unresisting and unchanging society".147

Also Marx's description of Indian society and its people, in

cultural, moral and religious terms, does not differ greatry from the

accounts of writers, such as Farrar or Gobineau, as quoted earlier in

this chapter. rn an artÍcle on "The British Rulg_j¡_l¡dj_q" (1859) Marx

wrote:

.. we must not forget that these idyllic viltage
communities, inoffensive though they may appear, had
always been the solid foundation of Oriental
despotism, that they restrained the human mind çvithin
the smallest possible compass, making it the
unresisting tool of superstition, ensLaving it
beneath traditional rules, depriving it of all
grandeur and historÍcal energies. t{e must not forget
the barbarian egotism which, concentrating on some
niserabLe patch of land, had quietly witnessed the
ruin of empires, the perpetration of unspeakable
cruelties, the massacre of the population of large
towns, with no other consideration bestowed upon then
than on natural events. . .

I¡Je must not forget that this undignified, stagnatory,
and vegetative life, that this passive sort of
existence, evokecl on the other part, in
contradiction, wild, aimLess, unbounded forces of

1474yin""i, Karl Marx on Colonialism and Moderniza.tion, op. cit.,
p. 9.
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destruction, and rendered murder itseLf a religious
rite in Hindostan. lrle nust not forget that these
little communities r¡Jere contaminated by distinctions
of caste and by slavery, that they subjugated nan to
external circumstances instead of elevating man to be
the sovereign of circumstances, that they transformed
a self-developing social state into never changing
naturaL destiny, and thus brought about a brutalizing
worship of nature, exhibiting its degradation in the
fact that man, the sovereign of nature, feII down on
his knees in adoration of Hanuman, the monkey, and
Sabbala, the cow.148

These views, although conpatible with the "dominant" *o"1¿-yigw149

of the period, had their own specific rational in Marx's scheme of the

evolution of hunan hÍstory and its eventual- evolution into world-

hi s tory .

It will be recalled that in Marxts evolutionary theory, all
societies have to pass through determined evolutionary stages. In the

Manifesto, published in 1848, Marx called these stages: the ancient, the

feudal and the bourgeois stages. Each of these successive stages stand

both historically and conceptually "in a dialectic reLatíonshÍp to the

one preceding it", making "no sense except in that particular

çen¡sx1".150 "It is a central theme in Marx's theory of history",

Avineri points out, "that feudalism grows out of the internal tensions

of the ancient slaveholding society, just as Marx devotes a great amount

148Avineri, Ibid, p. g, 9.

L49¡¡ot" sinilar the descriptions and assessments of non-Europeans were
among liberal social Darwinists and socialists of that time becomes
evident aLso in a description by Bukanin who * arthough in a slightly
different context - spoke of the ". . . primitive barbarianism of the
chinese masses, with their total lack of any idea of human protest, ofall instinct of liberty, with their habit of servile obedience" (quoted
in Lichthein, Inperialism, op. cit., p. 97).

lSoAveríni, Ibid, p. b.
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of historical study to show how capitalism emerged out of the womb of

the internal disintegration and structural change of feudalÍsm: and

socialism, too, is to Marx a consequence of the inner mechanisms of the

caPitatist syste¡¡" . 151

Yet in 1859 in the Preface to a Contribution to the Critisue of

Political Economy, Marx had added another stage: the Asiatic stage with

its specific Asiatic mode of production. "fn broad outLine", Marx

wrote, "roJe can designate the AsÍatic the ancient, the feudal and the

modern bourgeois methods of production as so many epochs in the progress

of the economic formation of society".152

It seems that the Asiatic stage was aLmost a theoretical

after-thought, when it became obvious that Marx's theory of economÍc

developnent was "appÌicable to the V{est afone". Yet the Asiatic mode of

production - the mode of production particular to Asian societies, such

as rndia and china - did not actually fit into Marx's systematic

exposition. Nowhere did Marx inply in his writings, according to

Avineri

that the Asiatic node of production is integrated
into the dialectic series of the mother modes;
obviously the ancient mode did not grow out of the
Asiatic, nor does Marx show how the Asiatic mode
develops internaLly into any of the other ones.
Despite the explicit dynamism of Marx's dÍalectical
model, it seems to be an uneasy conbination of two
sets of disparate eLements; a sophisticated,
carefully worked out schena describing the hÍstorÍcal
dynamism of European societies, rather
simple-mÍndedly grafted upon a dismissal of alt
non-European forms of society under the bLanket

lslAvineri , Ibid, p. 4, b.

152Avineri, rbid, p. 4.
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designation of a mere geographic terminology of the
'Asiatic mode of production', which appears static,
unchanging, and totally non-di¿1ss1iç¿1. 153

Similar to the Darwinian framework with its "static" and "dynamic"

components, Marx seens to be confronted wÍth a conparable dilemma.

Ítlhile in the Darwinian interpretation of evolution the dynamic and

developnental component only seened to apply to the white race, and the

static component to the non-¡qhite races, Marx's evolution theory in

terns of historical developmental stages seems equally only appticable

to the white, European societies, white the stagnant, non-d.ynamic

"Asiatic stage" seens to be characteristic for non-European societies.

!{ithout being particularly concerned with the obvious inconsistency

of Marx's theory of history and the claim to its 'universaf'

applicability it might be said that Marx's writings on India and China

disc-Iose that he thought that Oriental society had no internal mechanism

of change. Marx's various points as to the reasons for his Oriental

stagnation - absence of private ownership of land etc. - are not

important for this examination. Marx, through the constraints of the

franework of his own theory is therefore conpelLed to envision change in

non-European societies onJ.y through intervention from outside leading

him to the view that irnperialist expansion is desirable and necessary.

Since 0riental society does not deveJ.op internally,
it cannot evolve toward capitalisrn through the
dialectics of internal change; and since Marx
postulates the ultimate victory of socialism on the
prior universalization of capitalism, he necessarily
arrives at the position of havin to endorse European
coLonial expansion as the brutal but necessary step
toward the victory of socialis¡.154

15SAvineri, Ibid, p.5.
154Averini, Ibid, p. -J,2.
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Propelled by the logic of his scientific theory of history and with

the detachment of a scientist, Marx can therefore state

England, it is true, in causing a social revolution
in Indostan, was actuated only by the vilest
interests, and was stupid in the manner of enforcing
them. But that is not the question. The question
is, can mankind fulfil its destiny without a
fundamental revolution in the social sLate of Asia?
If not, whatever may have been the crimes of England
she rcas the unconscious tool of history in bringing
about the revolu¡isn. 155

It might be assumed that the imperialist expansion into Africa in

the 1880rs wouLd also have been endorsed by Marx and that he mÍght have

reasoned, in a sinilar fashion, that European colonial expansion would

have been perceived as the only inpetus for change in that continent and

that European bourgeois civilisation would have been the essential

external agent for such a change. Engels had already in 1848 considered

the French occupation of AJ.geria as "an important and fortunate fact for

the progress of civili2¿¡ie¡".156

The brutalities of conquest and the impact of colonization on the

colonized were dismissed as functions of an overall process, they were

in the Marxian scheme of history insignificant. The possibiJ.ity of

colonial rebellion and indigenous liberation movenents only scanti]y

entered Marx's analysis. rf his remarks in the Taiping Rebellion in

1862 could be taken as an indication of his thinking, he might not have

seen any "positive social ains, let alone hÍstorical consciousness" in

the colonial liberation movenents. Since Marx had postulated that hurnan

lSSAvineri , Ibid,

156Avineri, rbid,

p.

p.

13.

13.
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consciousness r{as related to and dependent on the historical and

economÍc stage of a given society, "underdeveloped" countries would not

have been considered capable of judging "objectively" their situation in

the overaLl scheme of "historical development" and "historical

necessity" ' Colonial alienation therefore did not enter the scientific
perspective of Marxism. The horrors of colonialism were "dialectically
necessary for the world revoLution of the proì.etariat since without them

the countries of Asia (and presumably also Africa)" wourd "not be able

to emancipate themselves from their stagnant backwardness". lST i.58

Marxian laissez-faire advocated the thorough and fast destruction of the

o1d stagnant societies in order to establish "a scÍentific domination of

natural agencies",159 because it was apparently not suspected ,,that

Ilistory might have thrown up sociaL forms which were not necessariLy

reducÍble to a single patter¡" . L60

lSTAvineri , Ibid, p. Iz.
1581¡i" "scientifically" Ii¡nited perspective nay

generaJ. reluctance evident in the European Marxists
participate or demonstrate "active" solidarity with
movements in the co_lonies af ter 1945.

159Avineri, IbÍd, p. 1g.

l6oAvineri, Ibid, p. Iz.

explain in part the
' failure to
the liberation



CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUS i ON

"A civilization that proves incapable

creates is a decadent civilization. A civi

close i'ts eyes to its most crucial problerns

A civilization that uses its principles for

dying civil ization" . 1

of solving the problem it

Lization that chooses to

is a stricken civilization.

trickery and deceit is a

These are the penetratÍng opening statements of Aimê Cêsaire's

Discourse on Colonialism, published in 1955. They are an indictrnent of

Europeau, that is, l\Iestern civílizatÍon and their troubling insights

have not ]ost relevance - even after 30 years. 0n the contrary they

see¡n to have further gained in relevance in the intervening three

decades, finding Western civilization now in a state of "swaying between

atomic and spÍritual disintegration".2

Cêsaire wrote his Discourse in the af termath of two I,Vorld Wars, in

the afternath of the worst excesses of "scientific inperialism" and

"scientific racism", while at the same time witnessing furilrer

bloodshed, torture, imprisonment and racism in the "deroulement" of

de-colonization and colonial wars. Europe - he found - was "unable to

justify itself either before the bar of'reason'or before the bar of

'conscience| " .3

lAimê Cêsaire. Discourse on Colonialism, op. cit., p

2Fa.,on, The Wretched of the Earth, oÞ. cit., p. 311.

3Cêsaire, op. cit. , p. 9.
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Surveying ldestern history and civi]ization of the last one hundred.

and fifty years, Cêsaire detected "a l-aw of progressive dehumanization',.

A law that had been appJ"ied by Europeans to non-Europeans for the

longest time, consisting of hatred, Lying, and conceit, of violence,

corruption and barbarísm. charging European nations with hypocracy in

their attempt to protest Hitler's World War II expansionisn, domination

and crue.Lty as an "aberration" of European culture and of European

political conduct, by renouncing Fascism4 and NazÍsm as un-European,

uncivilized German barbarism, césaire on the contrary insisted, that

Nazism was only "the inversion of coloniafism".S He maintained that

before Europeans were its victims, they were its accompJ.ices, that they

tolerated Nazisn "before it was inflicted on then, that they absolved

it, shut their eyes to it, Iegitinized it, because until then", césaire

maintained, "it had been applied only to non-European peoples,'.6

what Europeans cannot forgive Hitler was, in césairers view, "not

crime in itself, the crime against nan, it is not the humiliation of man

4Albert Menmi in his The cotpn:þsl_qntl lhe cgl_qnlz_g.q, hetd a sinitar
vies'¡ when he said: "fvhat pression for
the benefit of a few. The entire administrative and poJ-itical nachineryof a colony has no other goal. The human relationships have arisen fromthe severest exploitation, founded on inequality and contempt,
guaranteed by police authoritariansim", op. cit., p. 62.

SHannah Arendt in The orÍgins of Tot4litarianism, op. cit., also
maintained that there in theory andpractice between Imperialisn and Fascism. She considered HitÌer's
expansionj-sm "continentaJ. imperiaLism". she also pointed to the
"fawLessness of a race-society", a feature found both in Nazism andInperialism - particularJ.y in Africa in the later nineteenth century,
She saw further a parallel in the unaccountability and secrecy of
imperialist-bureaucracy and its fascist counterpart.

6Cêsaire, Discourse on Colonialism, op. cit., p. 14.
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as such, it is crime against the ¡çhite man, the hurniliation of the white

man, and the fact that he applied to Europe colonialist procedures which

until tlten had been reserved exclusively for the Arabs in A1geria, the

coolies in India, and the blacks of Africa".7

Césaire's Discourse on Colonialism is the account of "the lrhite

man's burden" and his "cÍvilizing nission",S only reversed, perceived

from the position of the colonized. It is the account of the "b1ack

man's burden" and the process of his "thingification" under colonial

rule, as césaire called it, Because between the colonizer and the

colonized - in the "cofonial situation" - there is only a relation of

domination and submission, "there is room only for forced labour,

intinidation, pressure, the poJ.ice, taxation, theft, rape, compulsory

7Cêsaire, Ibid, p. 74.

8Cêsaire particularJ.y rejects the common equation that colonization
is - or brings - civilization. Colonization is - in his view - "the
negation of civilization". citing a few exampres from the "history of
colonial expeditions", his point becones clear.

CoLonel de Montagnac, one of the conquerors of AJ.geria: "In order
to banish the thoughts that sometimes besiege me, I have some heads cut
off, not the heads of artichokes but the heads of men".

Count drHerrison; "ft is true that we are bringing back a whole
barrelful of ears collected, pair by pair, from prisoners, friendly or
eneny" .

Saint-Arnaud: "We lay waste, we burn, we plunder, we destroy the
houses and the trees".

Marshal Bugeaud: "1,{e must have a great invasion of Africa, like the
invasions of the Franks and the Goths".

General Gerard about the capture of Ambike: "The native riffeman
had orders to ki11 onLy the men, but no one restrained them; intoxicated
by the smelf of blood, they spared not one woman, not one child At
the end of the afternoon, the heat caused a right mist to arise; it was
the blood of the five thousand victins, the ghosts of the city,
evaporating in the setting sun".

Loti on the taking of Thuan-An and the nassacre of the Annamese:
"Then the great slaughter had began. They had first fired in
double-salvos ! and ít was a pJ.easure to see these sprays of bullets,
that were so easy to aim, come down on them twice a minute, surely and
methodically, on command ... we saw sone who were quite nad and stood up
seized with a dízzy desire to run They zigzagged, running every
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Crops, Contempt..."9

A sinilar observation was made by Menmi, when he stated: "To

observe tite Iife of the colouizer and the col.onized is to discover

rapidly that the daily humil"iation of the colonized, his objective

subjugation, are not merely econonic".10 Almost always witl the

distance which exists between the colonizer and the colonized be seen

not great enough by the colonizer. He therefore wiIl devote himself

a "systematic devaluation" of the colonized.

One of the aspects most typical and most frequently encountered in

the degradation of the colonized is his "depersonalization". The

colonized must live with, he must "contend with the shadow of the

collective image".11 cêsaire, Fanon and Memmi - all of them stressed

this aspect of the "colonial situation", in that the cofonized "is never

characterized Ín an indivÍdual manner", that he carries, so to speak,

"the mark of the plural", that he is "entitled only to drown Ín an

anonymous coLlectivity".12 - (Aren't they all the same? They are all

Lazy. They are unpredictable. You cannot reLy on them. you cannot

which way in this race wÍth death, hotding their garments up around
their waists in a comical way and then we amused ourselves counting
the dead, etc . " Césaire , Ibid, p . 18 , Lg .

Lichthein in rmperialism, op.cit., p.84 cites British officers as
having stated: "we hold court-martials on horseback, and every nigger we
meet with we either string up or shoot".

90êsaire, op. cit., p. 27.

l0Albert Memmi. The Colonizer and the Colonized, op. cit., p. 66.

llMenmi , Ibid, p. Bb .

12Memmi, Ibid, p. 85.

AS

'to
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tell them apart any r./ay, they all look alike, etc. ) . paraphrasing

Fanon's obser\¡ation: if they are degraded, they must be coloured, if
they are coloured, they nust be degraded.

Progressing - or better, declining * fron one consequence to

atrother, after the "depersonalization" of the colonized the next step

will be that of hís "dehumanization". The co-lonizer "will get into the

habit of seeing the other man" - the colonized - ,'as an animal, he çrill
accustom himserf in treating him like an animal", and in doing so, he

wi1l "tend to transform himsetf into an animaL,'.13

ThÍs is the "l¡oomerang effect of colonization", 14 thut in the end

it even dehumanÍzes the most civilized man. Césaire set out to show

how colonization works to

decivilize the colonizer, to brutalize him in the
true sense of the word, to degrade him, to awaken him
to buried instincts, to covetousness, violence, race
hatred, and moral relativisn; and ute nust show that
each time a head is cut off or an eye put out in
Vietnam and in France they accept the fact, each time
a little girl is raped and in France they accept the
fact, each time a Madagascan is tortured and in
France they accept the fact, civilization acquires
another dead weiglit, a universal regression takes
place, a gangrene sets in, a center of infection
begins to spread, and that at tlle end of all these
treaties that have been violated, al] these lies that
have been propagated, all these punitive expeditions
that have been tolerated, aff these prisoners who
have been tied up and 'interrogated', aLl these
patriots who have been tortured, at the end of al1
the racial pride that has been encouraged, alÌ the
boastfulness tha'L has been displayed, a poison has
been instilled into the veins of Europe and, slowly

13Cêsaire, op. cit., p. 20.

14It t.s the conservative Edmund Burke, who earlier had perceÍved of
such a conuection when he statedl "The poÍÄrer of the House of Commons ...is indeed great; and long may it be able to preserve its greatness
and it will do so, as long as it can keep the breaker of law in Inclia
fron becoming the maker of law in England". Arendt, The origin of
ToËaritariq¡,-rism, p. 1BS footnote. H.J. Mackinder, while teaching
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the continent proceeds toward. savagery.lS

It is this aspect of humau interdependence, the chain that binds

together colonízer and colonized, oppressor and oppressed, conqueror and

conquered, victor and victim, which makes it evident that in the J.ong

run one cannot dehumanize another human being without dehumanizing

oneself. This, however, became onì.y understood - or might it be better

to say, again understood - in the aftermath of colonialism and fascism -

after the catastrophy.

But then it might be asked: Horu could it have been different?

Ideas, doctrines and ideologies not onJ.y have roots - as Mannheim had

pointed out - but they arso have consequences when translated into

action, they are realized in specific practices. For almost eighty

years Europeans had been raised on the "scientific" certainty of their

absolute raciaL superiority - and by equalLy explicit pronouncements of

the racial inferiority of non-whites. They had become accustomed to

seeing themselves as members of a racial aristocracy, as members of a

master race - "Herrenrasse" - as the Nazis were to cal1 it -, as "Lords

of Mankind", or as the "Masters of the l,ttorld", as the British saw

themsel,ves.

geography at Oxford, had pondered a connected question, when he thought
that "democracy was incompatibJ.e with imperiaLism", though ,'reven
democracies are compelled to annex empires "'. He suggested ',that
British democracy and inperiaLism could co-exist because of the
'intervening ocean"'. Still in 1924 he thought "that the separation of
the tropical Ernpire from the European isl-and", had the advantage, "that
'imperial rule in the dependencies has not corrupted freedom at homet" .

Lichtheim, Empire and After in The Concept of IdeoLogy, op. cit., p.
113.

15cêsaire, op. cit., p. 13.
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"Natural rigltts" and human equatity were declared a myth, an

"unscientific" sentimenLality, an anachronisn from a pre-scientific age.

But - as Biddis ¡toitrts out - "with the premise of equal human rights and

dignity once denied, with that of racial inequality once accepted, a

perilous journey begins and it is a foolish nan who believes ilrat it
will be easy to halt short of the horrific terminus. For racism is too

much a matter of absolutes. Eventually racism must pose directty the

uncompromising question as to who shall be killer and who victiin - the

ultinate political guestion beyond which further questions, even if they

exist, are certainly not political in nature".16

Karl Mannheim - as quoted earlier in this investigation - had

asserted that "we understand the whole from the part, and the part from

the whole, the spirit of an epoch from documents, and docunents from the

spirit of an epoch". It seems that the spirit of the epoch was one of

great ruthlessness and fatalisn. "No one who has not waded through sone

sizable part of the literature of the period 1B?0 - 1914",17 Barzun

wrote, "has any conception of the extent to which it is one long calJ.

for blood, nor of the varieties of parties, classes, nations and races

whose blood rdas separately and contradictorily clamoured for by tlie

enlíghtened citizens of the ancÍent civil.ization of Europe".18

whoever - individual, class, nation or race - was to survive these

16Biodis, op. cit, , p, g2.

lTBarzun in Race: A Study in Superstition, op. ci-t, , surve]¡ed the
writings of European scientists, scholars and journalists of that time
period in the context of "scientific racism". It night be legitimate to
add another twenty to thirty years without distorting his observation.

lBBarzun. Darwin, Marx, lrJagner , oÞ. cit . p. gZ.
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for survival, had stood the test of nature ancl science. NoLhing was

going to stop them, survival of tl-re fittest had become "an integral part

of ethics when ethics became a science".19 External success was a sign

of intrinsic value.20

under the applause of inperialist European nations, Kipling had

poetica-Lly pronoutìced what Darwinists had scientifically establishecl:

You'Ìl win the world without anyone caring how you did it: you'll keep

the world without anyone knowing how you did it. This in the end

remained not true. The colonized, who according to the established

evolutionary time-table were either permanently arrested or were

expected - following the different "necessary,' stages * to take

centuries21 to evofve to "the level of rational human beings,,revoltecl,

talked back and accused Europe - !üestern civilization - of being

"responsible before the human community for the highest heap of corpses

l9Bannister. social Darwinis_rn___scjp¡çe 44d Myth in Anglo-AmericanSocial Thought, o

20lt might be said, that ceciL Rhodes was the prototype in spirit andaction of the beliefs of the era. He was the promoter of the interests
of the "Nordic race", and "the" man of imperiarisn in south Africa. Heexpected to be remembered for at Least four thousarìd years", and for
whont a man "no matter what individual qualities or defects he may have,
once he entered the maelstrom of an unending process of expansion
wilr cease to be what he n¡as and obey the laws of the process", because
becomiug "the incarnation of such a dynamic tretrd", he "could indeed do
nothing wrong, what he did became right. rt was his duty to do what he
wanted" ' It is obvious that there is for a man who is an agent of sucha force of expansion "no obligation to man-made laws". ',The only law hehas to obey is the law of expansion and the oni.y proof of the
'lawfuÌness' is success". Arendt, The origin of TotalitarÍanism, op.cit. , p, 214, 215,

21That the "liberatÍon movenent" of the colonies in nany casessurprised the colonial nations testifies to Mannhein's observation, that"ruring groups can in their thinking become so intensively
interest-bound to a situation that they are simply no longer abLe to see
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in lri s tor y" .22

Tltey pointed'Lo the European moral bankruptcy and called upon each

other to "leave this Europe where they are tìever done taLki¡g of Man,

yet murder men everywhere they find them, at the corner of every one of

their own streets, in all the corners of the globe. For centuries they

have stifled almost the whole of humanity inthe name of a sg-called

spiritual experience. Look at them today swaying between atomic and

spiritual disintegration" . 23

rmperialisn has been called "the character school of nodern

politics", and rnperialist policies ancl meilrods might be seen as

manifestations of this character. It was in Africa in particular that

the "netu imperialist consciousness of the fundamental superiority of man

over man, the decisive stage of the division of mankind into

master-races and slave-races, into higher and lower breeds, into

coloured people and white people"24 was clearly established. It was in

Africa in particular that crime exploded ancl where - without any social

res'Lra-int - human exploitation ancì clegradation reached a new, a modern,

dinension. It was here that "ReaJ.potitik" changed first into

"Machtpolitik".

Inperialisn glorified national self-assertion, expansion and

accumulation, a process that seemed endless and limitless. Imperialism

certain facts which would uirdermine their sense of domination".

22Cêsaire, op. cit. , p. 24.

23Fanon. The Wretched of the Earilr, op. c_it. , p. 311.

24Arendt. The Origin of Totalitarianiçn, op. cit., p. LS1.
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aspired to global ru.Le. "Before the imperialist era", Hanna Arendt

pointed out, "there was no such a thing as world politics and without

it, the total,itarian claim to global rule wouLd not have made sense',.25

The drive for limitless expansion as exemplified in cecil Rhodes'

nineteenth century exclamation that "Expansion is everythingl I would

annex the stars if I could", seems not only to portray the mentality of

hÍs time but might be of almost prophetÍc significance with regard to

the power politics of our time - exactry a century Later, when science

and space technology have put such an annexation into the realm of

possibility,

It might be said, that in general, however, the word "expansion"

has disappeared from the poÌitical. vocabulaire. Now eupherisms such as

"extension of influence" or "sphere of interest" are used to describe

expansionist politics. Nor would any nation now justify expansion as

"the whÍte nan's burden", nor base domination and control of other

nations on the "scientific" prerogative of the "right of ilre strongest".

Further it is no longer popurar to defend domestic, national and

internationar politics or policies on Darwinian principles - as the

manifestation of the survival of the fittest.

ALso the nineteenth century notion of the ,'iron law of history"

strikes the contemporary observer as exaggerated and outdated. History

seen as the manifestation of race-struggJ.e or class-struggle, as a

deterministic sequence of processes and events has ceased to be

scientif ical1y respectabì.e.

25Arendt, Ibid, p. xix.
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In particular the racial theory26 of history - whicìì has brought

so much sufferiilg aird death to millions of human beings - is recognized

today as an excuse for nationaÌ pride, national hatred and as a pretext

for the justification of power. "The idea" - wrote collingwood - "that

there is a European race whose peculiar r¡irtues render it fit to

dominate the rest of the world, or an English race whose innate

qua]ities make inperialism a duty, or a Nordic race whose predominance

in America is the necessary condition of American greatness, and whose

purity in Gernany is indispensable to the purity of German culture, we

krrow to be scientifically baseless and politically disastrous,,.27

Beyond the fact that tliese ideas, notions and doctrines are now

perceived as being "scientifically basefess" and "politically

disastrous", they nevertheLess characterized the Weltanschauung of a

large part of the nineteenth century and were even prevalent far into

the twentieth ceirtury. That they were shared and acted upon by the

majority of the European nations and within these nations by almost all
grouils and classes in one i{ay or another, testifies to Mannhein's

observation, that ideologies and the t{eftanschauung they create have a

unifying por{er over large distances.

26Th* historical record of those who believed in the notion of
cLass-struggle and "scientific socialism", is equally devastating.
They organized their own apocalypse. Millions of people - the estinate
goes up to twenty milLion - were killecl during the Russian Revolution,
its aftermath and in the decades to cone as class enemies or enenies of
progress (for instance more than five million kulaks) who had "to be
brought by deatl-r and deportation" within the "scientific" pattern ofsocialist development. A. camus, The Rebel, Alfred A. Knopf, rnc., New
York, 1956, p. 273.

27n. Collingwood. Thg Idea of History, oÞ. cit., p. 91, gZ.
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It might be seen as a test of the universality of these world-views

that phrases and categories which seem to sum up their content, have

become part of the language of everyday life. phrases and categories

which were at the same time key notions of science and as such perceived

as scientific imperatives: "struggle for existence", "survival of the

fittest", "natural selection", "race-struggle", "cLass-struggle",

"dialectic materiaLism", "scientific socialism",,'historical

determinism" .

These phrases seen to state the obvious and in doing so testify to

the beliefs, judgements and commitments incorporated in them, Already

in their terminology they reveaÌ both notions of porder, violence and

force and the acceptance of a mechanical, deterministic view of

processes and events. They testify to a scientific, positivistic

approach to "sociar real-ity" without any reliance on metaphysical

representations. But they also exemplify the scientific and hÍstorical

fatalism2S that was so characteristic for these world-views and the

time.

Earlier in this investigation it was pointed out that many aspects

- or components - of the ideologies and world-views which were

"dominant" at the end of the nineteenth century and the early decades of

the twentieth century are now no ì.onger shared and are nohr perceived as

out-dated and scientifically baseless. Thís acknowledges Mannheim's

view that ideas and ideoLogies can be dated. "we can see from most of

the concrete assertions of human beings", Mannhei¡n wrote, "when and

where they arose, when and where they were formulated". This evidences

28"Fatalism" - according to Mannheim - nay assume various forns; it
appears successiveJ.y as theol0gical, scientific and historical
fatalisrn" . Copservative Ihought , op. cit. , p. 16S .
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their socially and historically rootedness.

0n the other hand, ideorogies change; they have a dynamic conponent

which proceeds to adapt itself to the new social and historical reality,
while at the same tine discarding elements which are no longer tenable

in the light of new insights and knowledge, social Darwinisn, for

instance, has today at best very Little scientifÍc and ideological

prestige, although certain elements of the doctrine might emerge from

time to tine in a ner.J context and in a new forn.

ldhen speaking of a "dominant ideology" or a "dominant worLd-vierd"

of a certain period or era, this does not - of course - inply that

beside the "dominant" views, other views did not exist. For instance

in an age of Imperiarisn and science there might still have been

individuals or groups who believed in human equaJ.ity or in brotherJ.y

love and practised these convictions, but their views were certainly
part of the "dominant ideorogy" and ilre "doninant practice,'which on

contrary insisted on a "scientÍfic" view of "human inequality" and

translated this conviction into action.

In order to "diagnose an epoch" it seems therefore necessary to

concentrate the attention upon the task "of determining which of aLl the

ídeas current are really valid in a gíven situation".29 Mannheim, who

was very concerned with the establishment of a method which would hetp

to guarantee a rather accurate account of an epoch and the world-view

which characterized it, thought that such a method would make "a

selection and accentuation of certain aspects of (the) historical

not

the

29Karl Mannheim Ideology and Utopia, oÞ, cít., p. 94
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totality"S0 necessary. such a selection and accentuation might be

"regarded as the first step in the direction which ultimateLy leads to

an evaluaLive procedure and to ontological judgement',.31

The nineteenth century has frequently been referred to as ilre
"Century of Ideology", as the "Century of Science" and as the "Century

of Inperialism".

These three characteristics of one century - each of them

outstanding enough in its olvn right - seem to be, hor,irever, interrelated
and interwoven in philosophy ancl action, in theory and praxis, in
politics and ethics. The purpose of this investigation has been to

illuminate these connectÍons.

Many twerrtieth century intellectuals, writers and scholars felt
that there elnerged in the nineteenth century developments in terns of

ideas, belÍefs and practices that set precedents, which in turn had a

significant influence and impact on twentieth century perceptions and

events, rt is for this reason that. theSr have come to examine this
period frorn their various fields of e;<pertise and fron different
standpoints and perspectines.32

The impact of science on ideotogies and world-views which science

started to have from the middle of the nineteenth century onwards

certainly added a new nanifestation, in that these ideologies strove -
as stated earlier - "to incorporate rational and if possible scientific
arguments in their systems of thought". They strove for a

S0Mannheim, Ibid, p. 94.

3lMannheím, Ibid, p. g4.

S2Hannah Arendt's work was already nentÍoned earlier, so were those of
Jacques Barzun, George Lichtheim, Ernst cassirer, Kar_l Mannhein, Albert
Canus - to nane but a few.
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"systematization" of their world-vieurs "with estabj.ished methods of

thought and prescribed conclusions".

Apart from this aspect, the natural sciences themselves became more

absolute in their claims. In the course of the nineteenth century and

even more so in the twentieth century, science became in Russel's words

"proud and dictatoriaÌ". rt turned from a "science as knowledge" to a

"science as poç{er",

Darwin's biological evolution theory had "acted as a test case for

freedom of scientific inquiry"33 and this both in clerical and civil
courts. But over time this freedom of scientific inquiry, this quest

for unlimited intellectuaf freedom turned more and more into "freedom

for scientists", characterized by scientific immunity based on

guilt-free ethics. "Everything in heaven and earth without restriction"

was according to Barzun, given "over to then".34

In particular the close relationship which exists now between

science and politics was first established in the later nineteenth

century, a relationship that has become increasingly problematic in our

time because it has led to a situation in which scientÍsts have become

unaccountable for their work and in their work to the rrrider society.

This development started when science in the nineteenth century came to

provide "ideoJ.ogical weapons" in forms of scientific theories and

scientific pronouncements about the worth of sone and the worthlessness

of other human beings and races, and these theories were translated into

33Bu""un. DarwÍn, Marx, W?gner, op. cit., p. 6s.

34Barzurr, Ibid, p . 6b .
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political praxis by men even less cautious and responsible ilran some

scientists' Men who insisted that their politics and policies nere

based on science and scientific imperatives.

The "detachnent " of science from the consequences of 1ts work and

its findings is rooted to a certain extent in its methodology and in the

cÌaim that science is varue-free. According to Habermas, "the

methodology of the empirical sciences is tacitly but effectively rooted

in a technical cognitive interest that excludes aII other interests;

consequently al1 other relations of life-praxis can be blocked under the

sJ.ogan of ethical neutraLity or value-freedom".35

By now al.most every branch of science - be it the natural sciences

or the social sciences - has accepted these methodological imperatives

atrd operates under the same assumptions. Both fields have increasingly

placed the results of their work into the service of governme¡ts or are

involved in government sponsored research in ilre first place. It is

estinated, for example, that at this point in tíme over sixty percent of

all scientists in the worLd are involved in government sponsored

research in the field of weapon technology and other related fields of

political. and social control. This development might account for, w¡at

Habernas termed, "the peculiar fusion of technology and domination, of

rationality and oppression" . 36

Developments in this direction slowly took shape from the middle of

the nineteenth century otrwards, when science first seened to become a

SsHabermas. Theory and practice, op. cit.,
36Hub""mu*. Towards a RaLlonal Society, op.

p. 264.

cit., p. 85
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part of the growing "conspiracy of civilization against man", when it
started to insist on identifying "rationality with neasurability",

reducing "everything to quantities", excluding "qualitative differences

from the scope of knowledge"3T and limitÍng "intellect to the kind of

thinking characteristic of the naturaL sciences".

Historically these "categoricaL" linitations were not always given

or set that strictly. The positivist approach and the positivist

doctrine - rooted as they are in the Enlightenment - hrere at that time

truly Liberating forns and forces. It was only over time that they

acquired their absolutist character, which might testify to Hegel's

observation that there exists in the history of ideas a pattern

according to which once great and liberating ideas inevitably turn into
suffocating straight jackets.

Afso Mannheim's observation might be recalled here, when he stated:

"Substantially, positivism has performed the essential turn toward a way

of thinking adequate to the contenporary situation, systenatically and

methodo.Logically, however, it did not rise above a relatively primitive

]eve] " . "It is one thing", he wrote, "to test a fruitful line of

investigatÍon and another to regard it the only path to the scientific
treatment of an object". Mannheim naintained, and others with hin or

after him, that "the intelLectual conception of science underrying

positivism is itself rooted in a definite Weltanschauung and progressed

with definite political interests". (emphasis added)

Parallel to and intrinsicarty related to the increasingly

3TLeszek Kolakowski.
Oxford University Press,

Main Currents of Marxism, 3. The Breakdown,
Oxford, 1981, p. 361.
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methodological rigidity of positivism went a change in the definition of

progress. Both the form and content of progress moved away from its
humanistic origins in the Enlightenment. In its earlier stipulatÍon

progress rdas perceived as a moral concept, as a human "project,', based

on man's good will, his reason and. his responsibility.

This "utopian" vision and commitnent to progress, in both its
earlier liberal and socialist versions, under the influence and impact

of the stricter tenets of evolutionism evolved into an "ideological"

"march of progress". In this deterministic and uncompromising form

progress becane perceived as a scientifÍc historical and social process

with a momentum all of its own. This process made nan's çsill and

intentions insignÍficant and by carefully isolating reason from

responsibility this process evolved towards a "zerstoerung der

vernunft". Progress - a concept that once conprised a project of nan

for man was thus transformed into a project against man. under both

the liberal and the socia]ist interpretation of history and progress

there emerged a view that human beings were perceived as standing,'in

the way of progress". under the liberal concept of "race struggre" and

the socialist concept of "cLass struggle" human beings ultÍmately hrere

decLared as beÍng dispensable and disposable.

In order to diagnose the l{eLtanschauung of an era or an epoch,

Mannheim maintained, as earlier pointed out, that it is necessary to try
to capture its "mentaLity". He thought that this might be achieved

through a concentration on those ideas which were really valid at that

time and furthermore through the "sel-ection and accentuation of certain

aspects of the historical totality".
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Mannheim felt, that "such a method of diagnosing an epoch, witl
necessarily assune an evaluative positÍon". "Though it may begin

non-evaluativeJ.y" it "will not long remain so". "!l]e shall be forced

eventually", Mannhein wrote, "to assume an eval-uative position. The

transition to an evaluative point of view is necessitated from the very

beginning by the fact that history as history is unintelligible unless

certain of its aspects are emphasized in contrast to others".38

In this investigation the "concentration" and "accentuation" lay on

science, rdeology and rmperÍalism, three aspects of the nineteenth

century hístorical situation, which gained in their intelligibiLity and

sharpness through three najor inteltectual- currents which characterized

that epoch: Positivisn, Liberalism and Socialism.

Each of these ideational and intellectuaf currents could have been

investigated in their own right, which would have been certainly

interesting enough, or in a number of constellations by concentrating,

for instance, on IdeoLogy and Liberalism, or on positivism and

rnperialism, or on science and sociarism etc. These various

possibilities of juxtapositions testify to the almost inexhaustability

of interpretations of the social and ideationaf reality of a given tine,

but they also show clearJ.y, that "facts and ideas do not occur

separateJ.y fron each other".39

Mannheim in his propositions regarding the illumination of the

f{eltanschauung of a given period, had maintained that the last question

S8Karl Mannheim. Ideologv and Utopia, op. cit., p. 93, 94.

3gJucqu"" Barzun. DarwÍn, Marx, Wagner, op. cit., p. 6.
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must aLr¡Iays be: wlìat were the ethics or the ethical precepts of that

era?

This aspect of the ldeltanschauung of the late nineteenth century

and the early decades of the twentieth century has not been deaLt with

explicitly in this investigation, although certainly often by

implication. The ruthlessness, the fatalism and the irresponsibility

comprised in the doctrines and ideologies of that era and the

translation of these beliefs into praxis has been pointed out at various

occasions in the course of this investigation.

The opening question of this investigation - Has man's stature qua

man increased or diminished over the past 150 years? or to pose the

question more definitively: has science increased or diminished mants

stature over this tirne perÍod? - in view of the apparent evidence nust

therefore be answered in the negative. There is not much reason to

believe that the vafue of hunan beings Ís now more highJ.y rated than one

hundred years before.

Science in conjunction with politics, and politics in conjunction

with science seem as wiJ.ling as before to sacrifice nan for ideological

reasons, as they did during the era of rmperialisn and during the two

world Ílars, in the effort to impose their "specific" or particuLar

interpretation of reality. Nuclear technology gives to these aspects a

new dimension and the number of human beings which are perceived as

being dispensable in terms of "ca,l-cutated risks" goes into the nillions.
scientific fatalism seems to be the most costJ-y fatarism.

"The history of our times", wrote paul Levin, "is a melancholy

catalogue of what we have done to others, what we have alLowed others to
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do in our name, FJhat others have done to us, and what v¿e have done Lo

oursefves".40

Erich Fromm diagnosed the situation in the following way: "If

mankind destroys itself it will not be because of the intrinsic

wickedness of man's heart; it wÍlr be because of his inability to wake

up to the realistic alternatives".4l

40Paul Ler¡in. Divisions, cBC publication, Toronto, 192s, p. r..

4lErich Frornn. The Hqart of lr{an, Harper and Row, New york, 1964, p.
t ooloJ.
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